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"For God has made me hi t fu l  in the land of my a ~ c t i o n . "  

-Genesis 4 1 : 52 
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Abstmct 

The importance of the trope of captivity to the development of the female seif comes from 

the absolute cultural immersion that necessarily attends the captive situation. In non-fictional 

accounts suc h as Mary Rowlandson's and Mary Jemison's it forces the to tai reconstruction of a 

subjectivity based on relationship to, rather than dserence fkom, and the resulting flexibility in the 

subject aliows for and at times forces actions that under normal circurnstances would be 

abominations. These fac t- based narratives a b  d o  w a fieedorn of movement O therwise 

inaccessible to women, which in fictional captivities such as Margaret Cavendish's Blazing World, 

Française de Grd5gny.s Lettres d'une péruvienne, and Sarah Fielding's Ophefia. can translate 

into an ability on the part of the writer ;O construct not only the subjectiviiy of the speaker, but 

the very cultural situation (or what Charles Taylor refers to as cultural "landmarks") upon which 

the subjectivity is based. This allows the construction of subject positions with an autonomy and 

Bexibility previously made impossible by the restrictions of the society in which the authors wrote. 

The possibilities thus enabled by the new cultural milieu empower authors-particularly fernale 

authors-to build and rebuiid themselves (and their characters) as autonomous speking subjects. 

Rowlandson is forced into the unstable captive situation and adapts to ii; Cavendish de 

Graffigny and Fielding aIi create it for themselves, in order to use the subversive potential it 

creates. Jemison on the other hand, seems to embrace it, initially out of necessity, but in the end 

out of a desire to stay in the Indian culture because its recognition of identity as cultural rather 

than racial is, in the end, cornfortable and natural for her. 
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Introduction: Cender and Genre 

To know who 1 am is a species of knowing where 1 stand. 
<harles Taylor, Sources of the Sev 

In the introduction to The Indian Cupivity Narrative: A Woman 's Vieiv ( 1 WO), 

Fmces Kestler remarks: 'that this simple type of writing, universally exciting and 

credible. fomed a decisive part of the beginning of our American literature, never to be 

duplicated in any other country, is a fact. That it was initiated by a woman and funher 

developed by other women is ano ther fact" (Kestler m). But Kestler's assertion of these 

Yacts" is not strict Iy accurate. AIthough historical circumstmces certainly led to the 

genre's unique development in American Literature, stories of captivity m y  be traced 

back into foklore, myth, and fairyale.' In America, men were captured as weii as women, 

and wrote detailed accounts of their experiences; the moa famously misrepresented of 

these, thanks to the Disney corporation, is Captain John Smith's encounter with 

Pocahontas. But although Kestler's statements are not entirely accurate, they do gesture 

toward a fasckting link between gender and the captivity narrative genre. As the texts 

this study focuses on demonstrate, the topos of captivity, which may appear sirnply 

histoncaf in its Amencan "documentary" variation. draws attention to a transhistoncal 

constant in the circumstances of production of fernale selfhood. The women whose texts 

' The culturally assumed link between wornen and passivity in both witten and 
oral western cultural traditions adds weight to the cultural perception of women as the 
quintessential captives. Fairy tale princesses ofien find thernselves waiting in docile hope 
of rescue by swashbuckling heroes. In spite of such heroines as Spenser's Britornart in n?e 
Fuerie Queene, who play active and dramatic roles in the rescue of (&en male) captives. 
it is the role of captive rather than rescuer which remains most strongly associared with 
women. 
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appear in this audy corne £tom dramaticaiiy varied personal and cultural circurnstances. 

but they are Linlred through the genre they use to raise dieu individual voices. Whether 

these authors launch a conscious social critique using the captivity narrative as a vehicle, 

or simpIy h d  a place for their voices to be heard in the writing of a "true" account, in 

each case the use of the captivity narrative says something about the condition of the 

woman writer and her sense of self in relation to the world. 

In its non-fictional incarnations, the captivity narrative is identifiable by an aimost 

formulaic series of events. Richard VanDerBeets, in discussing Arnerican Indian captivity 

narratives, Oescnïs this pattern as "Separation (isolation fkom one's culture and symbolic 

death), Transformation (a series of excruciating ordeals in passing fiom ignorance to 

kno wledge and mat urity, acco mpanied by ritualized adoption into a new culture), and 

Retum (syrnboüc rebirth with a sense of moral and spintual gain)" (VanDerBeets x). That 

capt ivity narratives remain bo th formulaic and feminized in their fictional varia~ions. even 

in modern western culture, is evidenced by the large number of  mass-rnarket paperback 

romance noveis that take captivity as their theme. Of these. "Indian Captivity" or "Native 

h e r i c a n "  plot lines are a standard and established subgenre popular enough to give rise. 

in the 1 980s, to an entire series of "Indian C a p  ivity" novels (cailed. rat her incredibly, "the 

Savage Senes") published by Zebra books (McCafferty 45). The popularity of this theme 

cornes, in the words of romance author Colleen Faulkner. fiom the fact that the story 

represents "the ultimate fmtasy. Someone you think is a danger cm give you a better [Xe 

than the one you ha< (qtd. in Ryan. n. pag.). 

.Mthough in the world of the pulp romance novel the captive heroine's "better Me" 
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is largely due to a highly romanticized view both of Native Amencan culture and of 

captivity itsell; the essential paradox at the root of my study is that captivity nanatives can 

function as escape literature, and offer a kind of kedom to their authors-a keedom that 

involves an enabled sense of identity development through fieedom of speech. Even in the 

earliest examples of the genre's 'bdocumentary" or non-fictional form this tendency is 

visible, and as Laurel Ulrich remarks, the captive state ironicaily offered a kind of liberty 

to the women who experienced it: 

paradoxically, perhaps, the fact of capture might have rneant an expansion. 
For those actuaiiy taken, new worlds both of terror and of possibility were 
opened. The captive descnid in the ministerial literattxe was hvariably an 
innocent Christian seized by nide savages and subjected to capricious 
taunts and torments mitigated only by divine intervention. Captivity thus 
became a ritualistic journey of salvation, a passage through suffering and 
despair toward saving faith. In reality, captivity was sornetimes a journey 
toward a new home, a new occupation new f?iends and farnily, or at the 
very least toward earthly experiences little imagined in the fàrms and 
villages le ft behind. (Ulrich 202) 

Even in its non-fact-based novelistic incarnations, the captivity narrative mirroe the 

restrictions inhibithg women in their societies, but at the same time presents the possibility 

of transcending these limitations-at least in print. 

The complete change in the physical geography surrounding the captive. as 

ULnch's expianation suggests, mirrors a similar and equally cataclysmic change in her 

cuitural geography. As Wendy Martin comments, 

captivity and travel namatives make it quite clear that travel. whether 
voluntary or forced presents a radical challenge to the notion of a fked 
stable self. When coerced as in the case of Mary Rowlandson. the 
traveler's challenge is to maintain a stable identity and to have consistent 
responses even in the face of extraordinary danger. When the joumey is 
voluntary . . . the challenge is to more fùlly integrate new experiences and 
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cultures. (Martin viii) 

The enormity of the impact of this change in circumstances and its relationship to the 

development of subjectivity is better understood when examhed through the lem of 

Charles Taylor's Sources of the Self, fiom which the epigraph to this introduction is 

Answering the question, "Who am IT', Taylor suggests, c m o t  necessarily be 

done by sirnply "giving name and genedogy." Instead. he argues. 

[wjhat does m e r  this question for us is an undentandhg of what is of 
crucial importance to us. To know who I am is a species of knowing where 
1 stand. My identity is defined by the commitrnents and identifications 
which provide the frame or horizon within which I can try to d e t e d e  
kom case to case what is good, or valuable. or what ought to be done. or 
what 1 endorze or oppuse. In other words, it is the horizon within which I 
am capable of taking a stand. (Taylor 27) 

What this "brings to light," he continues, is "the essential iink between identity and a kind 

of orientation. To kno w who you are is to be oriented in moral space. a space in which 

questions arise about what is good or bad, what is worth doing and what not. what has 

meaning and importance for you and what is trivial and secondas.. . . . The disorientation 

and uncertainty about where one stands as a person seems to spiU over into a loss of grip 

on one's stance in physical space'' (Taylor 28). This metaphor of su bjectivity as reliant on 

an almoa geographical orientation permeates both the factual and the fictive capt ivity 

narratives in this study. 

Taylor links the need for an aimost physical orientation in a cultural space to the 

development of the subject as speaker in a way that seems quite natud: "[rnly self- 

definition is understood as an answer to the question Who 1 am. And this question h d s  its 
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original sense in the interchange of speakers. 1 d e h e  who 1 am by detùiing where 1 speak 

&om, in the f d y  tree, in social space, m the geography of social statuses and functions, 

in my intirnate relations to the ones I love, and also crucially in the space of moral and 

spiritual orientation within which my most important definhg relations are iived out' 

(Taylor 3 5). The confluence of geogmphical and cultural orientations Taylor descnis 

here resonates with Ulrich's description of the circurnstances of captivity, but Taylor's 

work tends to view the location of the resulting "self" as final and fixed, and suggens that 

moral disorientation leads to physical destabilization. The experiences of the wornen this 

study focuses on apprar to be somewhat at variance with this. The reorientation of the 

subject in both cultural and physical space, combined with the use of metaphoncal 

"Iandmarks" and 'bhorizorû" to establish position, suggests that the location of  the subject 

(and thus the place nom which speech issues) gains flexibility in the confines of captivity. 

Even some of the features which orient the self (such as the cultural horizon) are 

completely destabilized, but the resulting subjectivities produced in these tests assert 

themselves with confidence. My purpose in this study is to e.Yarnine how this fIexibiIity 

enables and ernpowers autonomous subjectivity and speech in women who wote about 

their experiences in captivity. and to illustrate how women authors use the possibilities 

inherent in the captivity narrative as a trope to enable and empower their own abiiity to 

speak. 

What a reading of Uirich and Taylor together suggests, then is that the importance 

of the captivity narrative genre to the development of a female public voice cornes from 

the mobility attendant upon and the flexibility necessary to survival in the absolutr cultural 
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immersion of the captive state. In documentarylnon-fictional accounts, the actual events of 

the captivity introduce the possibility-even the imperative-of movement beyond the 

boundaries of the settlement which orients those w i t h  it both physically and culturally by 

keeping them stnctly segregated from the 'Wdemess." The totdy foreign cultural 

backdrop agaUIst which the rernainder of the tale is written provides an obvious focus for 

the protagonist's dinerentiation from the culture of her captors, but ironicdiy more ofien 

than not serves io quietly illuminate cultural similanties rather than diaerences despite the 

best efforts of the author or transcn'ber. In the end, these documentary texts chart the 

development of a subjectivity forced Lito a fleuiüity resulting fkom the need to live in an 

utterly foreign yet nrangely familiar environment. Part of the disruptive cultural sirnilarity 

tacitly acknowledged in these captivity stories cornes fiom attempts to force the strange 

environment to take on meaning in cultural t e m  f d a r  to the captive herself. 

Although the fictional captivity narratives are O ften O bviously fantasies. the iine 

between reality and fiction in them becomes blurred by allegory. as the social concerm 

underwriting many of the narratives speak to the confinhg nature of culturaiiy enforced 

gender roles. Although sexual ttillation exists in some of the genre's prototypes. it is not 

nearly as dominant in them as  it becomes in the more modem pulp fiction versions. More 

central to these early narratives is the social critique they launch which places them in a 

tradition somewhat a p m  fiom the so-cded "penny-dreadfuls." Even more sigdïcant are 

the differences that separate fic tional captivity narratives fiom their documentary 

counterparts. The fact-based narratives illuminate the process of subject development as 

captive women cope with situations beyond their conuol; in a fictional setting authors 
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retah absolute control of the situation, and are able to dictate exactly where their captive 

heroines are taken. This translation to a fictional context reconfigures the enforced 

flexibility arising ftom the "real" or physical captive state into the ability to constnict the 

circumstances that shape the subject in her new codonnation. This results in the trope of 

captivity giwig rise to enonnous possibilities of control over the shaping (or fashioning) 

of the self, and the illusion of fkeedom coming, paradoxicdy, f?om bondage. 

The jurnp f?om documentary accounts of actual captwities in Arnerica to English 

and European fictional texts that use captivity as a trope (and d e  no direct reference to 

either Amenca or Indians) is not as W e l y  as is might at first appear. In their 1992 article 

"The American Origins of the English Novei" Nancy Armstrong md Leonard 

Temenhouse discuss the ways in which Mary Ro wiandson's imrnensely popular narrative 

aliowed "Englishness . . . to be embodied in a nonaristocratic female" and t h e  female in 

question [to become] a virtuaily inexhaustible source of English prose" (Armstrong and 

Temenhouse 39 1 ). They use the precedent of Rowlandson's test to discuss Samuel 

Richardson's Pomela which, along with Clurissa, must be considered among the moa 

famous accounts of captive women in English Literature. Michelle Bumharn reiterates this 

cornparison in 1996, noting that "[p]opular texts such as colonial -American' captivity 

narratives and 'English' sentimental novels . . . regularly crossed" back and forth over the 

Atlantic Ocean (Burnham 50). However, there is a cmcial difference between Parnela's 

methods of constructing and maintaining her subject ivity and those of the hero ines in the 

texts this study will examine. 

When Pamela is threatened with "assimilation" by rape into the immoral culture of 
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her aristocratie captor, ber response is the ultimate passivity: she faints;. Richardson's text 

sustains the twin characteristics of the sentimental heroine as passive and as identsed 

primariiy by her sexuality. Although the rise of the sentimentai heroine and w h t  David 

Haberly re fers t O as the 'fi?inkly commercial" purpose of rnany sensat ional "documentary" 

captivity narratives, particularly between 1 750- 1850, certainly underscore precisely the 

same kinds of stereotypes,' two of the four most popular captivity narratives-which are 

&O, Haberly no tes, "iisted among the great best seilen of American publishing by Frank 

Luther Md"-are those of Mary Rowlandson and Mary Jemison, neither of which bear any 

resemblance to tales of the tender and cornpliant sentimental heroine. Nor is the active 

establishment of identity withti the captive setting limited to non- fictional accounts; 

fictional lnovelistic texts written by women use the trope of captivity bo th to express in 

aliegorical ternis the restrictions ofgender, and to transcend those sarm Limitations. 

An examination of the earlier of these two Amencan bestsellers, RowIandson's 

Sovercignp und Goodness of God, forms the fust chapter of this study. AIthough 

Rowlandson's narrative is not the earliest text to be published out of the five 1 will 

i n v e s t i g e  in many ways it set the standard for and increased the popuiarity of the genre. 

Haberly refen to the feared possibility that "a white woman captured by Indians 
rnight be defeminized; tkat is. that her suffering and her separation fiom civilization rnight 
Iead her into patterns of behaviour suitable ody for d e s , "  although he ais0 notes that 
"[tlhis danger had not greatly preoccupied the Puritans, who appiauded Hannah Dustan's 
massacre of her captors*' (Haberly 434). 

Margaret Cavendish's Description of a New ?Forid, Cdled the Blazing JIrorld 
predates Rowlandson's narrative by twelve years. but it certainly seems to have been 
innuenced by new world narratives and borrows the idea of the new world as a land of 
opportunityy 
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The acceptance it received as a text written and published by a woman was highly unusuai. 

given the hierarchical and strictly govemd social structure of Puritan New England. This 

success can be attniuted in large part to the text 's veneer of compiiance with the project 

of the church fathers. Christopher Castiglia notes that ""because it offered a mode1 for 

fomùng ident ity t hrough opposition, " Puritan narratives such a s  Rowlandson's '%alorized 

resistance to acculturation" (23). Thus by king taken outside of the boundaries of the 

cornrnunity while still canying the community's boundai-ies with her, and by writing about 

her expenence, Rowlandson is theoreticaiiy able to reinforce the d8erence between 

Puritans and "savages," and to thus emphaske and preserve the boundaries of the 

community against the wildemess, opposed to whose menacing presence the Puritans 

identified thernselves. 

However, this same mo bility that apparentiy însists on Rowlandson's aflknation of 

Puritan cultural boundaries also d o w s  her greater fieedom to step outside of her culture's 

restrictive inauence. At the same time as she a f f m  her attachent to the Puritan 

cornmunity she has Iefi behind by using biblical quotations to validate and explain her 

esperience typologicaily. she aIso uses biblicaI references to describe her captors. Nor are 

these the expected references to Egypt, Babyion, or even the desert wastehd; rather, 

Rowlandson (perhaps inadvertently) nurnben her captors among the blessed. iikening 

them at one point to Jehu, the Israelite king who U e d  the infamous Jezebel. 

Rowlandson's abiiity to slip between identities gives her subjectivity 3 flexibility 

that sirnultaneously tàcilitates the cult urdy t ransgressive behaviours necessary to her 

sunival and sanct ines these sarne practices. Even as the patriarchs of t he church d o  w her 
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to speak and endorse her typologid references to the OId Testament, they also allow her 

to usurp even their own authority, for when she speaks, she speaks "as" David, or Job, or 

even Isaiah This süppage between identities and the ability to hold more than one subject 

position at a t ime, as well as the attending ability to orient and reorient the self in n relative 

rather than a k e d  position, re-emerges in various fomis in the fictional texts which are the 

focus of chapten two through four. 

The k t  of these ckapten concerns itselfwith Margaret Cavendish's A 

Description of a ~Vew World. Called the Bloting WorZd. Unlike Rowlandson, Cavendish 

never experienced the physicai hardships that accompany actual captivity (although she 

and her husband lived in e.de and on credit for the duration of the interregnum). 

Nevenheless, Cavendish did feel hersera captive of the role her gender relegated her to at 

birth. More than anything, Cavendish wanted to be taken seriously as a scholar and writer. 

Her fondest hope was that her writings would outlive her; her darkea fear was of etenial 

O bscurity . 

Although Cavendish's stmggle, unlike Rowlandson's, was not a physical struggle 

for survivai. it was nonetheless real; philosophical discourse was the nearly exclusive 

dornain of men, and the text of Cavendish's Blazing World shows a unique response to 

this exclusivity. Denied access to the kind of public discourse she craved. Cavendish 

creates a utopian world and populates it with figures who are aIl quite easily identified as 

Cavendish herself-some of them even by name. Thus she sets up a scenarïo wherein she is 

b I I y  able to enter the discourse of naturai philosophy-but with herseK As the Blazing 

I%rld opens, a "Young Lady" of gentle breeding is abducted fiom the shores of  her 
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homeland by a merchant and taken aboard his ship. The ship sails through the poles of the 

"lady's" world to an adjoining world (the Blazing World) where the Lady captivates the 

Emperor, who prompt ly &es her his Empress. Her interest in and opinions on n a t d  

phüosophy, made clear through her extensive discussions with the inhabitants of the 

B M g  World, Link the Empress to Cavendish the author (or in this case narrative 

persona). And a short tirne later the author/narrator and Empress are joined by the sou1 of 

"Margaret Cavendish," whom the Empress commandeers to be her scribe. The result of 

thîs Ynawg and somewhat confusing conglorneration is a tripartite subject which is able 

to be in dialogue-quite LiteraUy-with itselt 

Although this seems to =Ive the problem of Cavendish's exclusion from public 

discourse, it does so at a cost, for the immediate danger in such a seKreferential and 

closed system of "discourse" is solipsism In fact, the very utopian setting Cavendish uses 

forces the reader to consider whether the world she proposes grows only out of her own 

self absorbed fantasy, or whether its relevance might extend to a wider audience. Crrtainly 

Cavendish's "antic" dress and behaviour, along with her publically stated will to fane. 

precipitated her celebrity as "Mad Madge of Newcastle." Nthough this perception of her 

made it easier for her writing to be disrnissed as irrelevant, the general attitude toward 

wornen who sought a voice in public discourse also casts her eccentric persona in the role 

of a shield, deflecting the kinds of censure often leveued at women such as Lady Mary 

Wroth who were judged to take themselves and their writing too senously. thus 

ovemepping the bounds of their gender. The result of these strategic textual machinations 

is that Cavendish's narrative hides the seriousness of her philosophical proposais within a 
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guise of ungovemed fmcy. In tandem with the multiple subjectivity she creates in order to 

manufacture a diaiogic environment, this leads to a sirniIar flexible, mobile subjectivity to 

the one Ro whdson develops in her captive state. 

While Cavendish's unique approach to using the captivity narrative trope involves 

creating a utopian environment, the more custornary and accurate approach (as 

Rowlandson's niinative amply demonstrates) is to use the captivity narrative to describe 

an intensely dysopic situation This is exactly what Française de Graffigny does in her 

epistolary novel Lettres d'une Péruvienne. In a higbiy imaginative and totaily 

anachro nist ic set of events, Grafngny has ber heroine, the Peruvian princess Zilia, captured 

by the Spanish a! the sack of Cusco in 1532 and placed B a boat headed toward Spain. 

The Spanish boat is intercepted, however, and Ziüa is 'kscued" (or recaptured) by a 

French crew under a man narned Déterville, who brings her to a very eighteenth-century 

France. In this fascinating reversai of the usual cultural roles, it is the "Indian" who is 

captured by the Europeans, and through Zilia's e p s  the Euro pean culture looks strange 

indeed . 

Gnffigny's text shows the metaphorical relationship Charles Taylor describes 

between cultural and geographical orientation directly. Zilia's traumatic relocation is 

rnarked over and over by her efforts to orient herser in physical space, and more subtly by 

her need for "culrural landrnarks," the hrst of which is her fiancé Aza (who is aiso, as 

Tapa-Inca" ernbIernatic of her culture). Zilia's attachent to Aza initiaily semes to help 

her orient her identity and idente the place fiom which she speaks. 

This speaking position is intimately ünked to her identity as Peruvhn and her 
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determination to keep th& cultural association as part of her identity while in captivity 

leads to her ability to resist complete cultural assimilation Although continuing to Iive in 

France and, afler a t h e ,  needing to leam the French language both result in some degree 

of cultural integration, Zilia's cont inued references to Peru (initiafly in the person of Aza) 

keep her fiom becoming whofly French As these references to her culture of origin, 

although they appear to take Aza specifïcaiiy as their subject, become more and more 

obviousiy flexible and abstract, the role of cultural landmarks becomes clearer. nie 

significance of Aza as a specinc individual decreases noticeably during the course of the 

nanat ive, and what becomes more obviously important is his symbolic status. S ince 

symbok and kndmarks are ult imately arbhry and relative, the space Aza fills c m  be (and 

is) filled with other cultural rnarkers that aiiow Zilia to ident* herself with the Peruvian 

culture (rather than ody with the man who is/was its leader) wMe a h  taking part in the 

French. Thus the captivity which so confines Zilia also adds to the flexibility of her 

subjectivit y, a flexibility not unlike Cavendish's and Rowlandson's. 

Zilia's consequent ability to be in French culture but not of it enables both her and 

her author to speak publicly. As a toreigner Zilia can see with innocent eyes, and her naive 

interpretations of her surroundîngs result in a scat hing cnt ique of French culture. For Ziiia 

herse4 it is her status as an outlander in France which simultaneously gives her the 

Linguistic tools to make herseifheard and allows her to critique the culture she so 

uncomfonably inhabits. For G f i g n y ,  Zilia's limUial position between cultures rnables the 

allegorical representation of women in western European society. Mhough she seerns to 

agree with Cavendish that women's gender roles are confining, Graffigny's critique is far 
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broder than Cavendish's specinc objection to the exclusivity of the discourse of naturai 

philoso phy. Rather, Gdlïgny focuses more generally on the relative powerlessness wit h 

which women iived in what was essentidy a man's world. 

Like Grafngny's heroine, Sarah Fielding's Opheüa is captured nom an isolated and 

insulated existence and taken to the dangerous world of Western civilizationTs urban 

culture. However, Fielding's novel effectively critiques the kind of cultural isolationism 

apparently promoted by Z h ' s  removd of herseif' to the country, out of reac h of her 

captorTs culture. In a sense, Fielding's Wheh picks up where Graffigny's Lettres d'une 

Péruvienne leaves o E  Through a series of disastrous events. Ophelia ends up Living in 

absolute seclusion in the countryside (in her case, in the wilds of Wales) with only her aunt 

for human Company. However, the treatment the novel gives this situation suggests that 

this apparent utopia is as repressive as any other physical captivity. 

In fact, Ophelia's absolute dependence on her aunt stifles her reason by elirninating 

the need for her to exercise it. At the sarne t h ,  the absolute satiation Ophelia experiences 

exposes the impossibility of establishing a position £kom which to speak because absolute 

satiation presupposes a lack of desire, and thus the lack of a reason for speech. But desire 

itself, however necessary it is in the production of speech, cornes at a cost. The discornfort 

it causes (in contrast to the codort of absolute gratification) pushes Ophelia almost 

beyond the Limits of her endurance until death seems aimost preferable. 

Thus what this tel? explores is this dance between desire and death, played out in 

Opheiia's position trapprd between life in the secluded and entireiy self-sufficient and thus 

desireless position in Wales and Me Ui the dangerous, amoral. uncornfortable but desire- 
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fiiled and pleasure-prornising town Aithough the fact that Ophelia chooses marriage at the 

end of the novel over life with her aunt in Wales suggests a strong tendency toward social 

conservatism, it is possible to read a bitter and ironic mbtext into her acceptance of her 

captor Dorchester's marriage proposal that indicts maniage as weU as separatisrn and 

suggests how lirnited and limiting the social rotes for women are. 

The nnal chapter of this study returns to the American continent and to event- 

based (''non-fictional") captivity narratives. Mary Jemison's narrative is unique because 

although it reads as a £ire person account of her experiences, she herself was iiiiterate and 

thus dictated it (in what seems Iike a strange echo of the actions of Cavendish's Empress) 

to (and at the request of) James Seaver. Aithough by the tirne Jemison dictated her story 

she was in her eighties, and after over sixty-five years of "captivity" considered the Seneca 

t n î  she had marrieci into twice her f d y ,  the title page to Seaver's version of the 

narrative clearly bills it as a captivity story. This contrat between Seaver's perception of 

Jernison and her perception of herself highlights a certain tension ktween Jemison's 

account of her story and Seaver's attempts to reconfigure it to fit his ideology-an ideology 

that could not cope with the notion of a white woman k i n g  cornfortable in an Indian 

world. In sorne ways this culture clash acknowledges and even illustrates the kinds of 

barriers wornen needed to overcome in order to write. In a sense. Jemison's text is a 

captive of Seaver's ideological spin-doctoring more than her body and spirit are captive to 

the Seneca. What is extraordinary-and intenseiy O ptimist ic-is that Jemison's vo ice cornes 

through clearly in this narrative in ways that Seaver's bias c m o t  entirely stifle. 

It is not the purpose of this study to suggest that captivity narratives were the 
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exclusive domain of women writers. Nor is it my intention to suggest that all women 

everywhere experienced captivity. However, the fact that the trope of captivity is used by 

and largeiy identEed with women not ody in documentary accounts but also in fictional 

narratives, and the fact that this trope is used by women fiom such a large range of 

socioeconomic. political, and religious backgrounds, suggests that the trope of captivity 

manages to capture a transhistorical constant in the constrictiveness of the social positions 

in which women have often found themselves a s  a direct result of their gender. The 

limitations of the captivity story in turn aUow women to think through the possibilities for 

libration, and to develop a sense of their own value independent of the esteem in which 

their soçieties hold them-or the roles their societies ho1d them to. 

Stephen Greenblatt 's original use of the terrn "self- fashioning" has become 

somewhat uonic by the t h e  he reaches the end of Renaissance Self-Fashioning. 

"Whenever 1 focused sharply upon a moment of apparently autonomous self-fashioning." 

he says. "1 found not an epiphany of identity Eeely chosen but a cultural artifact. 1 f there 

remained traces of fiee choice. the choice was arnong possibilities whose range was 

strictly delineated by the social and ideological system in force" (Greenblatt 256). In the 

texts which form the basis for this nudy, the "deheations of the sociai and ideological 

system in force" are sometimes even physicaliy present. But what emerges here is the 

strugg le for individuality, even within cu l tu r ahd  in some cases physical-lunit at io ns. 

These texts do not reveal inert cultural artifacts, but rather they kar nitness to individual 

desire and the detennination of these women tu articulate thek selthood. 
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Mary Rowhndson's Sacred Abominations 

An experienced event is finite-at any rate, confined to one sphere of experience; a 
remernbered event is infinite, because it is only a key to everything that happened before 

and after it. 
-Walter Benjamin, "The Image of Proust" 

"1 am in England everywhere" -Thomas Brome. Religio Medici 

Perhaps the most astonishing moment for Mary Rowlandson during her 3 month 

captivity with the Nipmuk, Wampanoag, and Nanagansett Indians cornes during the 

"Sixteenth Remove," when she f a  to distinguish an approaching group of Indians, who 

happen to be dressed in the clothes of dead English settlers, from actual English settlers: 

In that time came a company of Indians to us, nearly U y ,  d on Hone 
back. My heart skipt w i t b  me, thinking they had been English-men at the 
first sight of them; for they were dressed in English Apparel, with Hats, 
white Neckcloths, and Sashes about theu waists. and Ribbons upon their 
shoukiers; but. when they came near, there was a vast difference between 
the lovely Faces of Christians, and the fou1 looks of those Heurhens; which 
much darnped my spirit again. (5 1-52) 

Rowlandson's erroneous identification of the Indians as English affects her in a way 

perhaps best described by a comment fi-om Edmund Burke's treatisr on the Subiime and 

the Beautiful: "Men two distinct objects are unWte to each other. it is ody what we 

expect . . . therefore they make no impression on the imagination: but when two distinct 

objects have a resemblance, we are stnick, we attend to them . . ." ( 1 : 1 757). Burke ends 

this passage by adding '%nd we are pleased," but the scene unGolding before Rowlandson 

"strikes" her with something more akin to a physical blow. In her initiai misrecognition of 

the figures in £?ont of her for figures with whom she identifles intimately. Rowlandson 

creates a situation wherein she can no longer c l a h  absolute or even distinctive dserence: 
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her inability to distinguish herself fully gives the image of an indian dressed as an Engkh 

settler its shock The real horror may come from the fact that this bief emounter 

awakens within Ro whdson  the reaiization of how close she is to 'going native." In many 

respects she has aiready gone. 

nie attnictiveness of this s d  scene for critics may come fiom the fact that it 

seems to invite an "obvious" reading: Rowlandson, once she discovers her perceptual 

error, ensunerates and ernphasizes the dserences which distinguish her £iom the Indians as 

clearly as she can in an attempt to preserve her singularity and integrity as a subject. But a 

reading which overemphasizes her atternpts to exclude outside influences obscures much 

of the richness and flexibility with which her own subjectivity functions. It also clouds the 

question of how, f i e r  participahg in and identifying with Indian culture as hUy as she 

does. she is able to re-integrate herselfinto Puritan culture, a reintegration which in turn 

hiflghts how Rowlandson's narrative describes both the permeabiiity of the boundary set 

up by Puritans to differentiate themselves fiom their "enexnies," and the permeability of the 

boundaries of Rowlandson's own subjectivity. Although her identification with the 

"Keathens" is gualified, she never rejects it outright : although Ro wiandson notes the 

differences in facial features, she never recants the initiai similanties. It is astonishing then 

that her voice-not only a ferninine voice but one which issues fiom a subject who 

4 As Laurel Ulrich remarks. "Mary Rowlandson's narrative is deeply and 
penrasively racist, yet. as many scholars have shown it is not always ditfeence which 
arouses fear of an alien person or culture so much as a perceived yet repelient sameness. 
This is amply illustrated in Mary3 story. She speaks of the Indians as 'Salvage Bem' and 
'roarhg lions'. yet the most strikmg and pervasive animal b g e r y  in the narrative is that 
which she applies to heneK In captivity she had 'ody a h l e  Swill for the body, and then 
Wte a Swine, must ly d o w  on the ground'" (Ulrich 239). 
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transgresses bo th the bo undaries of gender roles and those of the Puritan sett lement and 

culture-becornes authoritative to the extent that it gives us one of the most enduring 

Puntan legacies of King PWp's War. 

My investigation begins with the suggestion that subjectivity, perhaps particularly 

where women are concemed, may be formed with an emphasis on inclusive relationships 

rather than oppositional ones: an alternative emphasis Eom many post-structuralist 

theoretical models. A reading of Ro whndson's text suggests that rather than a single point 

in space, the subjectivity her text creates for her bars  a closer resemblance to a web of 

various positions, endlessly and inclusively relationai, identehg with rather than against 

"others." The resulting subject strives toward. and cannot avoid king, flexible. mutable 

and infinitely rnovable. To Mary Rowlandson, this method of "self-fashioning" gives the 

ability to survive her captivities-both Puritan and Indian (and 1 wiii explain the similarities 

between the two living situations laterbby ailowing her to create her subject ivity almost 

by bricolage; she uses whatever tools and individuals are near her to create the 

relationships necessary to define liersell: whether these relationships are linguistic or 

rhetorical, economic, personal. or physical. Her ability to move. adjust. and re-creatr 

herselfis what both saves and damns her in the end, for once her seKdefining relationships 

are formed. the ties they create are so strong and so irnperat ive to her subject position that 

even as the situation changes and new relationships (or the resurrections of O ld ones) 

become n e c e s q ,  traces are left behuld. 

Perhaps because of t h ,  the transition nom one set of identlfying relationships to 

another does not occur aitogether smoothly. As the individuals involved in these 
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relationships are removed f?om Rowlandson's purview, she experiences temporary 

confusion almost to the point of a loss of self. In the rnidst of the crisis this creates in 

Rowlandson's psyche, she must irnmediately work to fom new relationships in order to 

re-orient and re-descnk (or inscnbe) her subject position. In the case of Rowlandson's 

captivity, these new relationships must be fomed with the Indians whom she has k e n  

trained to regard as purely "other." These supplementary relationships. however 

temporary, leave permanent traces on her sense of identity, which becomes increasing1y 

cornplex and composite. 

Thus wheii Rowlandson finds ":self in a strange cuiture, in an unfa& position 

as captive and servant rather than mistress, she must suddeniy refomulate the position 

from which she speaks, since the props and people who sustained the relationships 

essentid to her former subjectivity have been violently wrenched fkom her. She rnust also. 

however, continue to incorporate Puritan influences textuaiiy, to maintain her status and 

authority as a sanctified (albeit fernale) speaker. The emphasis on inclusive relationships 

and the need to survive in an alien culture necessitates identification wirh the alien culture 

and therefore participation in its "abominations." The ability to do this is itseif an 

abomination for Rowlandson since it signais a flexibility in the definition of her identity 

that. in Puritan New England, would have ken  transgressive, given the rigidity of the 

physical boundaries of the sett lements and of the ideological boundaries definhg gender 

roks. Paradoxicaliy, the tools that simultaneously enable this flexibility for Rowlandson 

and sanctify the abominations it requires are the Puritan pract ices of intense self- 

examination and compulsive biblical typology. Before proceeding to discuss the captivity 
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narrative specifically and the flexiiility of Rowlandson's subjectivity within it, it is 

important to establish the fùnction of relationships in Rowlandson's understanding of 

herself, and the emphasis her text reveals on a self defined by relationships to. rat her than 

differences fiom, those around her. 

1. Rowlandson's Cultural Landscape 

Rowlandson gives us ches to her sense of setf at the outset of her narrative. M e r  

describing the initial horror of the attack on the garrisoned houx she Lives in, she begins a 

lament in her "Fkst Remove" reminiscent of the "rbi sunt" motif of AngIo-Samn epic. 

The stripping away of her relational marken causes a perceived plunge in her own wonh 

roughly equivalent to a total loss of seif; "ail" is a very inclusive pronoun: 

.4U was gone: my Husband gone, (at least separated fiom me, he k ing  in 
the Bay; and, to add to niy grieE the Indiam told me they would kiii hirn as 
he came homeward,) my Chiidren gone, my Relations and Friends gone. 
our house and home. and al1 our cornforts within door and without. aH was 
gone. (except my life,) and 1 knew not but the next moment that might go 
too. (34) 

Amy Lang comments that "[sltripped of affectionate relationships, social identity, and 

familiar surroundings, Rowlandson is forced to re-create herselt .4s a woman. a wife, and 

a mother. she rnust d e h e  her 'life' in the absence of everythg that once constituted We" 

(2 1 ). But Rowlandson's speecli reveais things about her social state that Lang only hints 

at. Although Rowlandson lists her husband as her p r i m q  social relationship. and she 

relates the loss of him tùst afrer her wail of "AU was gone." in her parenthetical 
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qualification she assures us that he was not, at this point, dead, but merely absent. S he 

intimates that separation fiom hirn is nearly as catastrophic as hû death would have k e n  

since in either case the set of i d e n t m g  relationships she associates with hirn is equdy 

miss hg. 

On the other hand, her sense of loss is not solely related to the perceived 

dissolution (however temporary) of this comection alone, but rather of aLi the web of 

relationships that together create her position in the world. Her own sense of self relies 

heavily upon her husband and her children, but equaiiy important are her "Relations and 

Friends," and her "comforts within doors and withcut," which position her in society and 

dictate both her role as neighbour and her role in the trading economy of her settlement. 

Lack of access to this whole web. and not just to her husband, is what results in a 

complete breakdown of her identity. Thus her sense of selfseems to emphasize 

"relat ionship to" (rat her t han "difference from*'). The preeminence t his web O f 

reiat ionships takes in her scheme of self-identification, and the need that she has for its 

entire presence to anchor her sense of seK becornes evidrnt as she insists "au is gone" 

even though at this point she stiil has one chiid with her. That the presence of tliis child 

oniy ments comment after Rowiandson has recounted her iosses, and that it seems to have 

Little ameliorating effect-even in retrospect-n her adamant clûim that "[all] was gone." 

suggests the depth of her need for her relational web. 

Rowlandson's onn We. in this early passage Born the narrative, appears only as a 

bracketed afierthought, suggesting that without her p r i m q  points of reference it has no 

real place (or at least a very unstable one) in the main clause. The parentheses surroundhg 
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her Me also suggest an attempt to provide textuai boundaries and reference points to 

replace those that have disappeared in the physical world. Above anything else, however. 

these bmckets give a visible reminder in the text of the sudden and absolute barriers 

erected between her position and the web of relationships that has to this point stabilized 

it-particularly since a parenthetical phrase has f a  more mobility in a sentence and a less 

direct relationship to the other words and phrases than a non-parenthetical phrase. The 

parentheses also, almost paradoxicdy, seem to preserve their contents, enveloping and 

protecting "[her] HeT" as she begins to spin, or perhaps more properly k i t ,  new 

connections and relationships in order to re-establish herseif Nonetheless, it is clear that 

although for a tirne her "We" can exist bracketed off, separate. individual single and 

unified, she must create further connections in her new envuonment to sustain her subject 

position. or truly ail will be lost. 

However, the environment in which she ~ i l l  have to create these connections 

marks the one abso lute dflerence/exclusion by which Ro wiandson identifies herself. 

AIthough her subjectivity orients itself primarily by inclusive relationships within the 

Puritan community, of necessity the ent ire comrnunity must identifj itself against its 

surroundings. The separation of the Puritan agrarian settlements fiom the "howling 

wildemess." accentuated by the need to build fortifications and by the ciirnate of wartirne. 

only served to strengthen Puritan preconcept ions of thernselves as a ''people set apart .'O 

Whiie living within the confines of the Puritan settlement and culture, the contrary 

emphases on inclusivity and exclusivity as individual and national influences on subjectivity 

present no confusion for Rowlandson. However, once outside the boundaries of the 
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settlement, they conflict with each other and place her in a position as precarious as it is 

paradoxicai. In order to understand the depth of this paradox and its innuence on 

Rowlandson specifically, it is imporiant to comprehend the sochl climate in which 

Rowlandson was writing and publishulg, and the roles of the captivity narrative genre and 

of the incorporative subject in the achievement of her public ~e~expression. 

Iï. Captivity Narntives and Freedom of Speech 

Chdopher Castigüa, in defining the captivity narrative. contends that "[t ]he 

captivity story became effective as propaganda in part because it oEered a modei for 

forrning identity through opposition . . Puritan narratives . . . valorized resistance to 

acculturation. When a Puritan swived captivity, the resistance to the captor's culture 

affimied her or his place in a community definrd by what the captive-and by extension the 

entire community-does not believe. what rituais he or she will not perform. . ." (Castiglia 

23). However, given the astonishingly broad extent to which Mary Rowlandson not only 

did not resist, but actively partîcipated in and even wrote about her participation in actions 

(if no t rituais) that would have k e n  quite fkk ly  abominable to members of t he Puritan 

culture, at least some of these storïes must have the potential to assist in the e x p h t  ion of 

the development of identity both for the Puritan community and for the individual captive 

in ways very dEerent than those Castiglia's argument suggests. Narratives such as Mary 

Rowlandson's simultaneoudy aIiow both the illustration of the restrictions placed 

particularly on women when they are '%ee," and the disniption of exactly what Castîglia 
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suggests they codrmthe boundaries of the community and the secure place of the person 

in it, shored up by cultural taboos. 

In fact, captivity narratives have a paradoxical ability to fiee the f e d e  writer 

sufficiently Eom the restrictive expectations of her culture to allow a new kind of speech. 

Thus ironicaiiy and perhaps somewhat surprisingly, Rowlandson's narrative of her 

captivity can be seen as the ur-text for ''the first fonn of escape literatw in America'' 

(Buniham 72). Strange as this rnay seem the Eeedom stems in part fiom the tea's ability 

to describe a physical or material manifestation of much of women's lived psychological 

experience.' Cenainly physical movernent was restricted for women, especially in 

America, where the dangers of travel were highlighted by the unfamiliar landscape 

surroundhg the settlements, as weIl as by the threats of violence and war. Funhemore. 

the hierarchical organization of the Puritan world view strictly governed the way women 

saw thernselves in relation to the world. As Margaret H. Davis points out: 

Puritan society defuied a wornan's identity by the relationships that 
prevailed in her sphere; in the church, she was bride to Christ: in the home 
she was wife to husband, mother to child, goodwife to 
servant-drsignat ions altoget her pnder-based and hierarchical. Society's 
smooth operation depended on the cooperation of each of these binary 
oppositions in assuming the special and assigned duties and respnsibilit ies 
of each one's place. In giving divine sanction to the relationship of the 
authonty to the subject, in cornparison to that of Christ to the Church 
P h a n  fathers canonized the hierarchy and warned that its breakdown 
wouId result in chaos. Therefore, for Puritans to resist authority, and 
especiatly for women to resist the authority of males, Christ's 
representatives on earth. was to resût the power of Cod himself. and 

' Rowlandson's reactions at the end of the narrative to king "home" in the Puritan 
community express this "psychic confinement" to some extent, as section four of this 
chapter wili discuss. 
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consequently to risk damnation of their souk. (Davis 52)6 

However inclusive and relational Rowlandson's subjectivity, the culture which f o m  it 

also insists upon strict authorial boundaries and pennits linle room for resistance to them 

Less tangible restrictions on women, however, worked to curtd their mental 

fteedom, and came in the form of indictments of women who tried to enter the realm of 

public discourse. Although permitted to write letters and in some cases to translate 

classical works, and even cautiously encouraged to leave spiritual and moral instnic t ions 

to their children in the form of "Mothers' Legacy Books," women were strongly and 

actively discouraged f?om launching their voices into the public arena. The most familiar 

indictments of women who did not abide by restrictions goveming their speech corne Born 

the words of Thomas Parker's open letter to his sister Elizabeth Avery upon the 

publication of her book: ". . .your printing of a Book, beyond the custorn of your Sex 

doth d y  smell" (qtd. in Bremer 44) and fiom the words of Hugh Peter to Anne 

H u t c b n :  "You have stept out of your place. You have rather bine a Husband than a 

Wie and a Preacher than a Heuer: and a Magistrate than a Subject. . ." (qtd. in Hall 382- 

83). Even when public speech by women was cautiously condoned by the Patriarchs of 

Puritan New England, the conditions and arictures placed upon the speakers were 

suffocating, as Davis points out: 

. . .the Puritan femaie who writes for publication may maintain her virtuous 
position oniy afler her own sanctification has k e n  iiflimed, and oniy under 

'%lthough as Ulrich points out, the relationships tha~  defined women's 
subjectivities were not by any means iimited to those which located them as subordinates 
to men. In addition, 1 wodd argue that these relationshrps that Davis describes are not 
altogether b î n q  in nature. 
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certain conditions defined as appropriate for the ferninine bride of Christ. . . 
a woman's rhetoric must be confïned to pious or othenvise traditional 
subjects, offered in humility, presented in deference to husband or other 
male authority, and composed in tirne not stolen from domestic 
responsibilities. (Davis 50) 

The project of sanctification, then, is to position the woman speaker securely in a web of 

associations with men. She is the bide of Christ, she is the subordhate of her husband. 

She is subject to the Magistrate, and Hearer to the Preacher. She exists for men, not as a 

self-defined subject, but rather as a blank. a piaceholder, a convenient point of reference. 

She is not authorized to speak tiniess she has permission to recite an edited script fiom 

specinc masculine authorities. And this authorization is contingent upon her abiiity to 

speak within the boundaries set by the grantors of that permission, who will graciously 

lend women a masculine tongue so that they rnay agree with what men have already 

expressed. 

Several critics. most notably Mitchell Breitweiser. have commented upon this very 

tone of "permission," and the resulting restrictions within which Rowlandson seems to 

work in her narrative. In a discussion of the relationship between the "Preface to the 

Reader" introducmg her m t i v e ,  witten "Per Amicum" (almua certainly lncrease 

Mather), Breitweiser notes: 

At quite a few points in the narrative, especiaiiy at the beginning, she hands 
herseyover to Mather's view of the war, searching through the minutiae of 
her experience for evidence. in part perhaps because she knew that this was 
the only game in town, the only way her thoughts and words could escape 
fkom the eventuai o blivion of isolated memory. But this desire to share or 
participate Ieads down to a deeper layer of motivation a desire to belong 
again among the iives of those &om whom she had k e n  tom. a desire not 
oniy to communicate with them but also to share meaning and thus to have 
k e n  fuiiy rather than only physicdy rescued, even though such a 
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participation in rneaning demands gruesome concessions, such as that her 
home was destroyed and her daughter killed because she had been inclined 
to smoking and to rendering insufncient attention to the tnie purpose of the 
Sabbatk (Breitweiser 8) 

Here Breitweiser not only notes the restrictions placed on Rowlandson's narrative in order 

for it to be heard and read, he gives a clear ifstartling glimpse into the broader cultural 

restrictions placed not only on Mary's ability to speak but also on her patterns of thought . 

Re-establishing her identity within the Puritan comunity, given her experiences outside 

of it, is costly; the wages of satrthood seem almost greater here than the wages of sin. The 

wonder of it is that Rowlandson \vas able to speak at ail-more wondehl that although 

her work is pious, it transgresses Puntan cultural n o m  wildly at rnany points. 

n i e  accounts of wornen captured by Indians do not tend to present conventional 

fkiq-taie stories of mec$ and fccblc "hcroincs wi thg  to  be deliiered. .4l1hough this wn 

of characterization of the captive would surely reinforce the subrnissive and subordhate 

position of women transforming the accounts into vessels of imperiaiist ideology. y. trend 

toward this use of the narrative seems to happen only in nineteenth century America. when 

the popu1;irity of the capthity narrative as a fictional motif useful in the grand design of 

nation-building becarne popular (James Fenimore Cooper's Last of the Mohicans is 

perhaps the most famous example of t h ) .  The fates of Rowlandson's sister Eiizabeth and 

of Goodwitè Joslin. who want Me only ifit c m  be in tenns they are familiar with illustrate 

that passivity is deadly and rescue an unreaüstic expectation. In contrast. early accounts of 

women captured by Indians seem to provide a locus of absolute authority for women and 

(paradoxically) a Licenced eeedom in terms of conduct and behaviour. Even behavioural 
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extremes enacted by women, such as Hannah Dustan's tomahawking slaughter of her 

captors and their children, were iauded (in Dustan's case even financiaiiy rewarded) and 

legislated as acceptable, O ften thro ugh typo logical references to such biblical events as 

Jael's assassinat ion of S isera (Judges 5:27).' 

The transgressive nature even of the less O bvio usly extreme capt ivity narratives 

becomes clear in Alden Vaughn and Edward Clark's study of the genre, where they daim 

that "[clut loose nom his normal guidepoas of language and social relationship, he [the 

captive] entertained ideas and values that colonial New England did not dow" (sic). The 

examples with which they illustrate this cl& al from women's stories, üiustrate ho w 

subversive the genre could be: "Mary Rowlandson drank broth boiled fkom a horse's leg 

and ate bark fkom trees, and found them palatatle: Hannah Swarton ate 'Groundnuts. 

A corns, Purslain, Hogweed. Weeds, Roo t s, and somet irnes Dogs Flesh ' ; Elizabeth 

Hanson scavenged 'Guts and Garbage' of the beavers her masters had eaten" ( 12). The 

ingestion of foods generally not considered fit for huinan consumption particularly 

aiongside a g o u p  of people not considered by Puntans to be fuily human suggests that 

the captivity narrative d o  ws special access to transgressive behaviour (and for women 

' Cotton Mather recounts Dustan's stocy fkst as an appendix to Humiliations 
Followed With De/iverances (1 697) and again in both Decennium Lmctuostuni (1 699) and 
Magnalia Chrisri A mericana ( 1 702) under the t it le "Dux Foernina Facti" : 

But on April30, While they were yet, it may be about an Hundred and 
Fifty Miles fiom the Indian Town, a little before Break of Day. when the 
whole Crew was in a Dead Sleep; (Reader, see if it prove not So!) One of 
these Women took up a Resolution, to imitate the Action of Jael upon 
Sisera: and k ing  where she had not her own Life secured by any Law unto 
her, she thought she was not Forbidden by any Law to take away the Life 
of the Murderers, by whom her Child had k e n  butchered. 
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tnuisgressive acts included public speech and writing), part icular ly considering the fac t 

that this behaviour did not excite disapproval even when publicaliy reported.' 

Gary Ebersole observes that Mather 's preface to Rowlandson's m t  ive never 

mentions the author by name, erasing to some extent her public voice by not 

acknowledging her identity as author. Furthemore, the author of the preface subsumes 

her subjectivity under the banner of masculine authonty: "[a]s far as Per Amicum is 

concemed," Ebenole says, "ber public persona cornes ody through her husband" 

(Ebersole 45), as she is referred to as "the dear Consort of the said Reverend Mr 

Rowlandson" (Rowlandson 65). Likewise, her private persona, as far as Mather is 

concerned, seems to corne Eom God. as she is also referred to as "his precious Servant, 

and Hand-maid" (Rowlandson 65). Ebersole even comments that this view of 

Rowlandson's situation seemingiy heid [by Mather] fkom the beginning. In his d i q  

on February 1 0. 1676. the day Rowlandson and her children were taken captive. increase 

Mather wr[ites]: 'A dismal providence this day. Lancaster was set on by Indians. M. 

Rowlandson pastor of the church there. His house was assaulted. The Lord now speaks 

solemnly to his ministen inasnuch as a minister's family is fallen upon, and his wife and 

children taken by the enemy.' On May 3 he notels]: 'This day Mrs. Rowlandson was. by a 

wonderfiil hand of Providence, returned to her husband. after she had k e n  absent eleven 

'This transgression of both space and role is partially rnitigated in Rowlandson's 
case by the inscription on the title page of the work: "Especially to dear fiends and 
relations," likely an attempt to link the text to the "Mother9 s Legacy" genre. But the 
"LegacfW books. unlike Ro wlandsonos narrative, were nrely published. 

It shodd alSO be noted that her social position served as an important marker of 
her identity. since above al1 "Arnicus'' refers to her as ‘ibis Gentlewoman." 
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weeks in the hands of the Indians'" (Ebersole 45). Even her expenence is not her own, but 

is rather a result o f  her husband's position. In fact, according to Mather, her experience 

constitutes merely an "absence" Eom her husband, and not a personal expenence of her 

own at alkat l e s t  not one worthy of note at this point. 'O Similady, she is not said to have 

k e n  'ïkeed'' fiom the Indians, and there is not even mention of a ransom here. Rather, 

Mrs. Rowlandson Û "retumed" to her husband, as though she has been exchanged 

between one set of keepers and another. " 

Given the dficulty of speech for women in a culture such as that of Puritan New 

England, where a wornan's speaking position was so severely Limited. ho w then has 

Rowlandson succeeded in outmanoeuvring, as Breitweiser elegantly puts it, the "eventual 

oblivion of isoiated memory?' In some ways, Rowlandson's ability to record her personal 

experiences in a public way, even though she is a woman, is easy to explain. Several critics 

have approached the issue, notably Lang, who puts it this way: 

Rowlandson's remarka ble capacity to bring her experience and emotions as 
a captive into perfect accord with the meanhgs offered by official Puritan 
culture is, of course, what enables her, as a woman, to speak pubiicly. She 
c m  as the writer ofthe preface suggests, 'corne. . .hto the publick' to tell 
her stop because she has leamed thro ugh her attlct ion ' how. . .to tak  of 

'O HaWig said this, f think it is interesting to point out that Rowlandson's narrative 
does not take second place to her husband's sermon (with which it was publûhed) for 
long, as Derounian observes: "Before printing information, the London title page refers to 
Rev. Rowlandson's 'Last Sermon' but presents it as strictly secondary to the main 
narrative. to which it is 'annexed' ; indeed. Rev. Rowlandson hirnself takes second place to 
his ~ i f e  by king descnkd as 'Husband to the said Mrs. RowIundson"' (Derounian 1 988, 
253). 

" At one point in the narrative, Rowlandson herself uses this kind of rhetoric to 
d e s c n i  her situation, as she asks her 'hiaster whither he would sell ber] to [her] 
husbctnd" (86). 
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God's acts and to speak of and publish his wonderfûi works.' S he can, 
without l o s  of modesty, 'thnist' her story 'into the press' because the 
story she t e k  is, paradoxically, a story of not telling, a story of king 'stîli' 
and awaiting the Lord. (25)12 

Breitweiser goes somewhat tànher in discussing the role of Puritan typology in dowing 

Rowlandson's voice to be heard, arguing that "Typology takes up a concrete experience 

of a persoa . . thing, or event, highlights a trait that reveals the referent's pariicipation in a 

preordained and hi~toncdy repetitive category. and then declares the referent's other 

traits (those that might make the referent 's emblematicity seem partial, unimponant, 

secondary, or derived) to be inconsequential for determining the referent's state of king" 

(Breitweiser 24). He also suggests that, for Rowlandson, in the context of her own 

cornmunity, this rneant that 

Rowlandson's task was to complere Pu.ritanism by afkning that her 
e x t r a o r d w  experience was extraordinary because of the clarity wit h 
which it typified or exemplified a general meaning that had descended upon 
the Massachusetts of the late 1670s with renewed force. She was 
rernarkable for h a h g  k e n  at the very centre of meaning. rather than 
O ut side of it in sorne discursive equivalent to the wilderness: Rat her than 
having been exiled or sent out fiom Puritanism. she had been brought close 
to its lucid essence. (Breitweiser 8) 

" Muc h of the masculine authority that grants Rowlandson's permission to speak. 
apart fiom the introduction and her husband's sermon. cornes fi-om her continual 
references to Biblical quotations that almost provide an rxegesis of her experience. Neal 
Salisbury notes that these appear in her narrative even before, within the context of her 
captivity, she has access to a Bible. He comrnents that "[sJome commentators have 
po inted to these references as evidence that the narrative was signincantly shaped by 
clerical influence, either Mather. Joseph Rowlandson, or sorneone else." and that there is 
'ho reason to doubt the probability that others, including memben of the clergy, read the 
manuscript and made suggestions to its author." But he also notes that "Rowlandson. as 
the daughter of a woman who converted to Puritankm independently of her husband and 
as the wife of a minister, was sficiently steeped in the Bible and in Puritan interpretation 
of it to d m  such conclusions on her owi*  (46-47). 
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Here Breitweiser, like Lang, hints at something unique about Rowlandson's abiiity 

to situate herself which allows her to be heard over the rhetorical sound barriers placed 

around her by her church Although she is, as he says, "at the very centre of meaning," and 

her experience has privileged her, and although she has gained the power of speech not by 

challenging the Word but by becoming central to it and somehow rnaking it her own she 

also transgresses the boundaries erected by Puritan culture and custom. Consequently, the 

location of that centre of meaning must be as moveable as the reference points used to 

locate it. And, since Rowlandson's whole journey is about movement and re-movement. 

the reference points are conthuaiiy changing. 

Thus Rowlandson's perception of the boundaries defining Puritan culture changes 

as  she simultaneously carries them with her and abandons them as irrelevant. As Bumham 

notes, the most appeahg facet of captivity narratives to their readers may have k e n  'ihe 

freedom from tradit ional morality granted the captive by Wtue of her or his need to 

survive within a hostile landscape and to adapt to a radically different culture" (77). 

Although Burnham goes on to suggest that "[n]amtives like Mary Rowlandson's which 

recalled such euperiences inevitably revealed the boundaries, Linguistic and O therwise, of 

the Puritan culture which produced them" (73)' at least in Rowlandson's case these 

boundaries prove both more flexible and less restrictive than her culture was willing to 

recognize. Thus Rowlandson's ability, in the course of the narrative, to weave ahos t  

seamlessly in and out of different terms of identification and at times to use several of 

them shultaneo usly. requires further explanat ion. Rather than seeing Rowlandson's 

narrative position as  a compromise, a capitulation to the dictates of the Puritan patriarchs 
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in order to 'Vit the patriarchal ternis of identity" while aiU creating "her O wn singular, 

though confonning, voice" (Breitweiser 56), or as "a collision between cultural ideology 

and the real in Arnerican iïterature" (4), it is possible to view it in t e m  of a "coiiusion" o f  

cultures both of which she seems capable of inhabiting. The result is a multiple, rather than 

a singular voice. 

Although critics tend to try to dxerentiate the several voices she speaks in, or 

even to specify exactly which "camp" she identities with at which point during the 

narrative, " the real interest in Rowlandson's text cornes fiom her ability to slide kom one 

cultural space into another, including rnany identities within hcr o w n  apparently unaware 

of the discrepancies between her speeches. Dissecting her voices limits their impact and 

their power; her voice is more than the sum of its parts. To insist that there must be 

several dserent voices, each one exclusive of the others, is to ignore the possibilities of 

rnultiplicity and mutabiiity and to insist on a very inflexibly defined idea of subjectivity 

itself The subjectivity which Mary Rowlandson's narrative presents us with is the fahes t  

thing Eom stable and singular. but this does not in any way detract fi0111 her individuality 

or, apparently, i?om her ability to speak. On the contrary, because her subjectivity 

becomes inclusive and moveable, the selfshe creates becornes even more complelt and 

dserentiated fiom those around her. What becomes a problem for her is that this carries 

l 3  Many critics have discussed the duality or multiplicity of voices with which 
Rowlandson speaks; however, the criticai trend is to separate those voices and define each 
of them individually. effectively dissecting the subjectivity Rowlandson creates for herseif. 
On Rowlandson's clinging to Puritan culture see. for example. Derounian 1987 (83). 
Buniham (61), Dietrich (436). Altematively, some critics h d  her to have crossed 
completely over into the culture of her captors. for example Stanford ( 3 9 ,  Woodard (121- 
22). and to some extent Toulouse (669). 
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over when she re-enters the Puritan senlement and culture. Her reintegration into Puritan 

culture is hampered in the long-term (and possibly permanently) by the traces her captive 

experience baves on her sense of self. 

And yet, the way that Rowlandson's subjectivity shapes and develops whüe in 

captivity does not exclude the Puritan innuences of her former We. Using typology in 

creative ways, she inseris biblical quotations at alrnost every tum in her narrative. Indeed, 

these make her speech as Puritan Goodwife possible at times when her identification wit h 

her captors seems otherwise complete. Her introduction of many of the biblicd quotations 

she uses show yet another way in which her developing selfsiides between apparently 

impermeable barriers, enfolding and incorporating aspects which ought to be denied 

andor repugnant to her. She introduces the verse which apparently vindicates or explains 

her thefi of food fiom an English chiid by stating that she rnay Say '-as Job." The chapter 

and verse references which identif) this text aUow the reader to interpret her as saying that 

her t e a  simply reproduces what the book of Job says at this point. and that she is merely 

copying tea. However. there is a certain amount of ambiguity in her address here that 

surfaces in other areas. She uses the same fonn of introduction, for example. in the 

"Thirteenth Remove," where she intones: "1 could teU the Lord, as Hezechiah, ver.3, 

Remember now, O Lord I beseech rhee, how I hme tidked before thee in irurh" (9 1 ). 

The due here is that the biblical book referred to is actually Isaiah; the speaker is 

Hezechiah (who does not have a book of his own). Thus the reader could f3.l in the 

possible eiiipsis and read "as Hezechiah did." or simply read it as it is written so that 

Rowlandson herself speaks as Hezechiah. 
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At numerous points in her narrative, Rowlandson introduces other speeches in the 

same way, and thus is able to take over the voices of several of the powerful lsraeiite Old 

Testament prophets and kings revered and respected by the Puritans. l4 In a sense, she not 

only gives herseif licence to speak in these various personae, she takes on the role of 

prophet for the whole colony within the confines ofher only known work. She even, in 

this brief space. takes on the role of interpreter of scriptures for O thers: 

And now could I see that Scnpture verined, (there king many Scriptures 
which we do not take notice of, or understand, tu we are afflicted,) Mic. 
Vi. 14, Thou Shalt eat and not be satisfied. Now might I see more than 
ever before, the miseries that sin hath brought upon us. (93) 

Her use of an inclusive plurai pronoun here (us) suggests the flexible boundaries around 

the subjectivity she creates. The role of prophet and interpreter falis almost exclusively in 

the province of men (as the indictment of Anne Hutchinson illustrates), but witfün the 

confines of this text, outside the boundaries of the Puritan settlement and under the 

extreme circumstances ("Now 1 may say wit h David. 2 Sam. xxiv. 1 4. I am in a great 

strait"), Rowlandson finds the freedom to speak in these roles with a ferninine voice. Hrre 

the "great strait" itself, rather than the Puritan patriarchy. is what enables her to "say wit h 

David" 

Not only does this speech transgress the boundaries of the gender role she was 

assigned by her culture at binh, it also transgresses her statu. assigned by "Amicus," as 

layperson and *Hand-maid" of the Lord, raising her to a rnuch more exalted position than 

she could othenvise have expected to reach. %%le she gives the appearance of needing 

l4 For example, she kens herself at times to David, Jonathan, Jacob, and even 
Isaiah. 
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the authority of David even to indicate that her situation is grave, as though without hiç 

jurisdiction she could not claim that her experiences fa11 outside of the ordinary, she is also 

able, tbrough the voice of Hezekiah, to issue commands to her God. In the end, although 

she speaks ''with" or even "as" various Biblical patriarchs, she never gives her whole text 

over to then nor to the mascullie authorities who wish to direct its focus and meuiing. 

She retains her O wn sense of self and subject ivity, incorporating theirs into it, finding 

nurnerous relations through which she continually moves her position to suit her needs. 

Not only does Rowlandson incorporate other subject positions into her own 

subjectivity, she a b ,  fiom t h e  to t h e ,  symbo ticaily rejects some of the restrictive 

positions placed upon her by the Puritan community. One part icularly tro ubling incident 

involves her eating a fetal fawn: "'and it was so young and tender, that one might eat the 

bones as weil as the flesh and yet 1 thought it very good" (93). This symbolic 

consumption of a chüd, bones and a& within the womb, undermines the image of the 

caring and concemed alma mater, replacing it with the archetype of the d e v o u ~ g  

mother-cenainly not a Puritan-niendly concept. Emphasizing thk departure fiom the role 

of mother is the fact that although Rowlandson enjoys seeiog her children and Born tirne 

to tirne mourns their fate, she is obviously eeer to move about without them. Having had 

them removed from her care, she is no longer responsible for their lot. In a sense. this 

fiees her ftom matemal responsibilities and subverts one role that confines and defines her 

in her Me before captivity. However, Rowlandson's ability to transcrnd the boundaries of 

gender roles set by her community is fbr exceeded by her startling ability to esplain and 

even sanctiS her extensive participation in and assimilation into the culture of her capton. 
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As the next section will show, the critical rhetorical resource that enables this process is 

RU wlandson's facility with scrip ture. 

III. Integration and the Sanctity of Abominations 

It might be expected that, writing in hindsight afier her retum to Puritan society. 

Rowlandson would shape her m t  ive to define more clearly the separation between 

Puritans and Indiaos. However, what happens instead is a chronicling of the process of her 

de- and re-acculturation first to the wiiderness and Indians, and then back to the Puritan 

fold. At the outset of her narrative. Rowlandson identifies only with the English settlers. 

whose company, companionship, and ideas of comrnunity have formed her 6ame of 

reference over the ahole course of her Mie. Her use of pronouns is unambiguous. and her 

characterization of the Indians is equaliy clear. Not only are they "Infidels" (69) set weli 

apart kom Christ ians. they are "Wo lves," ' a  CO mpany of hebho unds." and "ravenous 

Beasts" (70). Rowlandson also characterizes the Christians as "Sheep," an image which 

Links them both to Christ and io each other. Since sheep are not found shgly but in tlocks. 

and move ahost as a single entity rather than as a group of individuals. the illustration 

Rowlandson uses to describe her comection to her cornmunity is so strong t hat it suggests 

her perception of her own identity is communal as weU. And yet, even as her "company of 

Sheep" is ''tom by Wolves." she must somehow begin to reconstruct herself This 

construction begins, in the text. as soon as she is shed f?om the flock and taken captive by 

the Indians: 
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1 had O fien before this said, that if the Indians should corne, I should chuse 
rather to be killed by t hem than taken alive; but when it came to the trial 
my rnind changed; their glittering Weapons so daunted my Spirit, that 1 
chose rather to go dong with those (as 1 rnay say) ravenous Beasts, than at 
that moment to end my dayes. (70)" 

This decision to üve, rather than to go like a lamb to the slaughter, begins the process of 

re-identifkation for Rowkindson For the brackethg off of "her Ke" and her ident Scat ion 

a s  a subject to becorne possible, Rowlandson must begin to distinguish herseff from the 

flock, a distinction her sister Elizabeth refuses to d e ,  as she prays for and receives death 

before capture. 

Just as individual sheep are nearly impossible to distinguish when they move en 

masse, Rowlandson's language at the outset of  this narrative is so inclusive that she 

mentions herselfonly incidentdy, when her story necessitates that she teii us a bullet has 

entered her side. But not even tbis mark singles her out, for she shares the wound with her 

infant daughter S a r h  who is hit with the same shot. and who is so much more badly hun 

that Rowlandson's own wound pales in cornparison. Oniy in her decision to live does 

Rowlandson set her selfapart as something unique and precious. if difficult for her to 

Rowlandson's life, when she is first captured, centres on her chiid and then on the 

other Christian captives with whom she fmds herself. With these Links to her tonner 

" The bracketed phrase "as 1 may say" suggests even here the need for permission 
to speak. However, the implications are rather more cornplex, since the phrase precedes a 
metaphorical description of her perception of the Indians. The only reason she may use 
this metaphorical language with authority lies in the fact that she not on& witnessed but 
actudy e.xperienced this situation. Thus "may'- would indicate ability rather than 
pemiissioean ability granted by the authoriry of her experience, and not by the authonty 
of t he Puritan church. 
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identity, she continues to refer to the worid around her as a "vast and desolate 

Wildemess" (72), and to the Indians as "inhumane creatures" (73). And yet in the initial 

stages of her captivity, after she has been tom Eom her home but before she has tirne to 

identa with a new one, Rowlandson's ability to de fine herseK and thus her ability to 

speak, seerns impaired. When she asks whether she rnay stay the Nght in an abandoned 

fannhouse, the Indians answer her with a question: "What, will you love Engfish-men 

st iii?" (7 1 ). Rowlandson canno t answer, and this unanswered question reverberates 

throughout the course of her narrative, as at times she must reject the behaviour of the 

English as improper. according to her beliets. At this point, however. her inability to 

answer such a question cornes down to her inability to identify fÙUy as an 

Englishwomawnot because she is in America, but because she Û now completely out of 

reach of those things (the fist of  which rnust be her husband) that defined her existence. 

Does she stiii love English men? 1s she still English? From what position cm she speak. 

king unable to answer these questions, and having, in deciding to live. lefl the flock in 

which she identifïed herself sirnply as one of many sheep? With this "betrayal" of her oun 

identity, Rowlandson becomes to some extent complicit in the destruction of her ability to 

define herselfas exclusively Puritan. As she tums her back on the t o m  and even as she 

tums to writing her experience years Iater, she h d s  that the destruction of her cultural 

rnarkers renders her absolutely speechless: "lt is not my tongue, or pen can express the 

sorrows of my heart. and bittemess ofmy spirit. that I had at this departure" (71). 

Stiu in the Company of other Puritan captives. Rowlandson claims (*'as David') 

that she would have Yfaited," had she not been able to cling to the shards of her beiief 
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The loss not only of speech but almost of consciousness, and with it, the loss of a sense of 

self, seem so close here that they indicate a crisis of  subjecthood brought on by the very 

hgmented nature of the remnants of the Puritan relationships to which she clings. Her 

immediate descent into self-recrimination16 also serves as a desperate attempt to cernent a 

relationshipeven (or perhaps particularly) one with God-that has some chance of 

maintainhg its "normai" status in her üfe. 

As she leaves the ''little company" that she has, her daughter, her "Little Cousins 

and Neighbours," and "that poor woman," Goodwife Joslin (77), and thus loses the 

opponunity to create sustainhg relationships with people of her own culture, she is forced 

to begin to re-identfi herseif' in dEerent ternis, since she no longer has even the faintest 

echoes of her former Iife to guide her. Thus, within a paragraph of the description of her 

departure fkom her "little company," her use of pronouns shifis dnrnatically for the first 

the: 

But, to return to my own Journey,-we travelled about haff a day, or a little 
more. and came to a desolate place in the Wdderness; where there were no 
Wigwams or  Inhabitants before; we came about the middle of the afiemoon 
to this place: cold. and wet. and snowy. and hungry, and weary. and no 
rekeshing (for man) but the cold ground to sit on, and our poor Indiun 
cheer. (78) 

In the space of a phrase, "my own Journey" becomes "ours." The inclusive pronoun joins 

Rowlandson to her captors, and acknowledges on some level that her hardships are also 

theirs. As welL rather than king debed  against Christians and a Puritan settlement. the 

l6 '7 then remembered how careless 1 had been of Gods holy t h e :  how rnany 
Sabbaths I had Ioa and misspent, and how evilly I had walked in Gods sight: which lay so 
close unto my spirit, that it was easie for me to see how righteous it was with God to cut 
off the t hread of my We. and cast me O ut of his presence forevei' (74). 
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wildemess is now defked against "Wigwams" and their "lnhabitants." The Indians 

themselves have gone fiom beasts to men, and most significantly, Rowlandson speaks of 

"out poor lndian cheer." Not oniy does she include the Indians in her own "cuhurai" 

group (th& Û, she ackno wledges them as  "man"), she includes herself in theirs. Her 

identification of herself, aithough clearly not entirely divorced fiom PuritaniSm, has 

already become something more cornplex a fact made al1 the more compelling since it was 

recorded years iater and in retrospect. " 

For Rowlandson, the ability not only to construct herself, but to construct herself 

in such a way that she can negotiate inside the Indian community while keeping herseif 

aioof fkom it, in a sense king "in the world but not of it," is a matter of survival. Her 

identification with her capton has to be sufficient for her to participate in their culture. 

The penalty for not doing sa, as her recounting of Goodwife Joslin's death illustrates, is 

torture and death: 

h a h g  much grief upon her Spirit about her miserable condition, king so 
near her tirne, [Goodwife Joslin] would be oflen asking the Indians to let 
her go home; they. not k ing wiliing to do that, and yet vexed with her 
importunity, gathered a great Company together about her. and stript her 
naked, and set her in the rnidst of them; and when they had Sung and 
danced about her (in their h e k h  manner) as long as they pleased; they 
knockt her on the head, and the child in her arms with her. When they had 
done that they made a fire, and put them both h o  it; and told the other 
Chiidren that were with them, ihat if they attempted to go home, they 
would serve them in R e  manner. (78) 

Not surprisingly. Ro wiandson's textual inclusion of herself in the Indians' society occurs 

l7 Rowlandson was captured early in 1676, but her account did not appear in print 
until 1682, after the death of her fim husband. It was thought that Rowlandson had died 
shortly thereafte- but David Greene's 1985 study shows convincingly tbat she had. by this 
tirne. remanied and was therefore more properly "Mary Talcott." 
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at the end of this same paragraph. 

Rowlandson's fùrther attempts-conscious or not-to codate  the Indian culture 

with her own as she cornes to link her own sense of seifwith theirs are of considerable 

interest. As the "Fifth Remove" opens, she tells us that 'The occasion. . .of theu moving 

at this tirne was the English Amy, it king near and following them . . [they] chose out 

some of their stoutest men, and sent them back to hold the English Army in play whilst the 

rest escaped; and then, like Jehu. they marched on Mously. . ." (78). Not only does 

Rowlandson apparently abjure any persona1 connection with the army, which she refers to 

as "Engiish" rather than "mine" or "ours," ''Christian," or even sirnply "the army," she 

uses a fascinating and somewhat startling biblical reference to describe the movement of 

the Indians themselves. Rather than the expected allusion to the Babylonians, the Syrians, 

or one of the other weU-known persecutors of the biblical Israelites. or even to the 

Egyptians. their biblical captors, Rowlandson chooses to Wten the Indians to Jehu. one of 

the fmous kings of IsraeL anointed by God and  lish ha" Jehu is appointed by God to rise 

against King Joram and supplant bh, since Joram is the last king of Israel's fourth 

dynasty, the dynasty whose second king. Ahab. consorts with the inI'mous Jezebel and the 

priests of Baal. Jehu bimseifis said to have "destroyed Baal out of Israel" (2 Kings 10: 

28). This is an astonishing association to make in light of the Indians' status as "heathen." 

and as devil-wonhippers, the Semitic god Baal king linked symbolicaliy with Satan 

through its appellation as "Baalzebub (2 Kings 1 : 16). Clearly, this move incorporates the 

Indians with the "elect." but it ais0 places the Puritans. whom the Indians wish to &ive 

I 8  2 Kings 9. 10. 
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out of Amerka, in an uncornfortable typologid position. 

This textual move sets up another Biblical reference with equally surprishg 

ramincations, which Rowlandson introduces at the beginning of the "Sixth Remove," 

closely foiiowing her reference to Jehu. As the Indians set tire to thei Wigwams and 

prepare to move on, Rowlandson is forced to go with them, "leavhg farther my own 

Country." As she does, she notes that she then "understood something of Lot 3 Wife's 

Temptations. when she iooked bock' (80). What Lot's wife looked back toward, of 

course, was Sodom and Gomorrah, a rather shocking textual paraHel for the Puritan 

settlement. particularly considering the Company Rowlandson was in. For if she is Lot's 

wûe, then surely the people she accompanies are Lot and his family. And when Lot and his 

family leave the city behind, they are unquestionably the righteous ones. even if Lot's 

daughten later transgress Biblical law. 

Certainly Rowlandson's irnplicit characterization of the Puritan settlement as 

Sodom and Gomonah would fit to some extent with its characterization in the Jerem'ads 

king preached at the t h e  of King Phiilip's war. but given Rowlandson's situation and her 

recent (if subconscious) endorsement of her captors in her cornparison of them with Jehu. 

it seerns unlikely that her use of this reference can be expiained this sirnply. Rather, this 

small series of references clearly shows the traces of those relationships upon which 

Rowlandson's subjectivity before her capture has been built, inextrkably entwined with 

those relationships she was rapidly agglomerat h g  in her drive to reco nstruct a subject ivity 

in the wake of the events which removed all her cultural markers. She cannot extract her 

sense of self fiom the comrnunity of captors to which she now undeniably belongs any 
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more than she cm entirely rid herself of the Puritan &unes of reference that have always 

served to position her sense of identity. In the end, the set of relationships she develops in 

captivity wili become so vital that she will bring the wiidemess back with her when she 

h l l y  cornes "home," just as the Purit an community is so crucial to her k ing  that it stays 

with her in the 'ildemess" and the Indian community. 

One of the most complex and revealing incidents in t e m  of Rowlandson's 

identification of herselfoccurs during her flight Eom the English Amy, as she and her 

captors cross a river which stymies the army itself: 

on Monday they set their Wigwams on tire, and away they went: on that 
very day came the English Amy afler them to this River, and saw the 
smoke of their Wigwams; and yet this River put a stop to them. God did 
not give them courage or activity to go after us; we were not ready for so 
great a mercy as victory and deliverance; if we had ken, God would have 
found out a way for the English to have passed this River. as weii as for 
the Indiam, with their Squaws and Children, and d l  their Lzrggage. i 79- 
80) 

At the outset of this passage, Rowlandson distances herseif'again fiom her captors: t hey 

set their Wigwams on Eire, and away rhey went. She also distances herseif' fkom the 

Eng iish army. her pious words a thin veil for a rather acrimonious indictrnent of their lack 

of fortitude. Yet in the same sentence she reassociates hersehot only with her captors 

but, through typology, with the rest of the Puritan community in Arnerica. The army 

should have gone afler ''us[' 'îve" were not ready for deliverance: X6\ve" had k e n  God 

would have found a way to engineer it. Rowlandson has already stated that at this point. 

she is the only English Christian among her captors, her "little company" having k e n  kft 

behind. Thus the inclusive *'us'' indicates a connection with her captors who. alt ho ugh they 

are "the enemy," are clearly as in need of  "deliverance" (physical and spiritual) as 
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Rowlandson is herse& and appareritly as  po tentialiy capable of receihg it, which in turn 

caiis into question whose 'Wctory" Rowhdson advocates here. But through the 

typological associations she draws here, "we" also refers to the rest of t he Puritan 

community, which contemporary patriarchs of the church saw to be f a h g  away from the 

original design of the colony, as weii as fiom the church itself 

Interestingly enough, in this passage, although Rowlandson re fers to the "Indians. 

with their Squaws and Children, and ail their Lzrggage" crossing the river. and the 

"'Engtish" emphatically not crossing (which calls to rnind Moses, the Egyptians, and the 

Red Sea). she never includes herself'in any of these references. This may suggest that she 

has sirnply siipped herseif in with her captors; however, because they are catalogued so 

specificdy, this seerns farfetched. No more is she part of the "English" crew who are 

unable to cross, although she is more than willing to suggest that her own salvation is in as 

great a perd as theirs. It is aimoa as though Rowlandson is able to go h a h a y  across the 

river and no farther, as though she inhabits some limuial zone. the intersection of two 

overlapping cornmunit ies which in the Puritan fiame of reference mirsr be mutually 

exclusive, singuiar in her ability to belong at once to both and therefore to neither. f i s  

movement between associations typifies the subjectivity that Rowlandson develops for 

herseK as she identifies herseif in turn with the Indians and the English by using the 

flex'bility af5orded by typological association with the Israelites. 

'.Pushed outside of the familiar." Dietrich notes. "Rowiandson's autobiographical 

selfs multipiicity-a seifthat includes conilict and paradox-is versatile and boundary- 

crossing" (430). The mobiiity and flexibility as well as the transgressive nature of her 
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subjectivity deepens with her sometimes revoltingly detailed accounts of her eating habits. 

She even charts her own acculturation-by-starvation niccinctly for her readers: 

The fvst week of my king among hem I hardly eat any thing; the second 
week I found my stomach grow vexy faint for want of something; and yet 
'twas very hard to get down their füthy ~ h ;  but the third week (though 1 
could think how formerly my stomach would tum against this or that, and 1 
could starve and die before I could eat such things, yet) they were pleasant 
and savoury to my taste. (79) 

This statement is tantamount to an admission that she had accuhrated to a considerable 

degree, echoing as it does her admission that she has chosen Mie in captivity over death. 

The scruples that had kept her apart and made her dinerent have vanished; she has 

ingested more than 'Wthy trash," she has ingested the cu l t~re . '~  

Aithough this is by and large her whole explanation of her ability to eat this "filthy 

trash?" near the end of the narrative she inserts a very curious and apparently tangent ial 

anecdote that seerns discomected £kom the rest of the story. 1 t occurs in the "Nineteenth 

Remove." and involves a discussion with a "Praying-Indian," a person whose identity was 

at least as vexed as Rowlandson's own. The account appears apropos of nothing. in the 

rniddle of a paragraph about the price of her redemption: 

There was another Praying-lndian, who totd me, that he had a bruther. that 
would not eat horse; his conscience was so tender and scrupulous (though 
as large as he& for the destmct ion of poor Christians). Then he said, he 

l9 Davis comments that "As weli as looking into the face of God, Rowlandson has 
looked into her own sou1 and found a selfcapable of a range of alternatives: of slipping 
into bestiality, of surviving outside of the community, of spiritiializing ominous reality. 
Only the latter is fiily compatible with Puritan idedo&' (Davis 58). It is also interesthg 
to note that. in keeping with the idea of acculturation by ingestion Rowlandson's 
narrative is divided into '~emoves," a word sometimes used to descnibe the courses of a 
meal. 
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read that Scripture to him, 2 Kings, 6.25. There WQS a famine in Samaria. 
and behold rhey besieged it, untit un Asses head was sold for fourscore 
pieces ojsilver, und the fourth port of a Ka6 of Doves dung, forjive 
pieces of silver. He expounded this place to his brother, and shewed him 
that it was 1awfui.I to eat that m a Famine which is not at another t he .  And 
now, says he, he will eat horse with any Indiun of them alL (98) 

It is difEcult to completely understand Rowlandson's motivation for including this 

anecdote. since what foilows this passage is a catalogue of offenses perpetrated by Praying 

Indians. I f  the purpose is to ho* her reader with an example of how Praying Indians use 

scripture to legitirnize illicit activities, the point is loa, since Rowlandson has aiready 

admitted several tirnes to having eaten horse with great relish. But if the purpose û to 

excuse her own eating behaviotirs, why put the excuse in the mouth of an Indian? Even the 

rhetoric the man uses as he speaks to her sounds odd. Now his brother '\viiI eat horse with 

any Indiun of them a&" as though it were ody Indians who ate hone. Surely if'this is the 

case. Rowlandson must be Indian? The other possibility, of course. is that having a!ready 

appealed to the authority of the Puritan clergy, Rowlandson has appealed to a hrt her 

authority in the figure of a detesteci praying Indian, showing an unsettling submission not 

only to an Indian Master and Mistress (her capton) but also to an Indian spiritual advisor. 

nie relationshps wbch position k a s  sptaking subject, end which d o w  her to speak in 

defence of her own actions, have certainly shifted. They find their basis, at lest 

momentariiy, in her Indian cornmunity rather than her Puritan one. 

The implications of this biblicd interjection are fürther complicated by the rest of 

the story attached to it in its original context." Directly after the description in 2 King  of 

'O Akhough Puritans codd and not innequently did use biblical quotations out of 
context, the fact that this section of 2 Kings cornes up twice in the narrative suggests that 
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the prices of various foods in Samaria during the famine caused by a Syrian siege comes 

another story which deals £àr more directly with the eating habits of the Israeiites while 

under famine conditions. King Joram of Israel is walking dong the city wail when he hem 

a wornan cry out to him 6rom the city below: 

And as the king of Israel was passing by upon the w d ,  there cried a 
wornan unto hb,  saying, Help my lord, O king. And he said, if the Lord do 
not help thee, whence shall I help thee? out of the barn-floor, or out of the 
winepress? And the king said mto her, What d e t h  thee? And she 
answered, this wornan said unto me, Give thy son, that we rnay eat him 
today, and we will eat my son tomorrow. So we boiled my son and did eat 
him: and 1 said unto her on the next day, Give thy son., that we may eat 
hirn: and she hath hid her son (2 Kings 6: 26-30) 

That this story rounds out the accounts of the price of asses' heads and wild onions" 

during a siege absolutely abnegates the force of that particular scripture as vindicating any 

kind of eating practice in time of famine. Furthemore. the influence of t h  story of cMd 

cannibalism resonates eerily in the narrative, particularly with Rowlandson's description of 

intense sensory enjoyment when eating the fetal fawn "the bones as well as the flesh." 

Perhaps the most notable taboo involving food that Rowlandson breaks concems 

not what she ingests, but how she comes by it. M e r  complaining time and again that her 

captors steaI food Eom her, whether it be home liver or Indian corn, in the "Eighteenth 

Remove" she herseif resorts to this behaviour: 

Then 1 went to another Wigwam where there were two of the English 
Chifdren: The Squaw u.as boiling horses feet; then she cut me off a little 
piece, and gave one of the English Children a piece also: Being very 
hungry. I had quickly eat up mine; but the Chiid could not bite it, it was so 

-- 

Rowlandson was weli acquainted with the nos.  in its entirety 

" Later translations use ' M d  onion" rather than "ciove's dung." 
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tough and sinewy, but iay sucking, pwuig,  chewing, and slobbering it in 
the mouth and hand; then 1 took it of the Child, and eat it myself; and 
savoury it was to my taste. (96) 

The shock here cornes particularly fiom the identity of the person from whose mouth she 

has taken her food. Not only has she allied herselfwith her captors by engaging in theft, 

the behaviour she cornplains of most, she has M y  entrenched herself as one of them by 

stealing not fiom an Indian but fiom an English child. However, the mutability of her sense 

of self is by this tirne so ingrained that she moves, though uneasily, fkom the Indian camp. 

as it were, back into the Puritan settlement, by using a bibiical quotation to explain not her 

action, but her sensation: ". . .I may say as Job, chap. Vi. 7, The things that my Sou2 

refued to toitch are as my sorroyfid meat. Thus the Lord made that pleasant and 

refreshing which another t h e  would have k e n  an Abomination'' (96). Quite apart fiom 

her queaionable interpretation of this verse,'* the question rernains whether by 

'gAbornination" she means the eating of a horse's foot, or the t a b g  of food from the 

rnouth of a child. Whatever the case, Rowlandson's ability to slide between these cultures. 

j u s t w g  the one with the other, becomes a licence to speak, for when her Mistress tells 

her that ifshe continues to beg they will "knock her on the head," she replaces her original 

lack of response to such words with a strong retort. telhg her captors that ?bey had as 

good knock me on the head as starve me to death" (96). 

Rowlandson's rise to what amounts to economic independence w i t h  the Indian 

community signais yet another siippage between identities for her. and. in this case. the 

" Neither this verse. talcen nom Job's reply to E1iphaz.s k t  speech. nor the 
context fiom which it cornes, suggest tbat "'sorrowful meat" is in any way ''pleasant and 
refkeshing.'' 
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identit ies mesh almost seamlessly, givhg her the power to speak and a place in bo th the 

Puritan and the Indian cultures. AIthough she sews and knits for her captors, her 

handicrafts are strictly European in their origin and design. She makes stockings, shirts, 

and bonnets, knitting and sewing her way into commerce within the community. This 

exchange, with its ernphasis on her ~e~rel iance,  both allows Rowlandson to keep her ties 

to the Puritan culture and links her to the community into which, by her own machinations 

resulting nom her need to survive, she bas integrated herselt In addition, this rnove 

creates a fkeedorn previously unavailable to Rowlandson: she is able to carve out hrr own 

place in a community, rather than relying upon her husband's (or her father's) status for 

her sense of self. 

This place she makes gives her an astonishing degree of authority. When she 

&es a shirt for a bbsorry Indian" (and it is not clear here whether we are supposed to pity 

or despise hirn) who does not pay her, she takes matters into her O wn hands: 

But he living by the River side. where I O flen went to fetch water. I would 
ofien be putting of him in mind, and calling for my pay: at last he told me if 
I would nmke another shirt, for a Pupoos not yet born, he would give me a 
M e ,  which he did when 1 had done it. I carried the knife in, and my 
master asked me to give it him and 1 was not a little glad that 1 had any 
thmg that they would accept of, and be pkesed with (84) 

Rowlandson's speech has been facilitated not oniy by her economic reiationship with her 

debtor. but also by her undemanding and acceptance of her position as servant to her 

master. These were both positions she would have k e n  familiar with in the Puritan 

community. aithough she was more iikely to have expenenced the former position than the 

latter. But the relative ease of her transitions into these reiationships. and theu ability ro 

dlow her speech give some illustration of why. as Ulrich remarks. "[ejven more important 
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than age [in detemiining the outcome of captivity] . . . was gender. Although equal 

proportions of males and fernales were eventually ransomed, males were more likely to 

escape or die, fernaies to stay with their captors. Males resisted; fernales adapter (204). 

Rowlandson continues to focus nearly exclusively on her interaction with her 

captors rather than those she has with other Engüsh captives, even though it becomes 

clear as the narrative progresses is that this becomes a choice rather than a necessity. By 

the time her joumey reaches its "Eighth Remove," the group she travels with meeis other 

groups in a mass camp, and Rowlandson begins to mention the presence of other English 

captives. However, her text and rnanner of speaking remain much more attached to and 

dependent upon her capton and her Indian community. Rather than focussing her 

narrative on her interactions with the various English captives. she writes about them 

inf?equently and almost parenthetically. 

In fact. Rowlandson's only exceptions to the rule of reporthg ody her interactions 

wit h Indians occur when she recounts situations that clearly show how her own facility to 

move between cultures contrasts starkly with the inability of those whom she helps. Apart 

f?om the unfortunate Goodwife Joslin, both of the captives who faU into this category 

happen to be men-hus effecting a reversal o f  the usual and culturally accepted gender 

d y d c .  In the "Eleventh Remove," Rowlandson even acts as a translater for another 

captive, a man named Thomas Read. Curiously, he himself seems unable to speak, and it is 

Rowlandson's ability to cross between cultures. to juggle two diaerent systems of 

identitication, that allows her to take on the role of speaker here. both logicaily because 

she is the one who knows both languages, and symbolicaliy, since her position and hencr 
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her subjectivity, has already k e n  established in this context. Thomas Read has just had his 

own sense of self dimpted cataclysrnicaiiy, in much the same way that Rowlandson's own 

had kn, and yet although she shed no tears until well into her captivity, his flow fkeely at 

this point. No t only do tears impair the ability to speak in a purely physical sense, they 

transgress the bounddes of the body, and thus compromise the t ight, singular subjectivity 

that relies for its coherence upon forming bundaries to exclude others. Thus Read's 

ability to speak is hampered because the boundaries of his subjectivity are not lefi 

intact-Thomas Read has become a "leaky ves~el ."~ Not only is Mary Rowlandson Iess 

concemed about the boundaries of her body, breached as  they were at the outset of her 

captivity by her wound, her liquid abiiity to move between and among sets of reference 

points, incorporating them rather than excluding thein, allows her to speak even when she 

has no single position to speak fkom. 

Even Rowlandson's relationship to the natural world changes the longer she stays 

with the Indians. The howling wildemess, although it remains strange and threatening. 

does soflen to some extent. and Rowlandson is quite able to survive in it wîthout terror 

" This pattern repeats itselfwhen Mary encounters the only other captive she 
records interacting with (apart fiom Goodwife Joslin). When she cornes across "one John 
Gilberd of Sprîngfefd" she finds him naked corn the wakt d o m  and suffering f?om 
dysentery. Although he has given up and protests that he c m o t  move, Mary is able to 
convince him to help himself and eventudy gets him to a fire. Once again, his body is 
leaky and his seifhood underrnined; his will for death amounts to a sumender of individual 
consciousness. Rowhdson on the other band, is able 10 help him to a place where he can 
regain his bodily integrity, at least temporariiy. The significance of this as a boundary- 
crossing or transgressive incident becomes clear in the reactions of the Indians in the 
encampment. Rowlandson reports that as a result of her actions on Gilberd's behalf, .'it 
was no ised about, that I was running away and getting the EngIish youth. dong with me" 
(90). 
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when she becomes lost on her own. Curiously, she is on her way to see her son when this 

happens. Young Joseph seems to rernain, through his periodic appearances in her 

narrative, a link to her former We, and losing her way when trying to h d  him acts as a 

symbolic marker, foretekg the troubles she has readjusting to Me in the Puritan colony 

aiter her redemption. It a h  dows an illustration of the ease with which she now moves 

through the temtory of her captors. The iandscape about her, even while she is lost, does 

not present the kinds of sinister dangers one might expect. Rather than a howling 

wildemess, she sees simply " H W  and "Swamps" (84). As weii, aithough she attributes 

her lack of terror and ease of movement to the "power and goodness of God" (84), even 

the Indians she meets offer her no affiont. The extraordinary eeedom of movement she 

experiences in this ep Wde not only fultills the imaginative requuements of escape 

literature but also renders even more poignant her final admission that she has had to 

(re)learn to "stand st ill." 

In a development parailel to her chmging relationship with the wilderness, the 

concept of "home" ako changes for Rowlandson over the course of her namative. She 

never cerises to look toward the Puritan settlements as "home." and the vey  thought of 

gohg "homeward. . .much cheared [her] Spirit" (86). Yet the concept of home which at 

the outset proves to be so central and essential to Rowlandson's view of herseif becomes 

as mutable as her own sense of identity. Almoa immediately afier i d e n t w g  the Puritan 

sett lements as "home." she relates the foiiowing st ory: 

Towards ni& 1 gathered me some sticks for my own corntort, that I rnight 
not lye a Cold; but when we came to lye d o m  they bade me go out and 
lye somewhere else, for they had Company (they said) corne in more than 
their own; I told them 1 could not tell where to go. they bade me go look: I 
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told them, if 1 went to another Wigwam they would be angryo and send me 
home agah (86-87) 

If home, as Lisa Logan suggests, is 'îwhere the self is clearly distinguûhed fiom the other." 

as are the "borders between right and wrong, good and eV&" and if' the work of 

Rowlandson's narrative is to "reestabhh a social, ideological, and discursive 'home' for 

her" (Logan 257-58), then Rowlandson ciearly osciliates between two homes and two 

cultures here. 

In fact, Rowlandson's observations break do wn the barriers not only between the 

two cultures but also between classes when she describes "Wettimo re" ( Weetamoo), her 

Mistress, at her toilet: "A severe and proud Dame she was; bestowing every day in 

dressing herself near as much t h e  as any of the Gentry of the land; po wdering her hair 

and painting her face. going with her Neck-laces. with kwels in her ears, and bracelets 

upon her hands . . . " (53). Dietrich comments that Rowlandson's refusa1 to mention her 

o m  appearance, especially when she gives such detailed ones of Wettirnore, 

allows readers to concoct theu own portrait of a filthy. smelly. dishevelied 
Rowlandson standing in vivid contrast to Weetamoo with her Kersey Coat. 
girdles of warnpum bejeweiled ears, red stockings. and powdered hair. 
Rather than suggesting that Wettimore is a painted barbarian. Rowlandson 
k e n s  her not only to the Engtish, but to the English of a higher ctaa than 
Rowlandson was herself." 

Again Rowlandson twists the colonial stereotype: the neat and tidy Indian stands beside 

"the bedraggled, sloveniy Puritan" (434). By addressing her captors as "Master" and 

'' There is, however, some ambivalence or even condernnation in this reference. As 
a Puritan. Rowlandson would have had iittle use for the aristocracy. whose close affiliation 
with the Church of England excluded them ffom the ranks of the elect. At the same t h e .  
however, the author of the "Preface to the Reader" refen to Rowlandson consistently as a 
"gent lewoman." 
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"Mistress," Rowlandson also expands the Enghh social stratification to include at least 

these two Indians. In so doing, she suggests that they have an obligation to her, in her 

mind. just as Masten and Mistresses in the Puritan cornrnunity had to their servants. It 

seems as though at Ieast to some extent this obiigation was fuifilied, especidy on the part 

of her Master who, when she is reunited with him after his long absence, himself provides 

her with water to wash herself 

Her master &O provides her with a &or, and although she cornrnents that she 

did look into it to "see how [she] lookt" (96). she does not comment at ail on what she 

sees there. Ann S t d o r d  suggests that "she must have seen hersell; both Literally and 

symboiicaiIy, at the very depths of her degradation" (34). However, the qmbolism of the 

cvent also shows her îbility to slip in ktween cultures. and there is no indication that 

Rowlandson felt degraded by what she saw. Her very silence on the subject speaks 

volumes. The giver of the mieror, and thus the s o u m  of her reflection is an Indian and it 

is within his culture and by his kindness that she sees herself reflected. Furthemore. her 

silence conceniing her own dfierence nom her capton, having k e n  given the opportunity 

to express it here, contrasts strangely with her assertion of the dXerences in g-looks" 

between Christians and "Heathens" at the end of the previous remove. The conflict 

resulting fkom king in a state that should, for Rowlandson, have been "the very depths of 

her degradation" and her silent refusa1 to concede that it was. plays out in the ways that 

the narrative itseif resists its oun dosure. 
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W. Coming Home 

Oddly, as Rowlandson cornes closer and closer to redemption, her record of her 

participation in and identification with the culture of her captors becomes more and more 

seamless. She clearly occupies a position in the culture of her capton that fnr exceeds any 

she might have had in the Puritan cornmunity: 

When the Letter was corne, the Saggamores met to consult about the 
Captives; and cded me to them to enquire about how much my Husband 
would give to redeem me: When 1 came, 1 sate down among them, as 1 was 
wont to do, as their manner is: Then they bade me nand up, and said, they 
were in the General Court: They bid me speak what 1 thought he would 
give. (54) 

First, Rowlandson is invited here to speak in a formal setting on her own behalf-a 

situation that rarely happened for a woman in Puritan New England." Second. she sits 

among them she says, "as 1 was wont to do, as their manner is." These smaii dependent 

clauses emphasize the closeness of her participation in and identification with the culture 

of hcr capton. It appears that this consultation, and her important role in it. are not 

uncornmon occurrences. The event ranks as noteworthy not because it is in itself unusual. 

but rather because the content of the discussion furthers the progress of the narrative. 

Third, the close, even seamtess connection of her '*ontw (or accustomed behaviour ) and 

their "mamer" records her customry behaviour as in accordance with and their cultural 

practices. 

7 C -- Although Rowiandson's mother. Joan White, spoke publicly in church of her 
conversion experience. NeaI Salisbury notes that this was an unusual privilege for New 
En~land women particularly in the wake of the Anne Hutchinson affair (9). In fact. he 
notes that '%round the t ime the Ro wlandsons were rnarried, a female church member. 
Mary Gates, was charged with 'making bold and unbeseeming speeches in the public 
assembly on the Lord's day"' ( 17). 
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Finaily, Rowlandson is here asked to give an evaluation of herseK She is asked. 

simply, what she feels she is worth. Far fiom the wail of "AU was gone," at the outset of 

her captivity, Rowlandson calmly and rationally, if in "a great strait," produces a figure. A 

substantial figure, f20 in fact, and although Lang quite rightly indicates that this figure is 

at l e s t  in part a result ofher status as a minster's wife (1 8), Rowlandson heaeff makes 

absolutely no mention of that status here. In fact, the tone of her narrative navigates 

increasingly toward portrayhg herselfas valuable because of this experience, rather than 

because of her social relationships previous to it. Several tirnes she remarks upon the 

allegory her own capture represents to the situation of the Puritans in New England, and 

their falling away fiom the original mandate of the colony, but it is her experience. and 

here her identitication with the culture of the Indians, which d o w  her to speak at ali. 

By the end of Rowlandson's captivity, even her original epithets for the Indians 

have become at lest somewhat more moderate. Although they may still be "Heathen." 

and in her "few remarkable passages of providence" she still refers to thern as "ravenous 

Wolves." some of the original metaphors have been modified. The "ravenous Beasts" have 

becorne "Bears berefi of their whelps." a much more sympathetic image. particularly 

considering Rowlandson's own bereavement. In addition, their "outrageous roaring and 

hooping" with its heilish associations has simply become a "dance" ( 1 03). 

In contrast. Rowlandson's thoughts on 'kdemption show some marked 

ambivalence, and characterize the boundaries of the Puritan settlement as more penneable. 

and Puritans' actions less distinctive, than perhaps they would be cornfortable with. 

Although she remarks on the cruelty of the Indians throughout her narrative. the wording 
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she uses to describe the kindness shown her by various strangers in either culture is 

markedly similar. When a Squaw gives her food, shelter and a blanket, and even promises 

to "buy" (ironically, in a sense 'kescue" or 'Yedeem") her Eom an especially unpleasant 

situation, she remarks without the expected reference to God's grace or Providence that 

"'these were strangers to me that 1 never saw before" (85). In another instance she receives 

refieshment fiom an Indian couple who were clearly instrumental in the destruction of an 

Engikh settlement. However, even with this knowledge, again without direct reference to 

God's intervention, she not only states again with a sense of wonder that "they were 

strangen that 1 never saw before," she &O cornments that she sought and obtained their 

aid on several later occasions as weii (1 0 1). 

Later, back in the Puritan fold, she not only uses a similar phrase to describe those 

who helped her ('zome of whom 1 knew, and others I knew not") she also makes the rnost 

astonishing direct cornparison between her life duruig captivity and aAer redemption: "1 

was not before so much hemm'd in with the merciless and cruel Henthen, but now as 

much with pitifuL tender-hearted, and compassionate Chrirtians" ( 108). Rowlandson goes 

on to explain that those who "hem' her in are acting out of the utmost charity. for which 

she offea up much thanks, but the undeniable association she draws between their stitling 

concem and her captive situation with the Indians shows equdy her fh identification 

with both cultures and a profound, ifrnuted, note of regret. Her peculiar use of the verb 

"hemmed" indicates that she is not, as she would have liked to be, "fkee." but rather 

confhed within a different set of boundaries. 

Rowlandson's discodort with her position upon ber return "home" shows most 
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clearly in one of the most fiequently explored sections nom her text. Very near the end of 

the narrative, she speaks of remembering ''when 1 used to sleep quietly without workings 

in my thoughts, whole nights together; but now it is othenvise with me" (1 11). Like Lot's 

wife, who m she ment ions with some syrnpathy when in the midst O f her capt ivity, she 

looks back to the "other day" when she was "in the midst of thousands of enernies." 

Afthough at one point she claims that now "we are fed with the finest of the Wheat," once 

again taking on the plural pronoun form, her voice inclusive of ali her rnany voices. she 

&O expresses ambivalence in her C O & O ~ . ~  Her very ac t of loo king back wMe O thers are 

asleep suggests some regret, some loss since her arriva1 back in her sheepfold. Just as 

during her captivity she could not entirely banish the Puritan ties and reiationships which 

formed her subjectivity prior to capture, now as she is returned to the confines of Puritan 

society she cannot entirely lose the relationships she formed in order to keep her seif' alive 

in the Indian camp. 

Her plea to God as she ponden tells us yet more: '.of the love and goodness of 

God to wards us. make it true of me, what David said of himself. Psul. Vi.6. I water my 

'' In some respects, Rowlandson's narrative, and the speaking subject which 
inhabits it, never t d y  retum to Puritan society. Salisbury points out that according to the 
intenial dating of the text, Rowlandson was writing &er she and her fàmily left Boston in 
which case she was living with a fair degree of cornfort. However, even in the ha1  
paragraph of her narrative, she hearkens back to "[wlhen 1 lived in prosperity." She is 
clearly speaking of her pre-captive days, but she uses the marker of prospenty rather than 
captivity. The de-privileging of the fundamental dichotomy of captiveleee upon which the 
text Û based suggests that her curent state is less than completely free. Perhaps even 
more importantly, because this temporal marker does not refer in any way to her 
nirrenr prosperity, or to any post-captiviry period, it suggests no differentiation f?om the 
period of famine that wer her captivity. This in tum suggests that in some way, or to some 
extent. this period never ended. 
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couch wirh my tears" (1 11). I f  this is her plea then surely there is guilt here for not feeling 

sutFciently grateful for the mercy of God in showing her the way home." Finding the 

fkedom to move, to speak, and to become more than a placeholder, more than a 

dependent clause merely modifjkg a speaker and his right to speak, leads her to a larnent 

f a  more bitter than even "al is gone." For now, after aii she bas suffered, even though she 

is aliowed to record (and thus, to some extent, reiive) her movement and her speech in this 

narrative, she must h i l y  ask for help to once again "Stand still, and see the salvation of 

the Lors' (1 12). 

Breitweiser asserts that Rowlandson is at the "very centre" of meanhg in this 

narrative. While this is true, any attempt to identfi a stable, singular centre is. to a large 

extent, futile. As Rowlandson hds herseifoutside of or unable to contact the points of 

reference that have heretofore defined her, she begins a process of redefining herself. 

However, as she continues in captivity. her movements in the wiidemess senre to 

"remove" these reference points, and she h d s  herself sliding and siipping between 

cultures. abandoning and picking up each as she feeis it necessq. illuminating and 

expandhg the possibilities of relational subject development. In the process. she shows the 

permeabitity both of the boundaries of these cultures and of the boundaries of the subject 

position which she continues to constnict. Her abiiity to speak, then, becomes contingent 

upon her ability to mow with these points of reference. to find new ones. and to envelop 

them ail in her o ~ - n  speaking position. Her Uiability or perhaps refusal to return completely 

" Derounian descriis this passage as indicative of "survivor guilt.'' 
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to the community she lefi suggests that perhaps, as Teresa Toulouse suggests, ''the 

comrnunity to which she wished to retum, and upon whose stabiliPng evaluative strategies 

she had relied, was not in fiict so separate, nor ever had ken,  h m  the d e s t a b w g  

factors she herseif confronted in the wilderness" (Toulouse 669). 

Rowlandson's refusal to remain simply the mouthpiece of the churck even d e r  

she is retumed to her husband, together with her extreme experience, allow her to break 

cultural taboos, and give her the fieedom to speak in and with her own tongue. Her very 

discornfort with her retum and the ambivalent language she uses to describe her life in the 

Puritan comrnunity are ample evidence of the difticulty (or even the impossibüity) of 

readjust h g  completely to her former role. Deitreich no tes t hat Rowiandson's strategy, and 

the way in which she both conform with and rejects her o m  'kdemption" cornes 

through writhg: "once ransomed, she does not retum to her position as the dent 

minister's wife. Iwtead, she reconstructs her own metaphorizing reading of her e.xperience 

through her writing" (43 1)? The concept of the metaphor, which brings together often 

apparently unlike things to create a unit whose parts remain individual, although joined, 

serves as a metaphor for the kind of  subjectivity Rowlandson creates for herseIf. If.  as 

Logan suggests, "[tlhe work of  Rowlandson's text is to reeaablûh a social, ideological, 

and discursive 'home' for her" (258), then we find that she is at home everywhere, and 

nowhere. 

'' Dietrich goes on to speculate that 'wrhaps ~owlandson's] participation in an 
oral culture-where the abüity to 'teIl the story' conferred individuai and tribal 
identity-intricateiy connects to her need to relate her experience" (434). It may &O 

constitute another example of the blending of subject positions Rowlandson accompiishes. 
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The hcredible populanty of Mary Rowlandson's narrative on both sides of the 

Atlantic suggests a cultural climate which, for many reasons, was sympathetic toward and 

sensitive to the issues the narrative raises. Even before Rowlandson's text went into print, 

the rumors and reports of Indian captives, which dated back a century to Captain Smith's 

encounten, as well as to the mysterious disappeantnce of the Roanoke colony, had 

broadcast the danger of the Arnerican experience and the threat of miscegenation inherent 

to K e  there. Equally importantly, the large print r u s  (for the tirne) and extensive 

distribution of the text, combined with the drive toward aliegory it contains, set up the 

trope of captivity as an accessible and acceptable metaphor of incredible power and 

versatiiity. 

The internal contradictions which shape Rowlandson's report of her experience, 

particulariy since it was written in hindsight, show the flexibility of the genre and its ability 

to sanctify transgressive behaviors while appearing to adhere to conservative social 

practices and ideological n o m .  This l ads  direct ly to the paradoxical potential of the 

captivity narrative to function as "escape" iiterature: it not only ailows but compels 

fieedom of movement-both physical and culturaf-and the removal fiom familx (O fkn 

restrictive) cultural settings. The circumstances of this removal afnrm cultural authority by 

having authoritative figures enact (or fail to prevent) the removal wMe concurrently 

undermining that same aut ho rity by describing the act of abduction or the faiiure to 

prevent it as moraily reprehensible. thus placing the captive in a morally superior position 

iÎom which she can challenge "the Word" while remaining central to it. 

The po wer of the captivity narrative when translated into a fictionai context is that 
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it alious the subject to exploit the subversive power of an enforced ff euiility created by 

enforced keedorn of rnovement. The fictional narrative allows the reconfiguration of 

(O fien femlliine) subject ivity by appearing to force this reconfiguration through 

circumstance, while offering the (ofken female) author the promise of complete control 

over the new envuonment whose influences wili shape the subject 's reconfiguration. Thus 

the appeal of the trope of captivity to women authors in particular is two fold. On the one 

hand it dows  the symbolic recreation of the cultural restrictions placed on women. 

permitting the expression of hstration to which these restrictions give rise. On the other. 

it empowers the author to transcend these limitations by enabling the transportation of her 

character to a setting which renders the restrictions irrelevant and inoperative-a kind of 

utopia. 
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Mnrgaret Cavendish: The Self Begottea 

As Incorporeal Spirits the Fancy fiines, 
Yet Fancy cmot be without some Braines. 

-Margaret Cavendish, Poems and Funcies 1 653,43. 

Margaret Cavendish certainiy never experienced captivity the way Mary 

Rowlandson did. Born a member of England's Ianded gentry, she becarne the second wife 

of Wiiiiam Cavendish, then Marquis and later Duke of Newcastle. and her do ting and 

much older husband indulged his wife's passion for writing and publishing to an unusual 

degree. Even though she and W ï  were royalists, and as such lived in exile (and on 

credit) for the duration of the interregnum, Margaret occupied a position of privilege 

throughout her Me that Mary Rowlandson could not have imagined. Margaret herself 

cornent5 on h a  piidegcd station in hcr autobiognphy: "As for my breeding, it ~ t w  

according to my Birth, and the Nature of my Sex, for my Birth was not lost in my 

breeding, for as rny Sisters was or had been bred, so was I in Plenty, or rather with 

superfluity" (JI). However. on levels not as obvious as those of Rowlandson's experience. 

Cavendish did consider herself a captive. She felt arongly the restrictions placed on her by 

the gender roles assigned even to upper class women in England, particularly where they 

touched education and the discourse of Natural Philosophy. Her exclusion tiom 

memknhip in the Royal Society, even though she \vas ailowed to visit one of theu 

meetings, emphasizes the masculine nature of the budding discoune of science. 

Cavendish resisted this exclusion energeticab, and her stat us and wealt h allowed 

her not ody to write but to publish some fourteen weighty tomes between 1652 and her 

death in 1673. However, her gender, dong with her reclusive nature. resulted in her 
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writing in relative isolation. The projet of this chapter is first to look at the cultural and 

iiterary circumstances which necessitated the kind of writing and subject positions 

Margaret Cavendish espouses in The BIming WorId, md then to explore how she uses the 

trope of the captivity narrative, Ikiked to an imaginary voyage of discovery and 

apocalyptic utopian visions, to create a space where the flexibility of a composite, 

"chimeric" subjectivity is embraced rather than rejected: she becomes a native, rather than 

a denizen. 

To accornpiish ihis, in The Blazing World Cavendish develops a fascinating 

rhetoricai strategy which seems to stem kom the defiant position that, if no one will enter 

into a dialogue with her, she will talk to herself. She does this by creating in her text a 

whole group of characten who are more or Iess tmparently Margaret Cavendish, and 

then has them engage in dialogue with each other. The problems associated with the 

strategies Cavendish uses, and her intriguing response to them, are best understood if' 

preceded by an explmation of the restrictions she faced in her culture and how they 

shaped the development of subjectivity in her writing. 

1. The R e a h  of "Phantasie" and the Ernpress's New Clothes 

If. as Kate LiIiey suggests, "[a]U utopias are necessarily works of theory, of 

criticisrn and of speculative fiction*' (Lilley 1 997: 103), then one question which presents 

itseff concerning The Bluzing Wodd is why. for the purposes of theory. criticisrn and 

speculative fiction., Cavendish found it necessary to use the trope of the captivity narrative 
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not once but twice: not only is the "Lady" abducted fiom the shores of her native land. but 

the spirit of the "Duchess of Newcastle" is subsequently commandeered by this Lady, now 

an Empress, and put to work as a scribe. This question of genre choice is answered by the 

fact, iliustrated in Rowlandson's experience, that a sudden removal to completely 

unfamiliar circumst ances where both cultural and physical landrnarks are go ne necessitates 

a complete rebuilding and reinterpretation of identit~.'~ If the social landmarks that locate 

and guide the construction of a woman's subjectivity ako deny the resulting subject the 

right to speak, then clearly in order to speak the location and landrnarks must be changed, 

and the subject refashioned. If these same social landmarks deny women the authority to 

move their own bodies to mot her location. or indeed, if another iocation does not e'u'st or 

is no? within reach, then abduction and the resulting captivity-real or imagined-would 

appear to be the ody answer; the captors k i n g  male, cm pass for authorizing forces. 

while presening purity of motivation for the "ladies" thus captured by king entirely 

responsible for their movement.jO In The Bta=Ntg LVorld the abduction of the "Lady" clexs 

'9 Earla Wilputte notes that in women's imaginary voyages, including Cavendish's 
Blazing World, women can rectify the pro blems of circumscription of t heu voices in the 
"'real" world by creating an "equal playing ground by displacing everyone onto u n f d a r  
temtory, distancing the readers fiom the new world's inhabitants through the process of 
'othering' so that the readersrnale and fernaleare united in their conftontation with these 
=othen'" (Wilputte 110). She also notes that "[tlhe irnaginary voyage d o w s  Cavendish 
the platform to speak and act authoritatively and to precipitate immediate change. Her 
female protagonists, Like other women's imaguiary voyaging heroines, are displaced into a 
foreign environment where their prescnbed social behavior is unknown to the natives and 
can therefore be abandoned and a new identity explored and realized" (Wilputte 1 16-1 17). 

j0 '"lmaginary voyages," Wilputte rernarks. *-could be prescriptive works when 
directed at women; however, when they are witten by women-and it is a genre which 
attracted few women authon perhaps because . . . it was as immodest to travel in the mind 
as in the body-they are quests to discover ferninine individuality and disco~rse'~ (Wilputte 
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the canvas and aUows Margaret Cavendish to create herseif'anew through her characters. 

As Mendelson and Bowerbank note in theù introduction to Poper Bodies, "[iln the 

process of writing, Margaret Cavendish hhioned a personal identity, indeed an entire 

universe, radically dinerent fiom the world in which she lived (9). 

Although the exile nom community-bo th physica13' and intellect uai-which 

Cavendish experienced might seem the very antithesû o f  Rowlandson's captivity, 

particularly given the differences in class and reiigious beüek which separate the two 

women, in fàct the two events d o w  the women to experience similar innuences on the 

creation of their subjectivity. Both captivity and exile require a reconstruction of the self 

based on critcria very dserent than those of the society normaiiy inhabited. and both 

involve an isolation Born that same society. These factors combine to create a subjectivity 

characterized by an unusual flexibility, a flexiiility that cornes to Cavendish quite naturaily 

fiom her social and culturai situation, as Mendelson and Bowerbank remark: 

The writings of Margaret Cavendish are remarkable for theu vivid 
depiction of the mores and mentality of seventeenth-century England. Yet 
paradoxicaiiy, she was probably unique for her t h e  in the extent to which 
she herseif transcended the rigid categories of  gender and class that de fuied 
most people's lives. The paradox begins to recede whrn we realize that her 

1 09). As Liliey points O ut, in The Blazing World the genre of the imaginary voyage is 
M e d  to a plot of abduction and semial assault. instead of cross-dressing or masking, 
femaie fleedorn in this text is granted through various strategies of disembodiment and 
spectacular self-presentation" (LiUey 1994: xxÜi). Thus the physical captivity results in 
intekctual and spintual kedom. Biopphicdy. this ünks to Cavendish's own Me. as her 
'~aptivity" in mariage led to her elevated datus, and thus the privilege to do as she iiked. 

j' Cavendish was an ardent royalin, and a lady-in-waiting to Queen Henrietta 
Maria. Her husband W * i  Cavendish \vas one of  the most no torio us leaders of the 
royaiist forces. They met and married in exile, and Lived abroad for the duration of the 
int erregnum. 
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works iiiuminate the most significant preoccupations of her society 
precisely because she played with, probed, ridiculed or rejected the 
dominant assumpt ions that structured eariy modem Mie fs and behaviour. 
(9) 

When Cavendish writes, over and over, of captivity," she degorizes the 

restrictions placed on her own thoughts and expression by societal expectations based on 

gender roles. In her preface to Observations upon Experimental Philosophy (which she 

published in the same volume as The Blnzing World), Cavendish remarks t hat "Our Sex . . 

. is not suffered to be instructed in Schools and universities," so that "many of our Sex 

rnay have as much wit. and be capable of Learning as weli as men; but since they want 

Instructions, it is not possible they should attain to it" (qtd. in Rogers 182). Of primary 

importance here is the reason Cavendish identifies as the cause of women's apparent lack 

of reason or intellect; their ?vit," which functions in a parailel way to fan~y,~'  is 

ungovemed by the moderating force of reason (or judgement) which a proper education 

would develop. JO hn Rogers interprets Cavendish's assertion about the educat ion of 

women to mean that "it is. more specificdy. the compulsory confinement of female 

movement and action to the home that constitutes the prirnary impediment to women's 

intellectual progress" ( 182). 

Thus it is difficult to hily separate the subjectivity created in the text fiom these 

" In Assaulted and Pursued Chastity, for example, the shipwreck motif is 
repeated. and the virtuous Young lady stranded in the Land of Sensuaiity is held captive 
first by a bawd. then by a prince. She shoots the Prince when he tries to seduce her. and 
spends most of the rest of the text cross-dressed and escaping nom him 

- - 
" Paul Stevens points out that in Locke3 An Essq Concerning Hirnzan 

Understanding. the functions that Locke attributes to wit and judgement. Milton's Adam 
attniutes respect ively to h c y  and reaso n in Pwadise Lost (Stevens 1 9 85 : 1 4). 
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social conditions which influenceci the text 's creation. When LiUey remarks t hat "Margaret 

Cavendish campaigned for the restoration of what had k e n  taken fiom her and hem. as 

Royaiists, and for the supply of what, as a woman, had never been avaiiable to her" (LUey 

1994: .w), she touches again on the reason for the necessity of the captivity narrative 

genre to Cavendish's nie  Blazing World. The world in which the Lady iives, Iike the 

world in which Cavendish herser lived, is lacking in some way. The Lady's world lacks 

the riches of the Biazing World, wwhile Cavendish's world hcks the social systerns which 

would d o w  her the "dilettante" status men of her class could attain. 

Mendelson and Bowerbank note that "[u jntil recently, the scientific revolution of 

the seventeenth century was seen as the CO llective achievement of certain European men. 

who created research institutions in order to advance man's knowledge and empire over 

nature. The scientific pursuits of early modem European women were, for the most part. 

forgotten or undervalued as the leisured activities of a few welI-placed 'scientific ladies'" 

(13). Particularly within the discourse of Natural Philosophy. the exclusion of women was 

almost absolute. And certainly it was ihis discourse in which Cavendish wanted so 

desperately to be included. As a womm however. and a suffocatingly b a s h l  one at 

that.34 any comments she could have braced herseif to make would have k e n  ignored or 

34 Speaking of her t h e  in the court of Henrietta-Maria, Cavendish admits. "1 was 
so basffili when 1 was out of my Mothers, Brothers, and Sisten sight . . . that when I was 
gone 6rom them I was iike one that had no foundation to stand, or Guide to direct me. 
which made me a h i d ,  List 1 should wander with Ignorance out of the waies of Honour. so 
that 1 knew not how to behave my seK Besides, I had heard the world was so apt to la' 
aspersions on even the innocent. for which 1 dunt not look up with my eyes, nor speak. 
nor be in any way sociable" (An Account 46). See also Sociable Lefters CXXXVII for 
what Mendelson and Bowerbank cal1 "a poignant account of the disruptive effects of 
bashfûlness" ( 13). 
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ridiculed. Samuel Pepys' diary amply illustrates this when recounting her famous visit to 

the Royai Society: 'The Duchess hath been a good, comely woman; but her dress is so 

antik, and her deportment so ordinary, that 1 did not like her at ail, nor did I hear her say 

any thing that was worth hearing, but that she was fÙU of admiration, ail admiration" 

( 1 52). The importance Pepys places on Cavendish's deportment and dress, and his Eke or 

disiike of them, seem to impact directly here not only on hû opinion of her words but even 

on his ability to hear them 

Thus when Cavendish refers to her apparent militant lack of intertextuality. which 

Marilyn Williamson refers to as niakllig "a virtue of her ignorance." she speaks of an 

exclusion that is forced upon her more than a condition which she has chosen, or which 

has resulted fkom a lack of understanding of the "arduous discipline needed for real 

achievernent" (Wiamson 38)." Furthemore, the allusions Cavendish makes within her 

work both to Sidney and to various other writen suggest that her proclaimed dependence 

on her own fancy aIone is a ruse rather than a real condition. 

It is as a result of this ruse that the text of The Blaring lVorld reveals two separate. 

concurrent and apparently contradicrory projects. One is to establish Cavendish as a 

M e s s  eccentric, thus deflecting critickm and rendering her work non-threatening to the 

authority of the nearly exclusively masculine discourse of Natural Philosophy. The other. 

deeper project, reveals an underlying desire to shake the very foundations not only of the 

'' Here W i o n  seems to fail prey to Cavendish's own pronouncrments about 
her refusal to rewk her work and her insistence on sending it straight fkom her pen to the 
publisher- pronouncements given the Lie by James Fitmiaurice's astute assessrnent of her 
hand-witten corrections. 
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discourse of Natural Philosophy, but of the nature and statu of women as speakers in late 

seventeenth-century English society. With one set of references, actions, and narrative 

techniques, Cavendish seems to revel in her writ ing as a product of what Sidney, foiio wing 

Tasso's rnisinterpretation, calls the Phantmtike imagination, and thus as a seif-absorbed 

and utterly ~ ~ g e n e r a t e d  fantasy: a reflection of Cavendish's own desues with Little 

relevance to anything outside her own mind. However, Cavendish seems to spend a great 

deal of time and energy encoding in her wotks evidence that they are in fact the project of 

an Eikarrike imagination, that is, the imagination governed by reason and thus ''figuring 

foonh good things" (Sidney 44).16 

Thus in a wider sense what Cavendish attempts in The Blazing World is nearly as 

old as poetry itsell; and has been descriid &y philosophers fiom Aristotle to Sidney, 

whose famous phrase encapsulates the project by saying that the natural world is "brasen" 

while "the Poets only deliuer a golderi' (Sidney 8). Sidney thus defends the products of 

the imagination. although he adrnits, "1 will not denie but that mans wit rnay make Poesie. 

which should be Eikasiike, which some learned haue dehed, figuring foorth p o d  things. 

to be Phantasrike. which dotk contrariwise, infect the fancie with w o n h y  O bjects" 

(Sidney 4 1). Paul Stevens's exegesis of these phrases both elabrates and clarifies 

Sidney's claims: 

. . . the nature that fmcy creates, according to Sidney, is not redy new. but 
the re-creation of an original nature. now lost: the images that fancy creates 
are in fact reflections of ldeas. When fancy is Eihstike. when it figures 

' 6  For a thorough reading and explication of Sidney's description of the 
P h t a s t i k  and Eikastike imaginations, see Paul Stevens. Imagination m d  the P resence 
of Shakespeare in Paradise Lost. 
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forth good things, its inventions are the consequence or imprint of Ideas. 
Fancy's new actuality is an imitation, not of the sensible world, but of the 
ideal. (48) 

The Phantmtikz imagination, by contras, Stevens explains as "Eancy ungovemed by 

reason" (Steven 46), which produces not an image of an (oflen divinely and certainly 

rationdy inspired) ideal but rather a mere reflection of the desires issuing f?om an 

overstimulated brain. The BIazing World, whose title seerns rneant to call to rnind Sidney's 

golden one," certainly attempts to illustrate how far the "brazen" world has departed fiom 

the ideal. 

The strategies necessary to maintain the icastic within the guise of the fantastic 

affect both the We of the author and the iives of her books d e r  publication. James 

Fitzrnaurice, in his 1991 article "Margaret Cavendish on Her Own Writing: Evidence fkom 

Revision and Handmade Correction," no tes a marked distinction between the persona that 

Cavendish presented to the world. and the actual relationship between herser and her 

texts. Both cases are extremely interesthg in the context of the construction of a 

subjectivity that defines itselfwïth relationship io itseK Fitmiaurice describes Cavendish's 

constnict ion of her persona: 

Margaret Cavendish often liked to leave the impression that she wrote 
without revision, and she sometimes suggested that she cut herself off âom 
her witing after she had given it to those who were to attend to its 
printing. In the process. she created a space between herself as rational 
wornan and W e s s  eccentric. The harmless eccentric wrote quickly and 
sent unnnished material to the press. The rational wornan shook her head 
and sighed at such fooiishness. These and other inconsistencies of public 
personality have punled readen for the last three hundred years. but 

" The Blazing World is literdy a golden one as well. as it has "larger extents of 
gold. than our Arabian sands" (1 33). 
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during her We t hey O ffered Cavendish Unportant protection as a wornan 
writer. (Fitmiawice 199 1 : 297) 

The strategy must have worked at least to some extent, because as Fitanaurice goes on to 

note, "[tlhere is no record of any serious public attack by either a man or a wornan on 

Cavendish although she was, of course, ridiculed in private by Pepys and others" 

The rasons for Cavendish's construction of a Phontastike persona becorne even 

clearer in the context of Lord Demy's appraisal of Lady Mary Wroth. Fitmiaurice notes 

that "[fi or Lord Demy and a great many O thers, Wro th was a 'hermaphrodite in show, in 

deed a monster"' (Fitzmaurice 1991 : 297). Upon reading her biography of her husband, 

Pepys judges Cavendish " a  mad, conceited, ridiculou woman, and ber husband] an asse 

to suffer her to write what she writes to and of him' (194-95). But, as Fitzmaurice asserts 

although Cavendish Liked to dress in eye-catching clothing of her own 
design she was not simpb a public fool: rather, she intended to be 
understood as a M e s s  eccentric so that she could protect herself fiom 
criticism. If she appeared to suffer fiom mental disturbances. then she 
could scarcely be attacked for the publication of what she wrote: and it was 
the printing of her work rather t h  the writing of it that was at issue. 
(Fitunautce 1990: 2 0 2 ) ~  

3%e very word "eccentric,?' ofien used to describe Cavendish even thtee hundred 
years &er her death, suggests an interesthg conception of subjectivity quite apart fiom 
the reasons why eccentriciv would appear l e s  threatening than rationality in a woman. 
The Greek roots of the word literally translate to "out of the centre." which gives both the 
suggestion of imbalance produced by the image of a wheel with its avis off-centre, and the 
suggestion of a lack of a h e d  centre altogether. This second image in tum suggests a 
dehirate attempt by Cavendish to construct a persona whick without a single centre. 
itselfcontains the possibility of multiplicity, and thus the possibility of dialogue within the 
seK 
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Furt herrno te, cbcondernnation of a harmiess eccentric would have seemed base" 

(Fitzmaurice 199 1 : 297-98). 

The need for the product of an icastic imagination to be encased in the garb of 

ungovemed fancy suggests a reason for the use of the captivity narrative as a genre, since 

it provides an apparently Phantastike environment in which to discuss (or disguise) serious 

and potentiaiiy subversive topics. Simultaneously, the double purpose of the text explains 

the presence of a subjectivity that aiways appears in dialogue with itseK Despite or 

perhaps becaw of this apparently fiactured nature, the subject(s) created in and by The 

Bkzzing World absolutely refuse to subside into silence. In fact. their gamlousness creates 

in the text what fkom tirne to tirne seems ahost like chatter. 

Paul Salnian calls the fiaming narrative of the text in which the initial abduction of 

the young Lady occurs a "'swift embellishment of verisimilitude at the beginning of the 

tale, so essent ial for stories of this kind" (Salmian 295). but the implications of the 

structure of the &amhg narrative also place it tinnly in the category of gender politics. 

When the merchant (who, it should be remembered, is beneath ber in both "Birth and 

Wealth") captures the Lady to attempt his maniage-by-rape. Kate L i k y  remarks that -'he 

rapidly loses control of the boat's direction" (LiUey 1992: 122). In fact, he loses control of 

much more than thû. The capture effected by the merchant actualiy enables a rewriting of 

culture at a hdamental Ievel. It insinuates the voice of women into mascuhe 

conversation through authorking the Lady's movement into a world which Cavendish 

creates as a cross between the Amencan El Dorado and apocdyptic visions of the New 

Jerusalem in Revelations 21-22. In essence, the Lady's capture d o w s  Cavendish to re- 
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envision the "New Heaven and New Earth" of biblical promise. 

The Lady-become-Empress's own appearance quite literally embodies this 

connection to the visions in Revelations as the description ofher echoes that of the 

"woman clothed with the sun,"and the connection between the newly-rninted Empress and 

the Blazing World itself is Uiscribed for the reader on the Empress's body in the blazon 

which describes her. Not only does the term "blazon" link the woman and the world 

homophonicdy, the Empress's clothing literally blazes. and she with it:'9 

Her accoutrement after she was made Empress. was as foiloweth: on her 
head she wore a cap of peari, and a Mmoon of diamonds just before it: 
on the top of her crown came spreading over a broad carbuncle, cut in the 
form of the Sun; her coat was of pearl mixed with blue diarnonds, and 
fiinged with red ones: her buskins and sandals were of green diamonds: in 
her lefl hand she held a buckler, to signify the defence of her dominions: 
which buckler was made of that sort of diamond as has several different 
colours; and king cut and made in the form of an arch, showed üke a 
rainbow; in her nght hand she carried a spear made of a white diamond. cut 
iike the tail of a blaWig star, whicli signified that she was ready to assault 
those that proved her enernies. (Blazing Worid 133) 

This description, certainly a blazon of sons since its nature and ferninine subject secm to 

ÿivoke the famiiiar Renaissance form. crosses itseifboth productively and subversively. 

Attention to clothing certainly tends to be represented as a ferninine (or at least 

effeminate) trait, and yet in this description, not only is the clothing made of the hardest 

substance availa ble (tram fig uring the so Aness generally associated wit h femininity). it is 

distinctly martial in character. Rather than leaving the materna1 sun-clad woman of 

jr niis comec tion is repeated and strengthened in "Part II" of the Blrcing FVorId 
where the Empress is quite literaily clothed with the sun; her garments are fashioned from 
"star-st ones-" 
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Reveiations to be pursued by rnonsters,* Cavendish transfomis her into a formidable and 

powerful figure. In fact, the whole episode teetea on the edge of the classical arming of 

the hero, rather than the deconstructive description of the ideaiized woman. Even the 

purpose of the description crosses this boundary; cert- there is the sense that the 

passage descn is  the Empress's beauty, but rather than cutting the body of the wornan 

described into pieces, this passage builds her up, providing a shell of protection that could 

be used to 'Yurtle" under, but won't be, given the signincance of the spear and buckler 

which the blazoner/annorer carefùliy explains. 

Cavendish's views on the nature and status of women are clearly, if aiiegoricafly, 

illustrated in the "Lady'sT' role in her home world, where she seems to suffer fkom exactly 

the same kinds of diaculties that Cavendish herserdoes. Her wonh is valued incorrectly 

(particularly by her abductor), she has no outlet for her abilities, and her speech, if there is 

any, simply isn't heard. Her opinions about her Life before and during her capture are never 

recorded. As Rachel Trubowitz points out, the discrepancy that Cavendish notes over and 

over again in her tvriting between the value of women and the credence given to their 

voices is played out again here: 

With her entry into the Blazing World, the distinctions between "inside" 
and "outside," under which she suffers in the old world that she leaves 
behind. no longer have currency. In her old world, the young Lady's innrr 
excellence is not rnatched by her outward circumstances . . . By contrast. in 
the Blazing World, the inner excellence of the young Lady fkds immediate 
veneration in the outside world, over which she is bequeathed absolute 
dominion (Trubowitz 233) 

In order to h d  herself valued. the Lady (and her author) m u s  Ieave behind the world that 

See Revelations 12. 
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does not know how to value her, viewing her (at least in the eyes of her abductor) as 

sexual and possibly financial property. In the world she enterdmakes, her inner worth and 

outer recognition match; she belongs and has a place that is no longer simply chaste, silent 

and obedient. This new world d o w s  for her own subjectivity and constitutes a place 

where it functions well, as opposed to a place that rnisrecognizes it entirely. 

Mirroring her own life experience, Cavendish posits the world to which the Lady is 

moved as pre-existing, just as the textual world of Natural Philowphy into which she is 

attempting to write herself pre-exists her efforts, and then posits her own creative 

processes as retextualipng that world, aiiowing herser the status of independent creative 

subject rather t han dependent created O bject. The circumstances sumo unding the Lady's 

capture and forcible removal to this new world siiggest not only the political 

subveniveness explored above, but also a rejection of the conceptualization of'women as 

relative to men and dependent on them, by having the gods deliver her nom an 

amplification of that kind of fate in the form of the marriage-by-rape her abducto r plans. 

In the Blazing World. the Lady's participation in the discourses of leaming is 

unimpeded; here she need not d e  any overt appeaI to masculine authority. Indeed, her 

abduction places that very authority in a dubious position first by placing it in the wrong 

by having it violate the d e c o m  of a virtuous womani' and then by making that authority 

" Of course. the fact that this capture would, in ordinary ternis, severely 
compromise the honour and Wtue of the "Young Lady" does give this part of the 
narrative the sense of a cautionary tale, and in some senses carries the taint of s e a l  
rnisconduct into the Eeer world that the Lady ends up in (the mention of  "seraglios." 
platonic or not, bear this out to some extent). It is interesthg that the lady is labeiled 
' ~ u o u s , "  but is kept alive not by her Wtue but rather by "the light of her beauty, the 
heat of her youtk and protection o f  the gods" Blanng World126). 
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responsible for both movement to and mival in a setthg where her speech and Miting are 

not only acceptable but expected and encouraged. The Lady (now the Empress and thus 

able to wield authority over herser and over leamed men and eventuaily, in "Part II," over 

politicaiiy powerful men), is allowed to exercise her creative imagination; she is also, by 

the use of her "'spirit-sister," the "Duchess of Newcastle," able to record her thoughts and 

words. 

The obvious lack of a "reai" or fùnctioning masculine authoritative presence in this 

entire narrative (the Emperor appears long enough to bestow authority on the Empress 

and promptly vanishes) has the effect of leaving Eve rather than Adam to name the 

world-and thus to create both the text and the conditions under whkh it is produced-and 

t hings tum out rather diffierently as a result. As Marilyn Williamson rernarks. %rough her 

writing [Cavendish] could control her relationship to the public world, in which readers 

meet her on terms that she creates. Those t e m  could be adjusted to her self instead of to 

the person the world would make of her. In such a predicament. witing becornes a means 

of creathg a community with the reader so that one is no t alone but deahg with another 

on one's own terms. . . . the reader . . .is simply presented not with a text but with 

Cavendish in the text" (Williamson 58-59). In fact, the reader is presented with several 

"Cavendishes" in this text, but the necessity of creating an inclusively and intemaliy 

relat ional su bjectivity, particulariy when the author (or her narrative persona) is apparent ly 

an author of unregulated fancy. was a very isolating expenence for Cavendish. She found 

that her wnting alienated not only men but also w o m ~  who viewed her Literary 
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endeavours as at bea affected and at worst completely in~ane.'~ The subject(s) produced 

in this circumstance, their ability to talk to themselves, and the potential problems 

associated with this form of speech, need to be explored next. 

II. Satanic Solipsism and the Phantslike Imagination 

When the "Duchess of Newcastle" in the narrative is explained to be "most 

industrious to make her own world, because she had none at present" (1 86-87), what is 

king expressed is made far more complex by the compound of character/author/narrator 

who expresses it. The Duchess as  character has no world to rule at present, but the 

Duchess as author has no world at ail. That is, the world she desires, the world of serious 

philosophicai and scientific discourse, is barred to her. Thus when the Duchess (character) 

makes up a world out of her own mind. she is doing no more or less than the Duchess 

(author) does with not only this but other texts. That is, she creates her own terms, her 

own world, her own conversation; she creates a place where she is accepted and 

acceptable, no longer "'a stranger in a knom land and (ffom her own perspective) a weU- 

known person in an alien society" (Ferguson 3 1 7). 

'2 Dorothy Osborne quipped to her husband of Cavendish's Poems and Fancies. 
'ihere are rnany soberer people in Bedlam, i'le swear her f?iends are much to blarne to let 
her go abroade." However, she a(so gushed when she discovered Osborne fiad met 
Cavendish that 4 knew you could not chuse but lüce her. but yet let mee tell you o u  have 
no t seen but the worst of her, her conversation has more charmes than can bee in rneer 
beauty, and her humor & disposition would make a difEomœd person appeare lovely" (4 1 ). 
This reinforces once again the reactions that publishing brought upon women who chose 
to wite. 
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Gallagher argues that Cavendish seems to be claiming sùigularity and absolute 

monarchy over the seK and while. as she remarks, Cavendish's eccentricity exists 

"because she is outside of anyone else's circie" (Gallagher 26), this does not preclude 

Cavendish fiom constructing her own circle. And in fact, because the "circle'? Cavendish 

constructs is so expansive, and so completely of her own mind (as the metaphorical 

building of worlds in The Bluzing World suggests), it argues for a subjectivity that 

incorporates multitudes (or at least multiples) within its circumference. 

Perhaps the most rernarkable feature of The Bluzing World is this "'triple" speaking 

subject, who is, by tums, the Empress, the sou1 of "Margaret Cavendish" as a character in 

the text, and the narrative persona of the author, Margaret Cavendish herseif The subtle 

shifiing of the subject position and the elastic relationships between these 

subjects/characters force the reader to consider. and reconsider, fiom what exact position 

(if indeed it is possible to be exact about it) the text is narrated. Because of the active 

involvement of the narrator in the editing process and because the narrator and author also 

shaie a common name, the narrative persona carries the authoritative weight of 

authorship; however. the narrator is also clearly identified as a fictional character in her 

role as  the Empress's scribe. The naming of the scribe afler the author/narrator. and the 

self-description and self-identification of the author as the scribe. funher connect the 

characters, as does the O bvious fluidity and lack of boundaries between the Empress and 

her scribe. AU this ieads to a speaking subject who is not one but many. 

The cornplex and composite nature of the subject(s) created in The Bhzing IFOrid 

(and for whom the Blazing World was created) become clearer when the Empress 
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commandeersJ' the "Duc hess of Newcastle's" soul. S he greets the newly arrived Duchess 

by "embrac[ing] and salut[ing] her with a spiritual kiss" (1 81). This "spiritual kiss" that 

unites the characters both clarifies and complicates the relationship between them The 

connection through the mouth, an organ long accepted as an opening through which the 

sou1 rnay p a s ,  renders the physical origin of the Duchess's soul somewhat r n ~ l c y . ~  As the 

Empress is materially present and the Duchess is just as clearly incorporeal. the suggestion 

is that the two characters are parts of a whole, a suggestion confirmed by the fact that the 

author/narrative persona and the abducted sou1 share not only a name but a common 

occupation (writing, and in particular writing about the Empress and her Blazing World) 

and even a common biography."' These three composite parts come together and estabiish 

themselves by theu relationships to and dialogues with each other. Although the resulting 

subject may appear both chirneric in its composition and soiipsistic in its self-absorption. it 

posits a self which h d s  a possibility for speech deriving fiom its very composite and self- 

consciously constnicted nature. 

Although the arange relations& between the Empress and the Duchess is never 
directly referred to as an abduction or a captivity. cenainiy there is no evidence that the 
Duchess is ever requested to corne to the Empress's presence. The Empress simply 
commands one of her "immaterial spirits," "Send me the Duchess of Newcastle's s0u1,~ 
and in the next sentence the task is already complete (Blazing World 1 8 1 ). 

44 Later in the narrative the rnutable and interconnected nature of the spirits of 
these two women becomes even more interesting. as their spirits seem to leave and enter 
not only their own bodies, but each other's as well-and, at one point, both characters, in 
spiritual fonn. inhabit the body of Cavendish's husband in a h d  of "platonic seragli~~" at 
the sarne time acknowledging and underminhg gender difference (Bla=ing R'orld 190 ft). 

'' When the Empress and Duchess (and reader) visit the Duchess's world, the 
Duchess's Ke is found to mimîc the "kealT' Duchess's life d o w  to the k t  detail. 
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In fact, the architecture of the composite subject produced in nie Blazing World 

bars  a striking resembiance to the Trinitarian Christian God, a resemblance made more 

rernarkable by the ferninine gender of the components. The overseer and governor of a l  is, 

of course. the author, whose identity is inextricabiy entwined with that of the narrator, the 

"Duchess of Newcastle." With good reason the Book ofComrnon Pruyer refen to God as  

"the author and giver of all good things," for with authorship comes "utter" authority, 

which within the co&es of this text Cavendish wields. The characters of the Duchess of 

Newcastle and the Empress complete the trinity, serving both as the divine O ffsprhg of the 

author and. inevitably, as inspirations and guides for each other. This cornplex trinity is 

funher entangled hy the endless, ahost  untraceable and certainly perpetual transience and 

mobility of the narrator, the Empress, and the Duchess within these positions. The 

identical names and life circumstances of the author/narratot and the scribe/Duchess, as 

weii as their identical occupations (witing, and specificaliy writing this account) make 

them alrnost indistinguishable fiom each other? The fact that Cavendish dictated most of 

her writings" and spoke openiy about her desire to create and mle a world also entanglrs 

Cavendish the author with the character of the Empress (and then of the Duchess as WH). 

The result is a subject "'seif-begot, seEraised I By [its] o\m quickening po wer" (Paradise 

46 They are, however, distinct. The narrative persona refers to herser in the fint 
person (ie. p. 13 1) although very inf?equently. whereas the Duchess in the narrative is 
clear ly an active third-person character. 

47 A common and alrnon cert- apocqphal account has her waking at aU hours 
of the night and surnmoning her secretary by c a h g  out "John. 1 conceive!" -a tale 
O bviously meant to once again iink publication and prorniscuity where women are 
concemed. 
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Lost 5. 860-61). 

The subject thus created does not lack coherence: its boundaries are detennined 

quite strictly by the text. It does, however, seem to attempt to resist defliing itseif in 

splendid isolation by producing an ahost  post-modern subject, self-reflexive and endiessly 

playfùl in its refusal of unity. And yet the lack of unity here does not lead to disintegration. 

Rather, the subject's "hybrid vigour" seems to allow the "Lady" to £ÙUy integrate with 

another culture without "going native9'-an integration facilitated by the characteristics of 

the B Iazing Wo rld and its inhabitants. 

The textuai world Cavendish creates in her uto pian "Paradise" comprises a 

population of rnonsters aii of which are composed of fkgments fiom other recognizable 

creatures. These chimaera-like creatures b t h  mirror the composite subject position 

produced by the text and create a world in which this sort of composite seems natural. 

When she 6rst arrives, the "Lady" is met by 'Ttrange creatures. in shape iike bears. only 

they went upright as men" (Bfnring World 127): when their c h t e  proves inhospitable to 

her she is taken to "another island of a warmer temper; in which were men k e  foxes, only 

walking in an upright shape" (1 27), and then to "an island whrre there were men which 

had heads, beaks, and feathers Like wild-geese, only they went in an upright shape, Iike the 

bar-men and the fox-men; theu rumps they carried between their legs. their wings were 

of the sarne length with their bodies, and their tails of an indiBecent size, t&g &er them 

k e  a lady's grnerit" (1 28). The mked natures of these curious natives is immediately 

apparent, and is only heightened by the nrange description of the birds' tails. Certainly a 

detail like this would not be inserted unconsciously into the work of a wonÿin whose 
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penchant for clothing and tendency toward cross-dressing was legendary. Not only do 

these native creatures transgress the boundaries of humanity to become mixed things, they 

also seem to blur the boundary between the genders, creating some confusion and 

certainly some interestingly mked species. 

Given the huge range of creatures who greet the Young Lady when her boat enters 

the Blazing World, and given that al ofthem are chirnaera-like composites of one sort or 

another. the Lady herself might seem the only "pure" or unadulterated king in a nation of 

monstrous mixes. And yet even this does not stop her fkom marrying into the land she has 

found. apparent ly committing the questionable practice of miscegenat ion. Ho wever, if the 

composite nature of the Duchesd Empressl Narrator is taken into account, the Lady is not 

"pure" at all, but rather yet another kind or chirnaera. This would certainly expiain her 

cornfort with miscegenation, as well as her quick and easy adjustment (so unlike the 

experience of Mary Rowlandson) to her new milieu. In fact. Cavendish's utopia. the place 

where the subjectivity she creates is most cornfortable and h d s  its way to speech. is a 

place populated and mled by mixed. multiple subjects, rather than by solitary isolated 

identities. n i u s  when Sherman suggests, "[olne might say that Cavendish . . .has founded 

a discourse no t of the seK but of herself' (S h e m  202), certainly she is to some extent 

correct, and the result in The Bla;ing World is this complex composite subject which. as 

Sherman's comment suggests. appears dangerously close to coilapshg Uito solipsism. 

Catherine Gaihgher rernarks that in Cavendish's writing "[elach individual. each book. 

becornes whole, true, distinct. a world unto itseK oniy by d u e  of the authoritative 

metaphor of abso lute monarchy. Hence, what at first appears to be an absolutism that 
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would merely lead to the subjection of all individuah except the monarch was actuaiiy for 

Cavendish the foundation for a subjectivity that would make its own absolute clairns" 

(Gallag her 27). 

Ths the danger of solipsism in Cavendish's utopian vision is immense, just as it is 

for Milton's Satan, and the possibility for total ~e~absorption raises the danger of 

Cavendish's work becoming, like Satan's Hell, a product of pure "phuntasie." Gaiiagher 

remarks on Cavendish's '%vilhl eccentncity" and "proclamations of singularity" as weH as 

her determination not to be a "secondary creature" or "a satellite," and especially her sense 

of Cavendish as  a "self-centered orb." Cavendish herseff proclaims that her mind "is 

become an absolute Monark, ruling alone," although what her mind rules is not a single 

country but rather her thoughts, "as a peaceable Cornmon-wealth" (fiom The GYorId's 

Ob, qtd. in Gallagher 27). The necessity of flexibility in the subject. and the need to adapt 

to the constraints imposed by society. become evident here as Gallagher points to the 

direct iink to gender that Cavendish herself n d e s  in the most famous section from her 

preface to The Blazing World. which illuminates the effects of a "ferninization of the 

witing subject": 

I am . . . as Ambitious as ever any of my Sex was, is, or can be; which is 
the cause, That though 1 cannot be Henry the Fifth, or Charles the Second; 
yet. I will endeavour to be, Margaret the Fust: and. though I have neither 
Power, Tirne, nor Occasion, to be a great Conqueror. like Alexander, or 
Cesar; yet, rather than not be Mistress of a World, since Fortune and the 
Fates would give me none, 1 have made One of my own . . . thus believing. 
or, at least, hoping, that no Creature can, or uill. Envy me for this World 
of mine. ( B l ~ i n g  World 1%) 

Gallagher notes that "[tlhe desùe for absolute power is circumxiribed. qualified. according 

to this passage, by Cavendish's sexy (Gakgher 27). Although the subject thus created 
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may seem to capitulate to the bïmrnemorial association with a private, sequestered place," 

this space does not exist within 'Yhe sphere of the family, nor the scene of domestic 

productivity, nor the space of erotic encounter." Rat her, Cavendish "transfonns" ferninine 

pnvacy and seclusion into "absolute privacy, void oîother bodies and empty even of other 

minds" (GaUagher 3 O)." 

Although this transformation seems revo lutionary, the absolute privacy of this 

image a h  gestures toward an apparently inevitable solipsism Gailagher uses as an 

illustration the fiontispiece to Phifosophical and Physicd Opinions. which shows 

Cavendish sitting in a library cmpty of both books and bodies except for her own self. She 

har. the legend reads. "most visitants, when She has none." so that although she is "in no 

sense a relative creature," (Gdagher 30) she is multiple within herself. Gallagher goes on 

to estabiish the multiple nature of the ferninine subject Cavendish constr~cts.'~ but labels 

the self-construction as rather a "self-f?agmentation." AIthough GaUagher concedes that 

the "selfis a world," and the proof of its self-sufficiency is that it cm make a world in 

fiction. she points out that particularlq. in The BZuzing World. there are 

" Cavendish also astutely recognizes and names the "envy'' or fear that her 
imaginative productions have every possibiiity of producing in others. 

" In explainhg and expanding on the multiplicity of Cavendish's subject ivity. 
Gallagher remar ks t ha t 

[w] hen the representation of the whole is reiterated as a part of the whole, it 
unsettles the very identity it was intended to anchor. And the absolute monarck of 
course. as representation of the whole functions in just the sarne way. This vision 
of subjectivity is clearly a splendid generator of texts, and, although it may dizq 
the reader, it does not necessady presage 'the death of the subject,' about which 
we have heard so much. (Gaiiagher 32-33) 
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an infinity of worlds . . . arranged in two different dimensions. Fk t ,  an 
infinite number of them, we are told, are strung together iike beads on a 
chah. Joined at their poles, each tums on its own ais. The biazing world 
of the title is only one of these. Second, the text gives us another dimension 
of multiplication by irnagining the innnite recessing of worlds within 
worlds. And these two directions of  multiplication intersect. The most 
important world in the chah of worlds, the b W g  world of the title, has 
an empress, seemingly a figure of the ambitious author's wish fullilment, 
who rules absolutely. However, by recreating the self as  a fantasy empress 
inside the world that is, accordhg to the preface, inside herse& the text 
beg ins a process of infinite regressio n. The self Û no longer coextensive 
with its microcosm, just as the bkzing world is not coextensive with the 
microcosm of the text. Hence, fhstration enters the fantasy. (Gailagher 3 1 ) 

What Gallagher tenns a regression leading to fhstrationM (which impiies a failure) might 

also be interpreted as a flexibility ailowing for at least a degree of success. Cavendish h d s  

a way to d e h e  her subject position through relationships, internally rather than externally. 

in part by allowing herself the Iwniry of an unstable, productive, and composite 

subjectivity, and by demanding the same of her mental subjects. S till, the specter of 

so iipsism loorns. 

Gaiiagher aiso notes that 

Cavendish's texts show that the W t u d e  of selfhood accornpanies the 
birth of the subject. Specincdy in this case, it is comected with the b h h  of 
the woman as subject. That which seems the undoing of the aability of the 
selfis that which aliows subjectivity to corne into existence as an 
excessiveness of consciousness in reiationship to ail objects but especially 
in relationship to itselfas object. (Gallagher 32-33) 

Although this leads, Gdagher c l a h .  to "complete politicd and social ÛoIation" in this 

'O Sherman, although she disagrees with Gallagher's theoretical esplanation of 
Cavendish's subjectivity, also comments on what she sees as the 'potential for infinite 
regess" present in Cavendish's work. However, although the po tential seerns to exist. the 
very text this potential is written into circumscris to some extent this possibility in its 
innnite potential for reproduction aad dissemination 
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respect it certainly seerns to do no more than reflect Cavendish's lived experience. Her 

social position, elevated and privileged as it was, seems designed to produce a solipsistic 

view of the world and the self in relation to it. 

The pecuiiar solipsistic nature of the subject in The Bl&g World, and its wiil to 

power, bring to mind Milton's Satan, and the paraiiels are too obvious to overlook. 

Pubiished in 1666 and again in 1668, The Blazing World is almost e.wctly contemporary 

with Milton's 1667 epic. Rogers links Cavendish's BIozing World with Milton's Parodise 

Lost, and although he eschews "any undue historical signiscance iurking behind the 

temporal proximity of Margaret Cavendish's visit [to the Royal Society] and the 

publication of Milton's epic" (1 80). he does mention the possible-even probable-üterary 

influence that these two writers had on each other, particularly Milton on Cavendish. 

There is every reason to expect that she, at least. read his work (1 80). 

Paul Stevens makes a convincing argument for the first two books of Parudise 

Losr. which he c d s  "the Satanic epic," as 'ihe great esample of Phanrastike poetry. the 

kind of poetry that is both the creation and creator of delusion, of fmcy ungovemed by 

reason" (Stevens 1 985: 83), and certainiy the methods Satan and Cavendish use to create 

their worlds are rernarkably simiiar. Even the diction they use strikes a similar note. Satan, 

cast into Heu. dismisses his circumstances as irrelevant to his actual state; his rnind, he 

c l a h ,  is 'hot to be chang'd by Place or Theo '  but nither "is its own place, and in it self / 

Cm d e  a Heav'n of Hel, a Heii of Heav'n" (1.253-55). This. although a grand 

sentiment, is unquestionably a delusion. Cavendish's response to what, for her, is a 

materid and not an allegoricd situation, is equaiiy defiant (and equally philosophical). 
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R e d  her words in her "Prefàce to the Reader": 

I am not covetous, but as  arnbitious as ever any of my sex was, is, or can 
be; which makes, that though I c a ~ o t  by Henry the Fah, or Charles the 
Second, yet I endeavour to be Margaret the First; and although I have 
neither power, tirne, nor occasion to conquer the world as Alexander and 
Caesur did; yet rather than not to be mistress of one, since Fortune and the 
Fates would give me none, I have made a world of my own . . . (1 24) 

The absolutely intemal nature of both Satan's and Cavendish's worlds speaks both to the 

ambition (or arrogance) of theù charactea and to the exclusively self-referential nature of 

the worlds themselves. Not only does Cavendish match Milton's anti-hero in ambitions' 

but the world of the mind she fashions, and the resulting subject(s) seem as solipsistic and 

circular as the one Milton satirizes in his treatment of Satan. Thus what Cavendish 

produces in The Blo;ing World seems to issue @om a purely Phantustike imagination. 

Linked as women were with a distinct lack of reason, Cavendish probably did not need to 

work as hard as she did to convince her readership that she was infected by nothing more 

than ungovemed fancy (although this view was made more believable by her "antic" dress 

and mannen). But although her gmPhantastikë writings were potentially able to '-infect the 

fancie with vnworthy objects," Pepys's dismissive assessrnent of her visit to the Royal 

Society suggests that Cavendish was considered harmless if not taken seriousiy. 

But Cavendish did want to be taken seriously. Her outspo ken claims to this effect. 

however, did linle more than reinforce the widely held opinion that she was mad. More 

convincing are the subtle machinations through which she demonstrates that indeed hrr 

5' ThiS k even more clearly the case in "Part II" of the narrative. where the 
Empress uses her power to destroy entire cities in order to impose a particularly 
govemment on her home world 
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fancy is hked indisputably to reason and concerned with matters out side of her own 

desires thus claiming her text as the product of an icastic imagination instead? Perhaps 

most importantly, unlike Satan, Cavendish recognizes her own fancy as fmcy. She never, 

as Satan does, 'hiistake[s] mer] own fancy for objective reality" (Stevens 1985: 101). The 

realization that her utopian h t a s y  is a fantasy marks one of the crucial differences 

distinguishing Cavendish's ~e~constmctions fiom Satan's-a distinction that &es it 

possible to argue that she sidesteps Satan's soiipsistic sellhood and thus creates a utopia 

that is not sirnply a fantastic reflection of her own arrogant desires but an icastic 

hypotheticai realm where her own voice might be taken seriously. Although Samuel Pepys 

and other have k e n  absolutely unable to concede that her writings are anything more than 

the "Phantustike" pratthgs of an ove~dulged and possibly lunat ic wonun, the fact is 

that wntei.4-particularly women writen-tend to h d  something substantial in the utopian 

vision of a world where a woman c m  wield uItimate power and authority. 

III. Self-sufficient Female Atoms and Cavendish's Icastic Imagination 

Not ody Cavendish's but every utopia raises the question of whether the social 

and political structure envisioned is pure fancy fiom the human mind. or whether the 

impetus for the re-envisioning of culture issues fiom a divine source-and thus proposes an 

" niis actually f o m  a trend and a theme through much of Cavendish's writing. In 
her poen  "It is hard to believe, that there are other Worlds in this VVorld." she 
expresses the need for fancy by asserting that "Senses grosse do back our Reason hold." 
Equally irnpunantly, she iinks this h c y  directly to reasob as the epigraph to this chapter 
illustrates. 
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ideal toward which we ought to aspire. Part of the evaiuation of whether The Bluzing 

World fits the Phantostike or EiRprike modeis thus descriid must corne from examining 

the work in the context both of  as own history af€er pubiication and of the rest o f  

Cavendish's oeuvre. In the process of world-building in The BIuzing World, the flexiiility 

ùiherent in the reiationship between the subject(s) king irnagined and their counterpart m 

the "red wo rld" (who by virt ue of her s h e d  identity with the scribe is always intnisively 

present), is analogous to the flexibility of Rowlandson*~ subjectivity in iis ability to enable 

contact between dinerent cultures by participating in both at once.j3 As Sherman remarks. 

"[tlhe self. . . in Cavendish's oeuvre is always Margarct Cavendish" (Shersnan 188). 

Cavendish's two projectw f projecting a Phantustike persona while producing an 

Eiknsrike text-not only allow discourse within the text but also, through the process of 

disguise sxarnined earlier in this paper, between the text and the world into which it is 

published. Fitmurice remarks that "[rlather than sending her manuscripts to the press 

with the parting thought 'go little book'. Cavendish on some occasions continued to 

intercede with her writing aHer it became piles of p ~ t e d  sheets" (Fitzmaurice 199 1 : 299). 

This intercession is actually suggestive of a conversation, particularly since the corrections 

that Cavendish's books contain appear to be in her own hand, and occur d e r  printing, 

before the books were apparently presented as gifls (Fitrmaurice 199 1 : 299-300). This 

visible conversation she conducts with herself(particular1y since one of the three books 

'' Although in the Blazing World Cavendish does not. as Rowlandson does. float 
fieely fiom pronom to pronom, in many of her other works she does. However, rather 
than floating between '9" and 'ke," she confuses or con5tes "he" and "she..' as Marina 
Lesiie points out (Lesiie 189). 
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given carehil attention when thus corrected is a volume of letten written by imaginary 

female correspondents) gives the position Cavendish tends to speak kom a decided and 

dialogic multipiicity, with the woman of  reason in eternal conversation (and possibly 

disagreement) with the woman of faacy." In addition, they d o w  the intervening influence 

of the rational woman (in Cavendish a les obvious persona) and the rational writer on the 

text, which in and of itself argues for an icastic imaginative production. 

Just as importantly, not ody does Cavendish publkh The BIoling World together 

with her non-fictionai treatise Observations Upon Erperimental Philosophy in 1666 and 

again in 1668, she both embeQ the discourse of Natural Philosophy within the text and 

uses a preface and an "Epilogue to the Reader" to k e  her fancy with reason." Both 

these hmhg  pieces clearly claim the goveming force of her 'Yantastical" work to be 

reason. In the introductory "Address to the Reader" she intones: 

but rnistake me not. when 1 distinguish f a n q  nom reason; I mean not as if 
fancy were not made by rational parts of rnatter; but by reason I 
understand a rational search and enquiry into the causes of natural effects: 
and byfancy a voluntary creation or production of the mind. both king 
effects, or rather actions of the rational parts of mtter; of which. as that is 
a more profitable and usefbl study than t h .  so it is also more laborious and 

Y In fact, Fitpnaurice argues that "evidence fkom handmade correction suggests 
that Cavendish fek her best book for aristocratie audiences was Sociable Letfers" 
(Fitanaurice 1 99 1 : 307). 

55 When the Duchess, accornpanied by the Empress, goes in spint form to visit the 
"Duke of Newcastle," the souls of both women end up entering the Duke's body in a kind 
of "platonic seraglio." The Empress's and Duke's souk become "enamoured of each 
other; which the Duchess's sou1 perceiving, grew jeaious at nrst, but then considering that 
no adultery could be commined amongst Platonic lovers, and that Platonkm was divine. 
as behg derived fiom divine Plato, cast forth of her mind that Idea of jealousy" (1 94-95). 
The very reference to Plato and PLatonism here introduces the source of theories on the 
"icastic," since it pertains specificaily to ideal f o m .  
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ditficult, and requires sometimes the help of fancy, to recreate the mind, 
and withdraw it f?om its more serious contemplations. ( 1 2 4 ) ~  

In her "Epilogue," Cavendish defends herselfagah, claiming not only that her creation is 

"cornposed of the most pure, that is, the rational parts of matter" but that it is superior to 

the material world because in creating an empire to rule she has no t "made such 

disturbances, and c a w d  so many dissolutions of particulars, o t h e w k  named deaths" as 

AIexander and Caesar did (224). 

But this still Ieaves the question of how such a subjectivity as the one represented 

by the Empress, Duchess and namitor can hope to avoid solipsism Even though dialogue 

is possible between the characters, the fact that they ail seem to be Margaret Cavendish is 

certainly suggestive of a conversation doomed to solipsimi. But as Rachel Trubowitz 

points out, "[tlrue community is represented by Cavendish as the intimate b n d  hetween 

self-sufficient f e d e  atoms" (Trubowitz 240). The key here is in "self-sufficiency." 

Aithough the communal relationship between authodnarrator, Empress. and Duchess. is 

dist h c t  fkom binarism. even the binarism of "right and wrong" which causes suc h contlict 

amongst the Empress's natural philosophers, and even though the Ernpress and Duchess 

are generaIly able to reach a consensus, and are quite open to each other's advice, they not 

Sequent  ly disagree. 

For example, immediately upon king brought before the Empress. the Duchess 

begins to argue about her own qualifications as a scribe, and the wkdom of the Ernpress's 

using her. since her handwriting is so bad that a reader would have to be specially trained 

" Here Cavendish is clearly echoing Sidney's assertion that poetry's end is "to 
teach and delight" (1 0). which Sidney himseifborrows fiorn Horace's Ars Poetica. 
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to understand her "charac ters; for they are rat her like charac t en, t han weU- fo med lette& 

(Blasing WorZd 18 1). More seriously, the Duchess and Empress quickly launch into a 

prolonged disagreement about what exactly should be written The Empress expresses her 

desire to write ?te Jew's Cabbala." The Duchess immediately protests that the spint of 

one of the "chie f rabbis or sages of the house of Levi" would be necessary, since 

"otherwise, your Majesty wüi be apt to mistake, and a thousand to one, will commit gross 

errors." When the Empress dismisses this worry by saying that she WU be instructed by 

her immaterial spirits, the Duchess replies, "Alas . . . spirits are as ignorant as mortals in 

many cases" (Blaiing World 1 82). Once the Empress takes the Duchess's advice and 

decides to invent her own cabbala the two characters immediately tum to a disagreement 

about what kind of cabbaia the Empress should create. In the end the Empress takes the 

Duchess's advice and decides upon a ''poetical or romancical" cabbala (1 83). 

Perhaps the most interesthg difference of opinion occurs at the very end of the 

narrative, as the Empress confides to the Duchess: 

d e r  I had received an absolute power £iom the Emperor, [ I l  did somewhat 
alter the form of government fiom what I found it: but now perceiving that 
the world is not so quiet as it was at fust, 1 am rnuch troubled at it; 
especidy there are such contentions and divisions between the wonn-. 
kat-, and fly-men, the ape-men, the satyrs, the spider-men, and ail O then 
of such sorts, that 1 fear they'll break out into an open rebeIiion, and cause 
a great disorder and the min of the government. (201) 

To this the Duchess replies. "1 would advise your Majesty to dissolve all their societies; 

for 'tis better to be without their intelligences, than to have an unquiet and disorderly 

govemment" (202). Paul Saizman ckims that "The societies of Wtuosi are diswlved to 

restore peace and harrnony, and the main point of this side of the work seerns to be a 
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critique of formal and experimental approaches to natural philosophy" (Salnian 297). 

Certainly this is one of the points, but the problem the Empress h d s  with the virtuosi is 

that their intolenuice for each others' opinions and their quest for dominancefor absolute 

knowledge-are so invasive, that the cornpetition which ensues threatens to destabilize the 

governrnent. 

The tacit indictment in Cavendish's '%pilogue" of the destruction wought by 

iiterally invasive quests (such as Alexander's and Caesar's) for nilership corresponds to 

Cavendish's position on the invasive discipline ofscientific experimentation with its 

declared goal of subduing and subordinating a usually ferninized 4Wature" to the 

exclusively masculine Natural Philosophy's superior knowledge and authority. As "she," 

the Empress in the BIazing Worid, discards modem philosophers h her search for a mode1 

upon which to build her own "immaterial world," perhaps her most important rejection is 

of Hobbes. When the Duchess says that his "'imginary world' seerns to her "like a 

Company of wolves that worry sheep, or like so may dogs that hunt after hares." as Judith 

Gardiner notes. she stresses "the relentlessly competitive and predatory character of 

Hobbes's theory-a theory, she implies. that involves conflicts b r  domination between 

oppressors and victims. " Cavendish "characterizes Hobbes's philosophy of rat iorialized 

masculine egotism as cornpetitive and antagonistic in cornparison to her own narcissistic 

philos0 phy of se ff-generated pleasure" (Gardiner 54). Instead. and in opposition to 

Bacon's declaration that "he means ro enlist science to enter nature 'like a generai who 

means to take possessio~'" Tnibowitz asserts that Cavendish confines her heroine's 

scientific interests to noninvasive speculation and reflection" (Trubowitz 235). Along with 
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feminizing nature, then, Cavendish ferninizes knowledge of nature and even phiiosophy 

itself in her world, creating a place for conjecture, speculation and reflection-which take 

place through conversation-rather than the (masculine) issuing of presumably authoritative 

statement S." 

Although Gardiner Links the "self-generated pleasure" she observes in Cavendish to 

Freudian narcissism, the subjectivity Cavendish's text produces seerns rather to evolve as a 

self-generated composite which, because of its inclusive relativism needs no competit ive 

aggression. The idea of narcissism suggests arrested developrnent. and tends to be appiied 

far too ofken to women wrïten (one r ed i s  the story about Virginia Woolf having met 

Freud and reccived Eom him a narcissus). Indeed, given the depth and brradth of 

Cavendish's oeuvre. and particularly c o n s i d e ~ g  the emphasis on things king Linked and 

enveloped within her texts. there seerns to be a productivity which a barren practice such 

as narcissism would render impossible. The self-generation here. though it gives pleasure. 

is more important as a rnarker of a collective subject than as a marker of psycholoçical 

immaturity. 

Even so, the dissolution of the scientifc societies in the Blazing World, efected by 

the Empress on the advice of the Duchess, seems to undo al1 the changes to government 

that she has made. Anna Battigelli linEis this retnction at the end of Blazing World to 

Cavendish's ultimate rejection of the kind of full-scale rehgious conversion practised by 

'' Bowerbank and Mendelson note in their introduction to Paper Bodies that "in 
the preface to Female Orations. Cavendish indicates that even the f o m  of men's and 
women's orations is gendered: while the men speak in a series of authoritative statements. 
the women sprak in conver~ations*~ (21). 
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the Empress at the outset of the namitive. Battigelli ties the MachiaveUian conversion 

tactics the Empress uses to Queen Henrietta Maria's attempts (of which one was the 

building of a beautiful chapel) to convert England to Catholicism (Battigeiii 80-8 1)." 

However, in her retraction speech it is clear that what the Empress retracts are her 

changes no t to religious observance but rather to the 'Tom of Government." There is no 

evidence of insurrection or discontent within the church itsel. rather. this passage makes it 

quite clear that the contentions occur in the area of Natural Philosophy, so that what is 

revoked is not the religious reformation but the penetrative, invasive, dominating study of 

science carried out by experimental scientists. This seems a subtle acknowledgment of the 

statu of (a usually ferninized) Nature as both beyond the kind of intrusive and Limiting 

study conducted by the Royal Society and beyond the ken of the virtuosi who practice it.j9 

The Empress's efforts at managing and changing governrnents are by no means 

M t e d  to the Blazing World. The process by which the Empress puts d o m  rebeiiion in 

her former world and the imperialistic drive which seerns to motivate her efforts m y  be 

distastehl to twenty-hst century readen and seem incompatible with the argument in 

favour of her rejection of invasive practices. However, there is a key difference in that 

" The Empress, in the building of a beautfil temple, uses a faniastic son of 
science involving the staging of apparently supematural events, in order to prevent her 
new converts fiom "grow[ig] weary, and desert[ing] the divine truth" (1 63). 

' 9  Rebecca Merrens asseris that "@]y theorizing an Epicurean view of nature 
predicated on celebrat hg fluctuation anci indeterminacy, Cavendish rejects the tenets of 
patriarchal domination and valorizes Uistead the vely qualities which t hreaten and mot ivate 
patriarchal philosophers" (424), and suggests that the threat contained in Cavendish's 
wnting is that a feminized nature displaces "the precise modes of wisdom, control. and 
strength traditionaliy attriiuted to God" (426). 
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rather than deahg with Nature, in "Part II" the Empress (and by extension, Cavendish) 

deals with political order? The process of the Empress's "rescue" of her world of origin 

and the effects of her efforts have implications which tesonate throughout the second part 

of the narrative and connect it on various levels not only to the fint part, but also to the 

apocdyptic visions of the biblical book of Revelations. 

There are some fairy transparent parallels between the works of the risen Christ in 

the New Testament and the works of the Empress in the "Part two" of the Blu=»tg WorId. 

She is, figuratively speaking, "rebom" hto her original world. Since she must d e s t  

herser in her old world in physicai form, she is forced to enclose herseKin a subrnarine- 

type boat and be pulled. under and through the water, for she fhds that "as [the] Blazing 

World had but one Emperor. one governrnent, one religion, and one language, so there 

was but one passage into that worid, which was so Little, that no vesse1 bigger than a 

packet-boat could go through; neither was that passage always open. but sornetimes quite 

frozen up" (205). The birth canal surely seems an apt tenor for this metaphorical vehiclc. 

and the reference to the "packet boat" echoes the kind of boat in which she came t hrouph 

her icy death-voyage and into this nurturing, watery space to begin with She has 

completed her gestation, and is ready to take her place in the worId she left behind-to 

insert herseff into a conversation that formerly excluded her. but cannot afford to now. 

Beyond her negotiations and water-wakg conferences with her own people. like 

60 Also. as Mendelson md Bowerbank point out. here as elsewhere the Empress 
follo ws a policy of using "awe-inspiring, rather than Me-destroying, tactics for keeping the 
peace . . . [a]s she says in her epilogue, her text is hadess; the only destructive thing she 
has done . . . is to kill of some men in a boat, who deserve their fate for kidnaping a lady" 
(34). 
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Christ the avenger in the apocalyptic books of the Bible the Empress "harrows" the 

wrongdoers in this war with what amounts to a iake of buming fire. Her fish-men "cany 

fire-stones in cases of diamonds . . . and . , . uncase or uncover those f i e  stones no sooner 

but when they were j u s  under the enemy's ships, or close at theu sides, and then . . . wet 

hem, and set [the enemy's] ships on £ire'' (2 1 1). This completed, her former countrymen 

even those who had originally opposed her, "cr[y] out with one voice, that she was an 

angel sent f?om God to deliver them out of the hands of their enemies" (2 1 1). 

It must be remembered, though, that her new status, voice, and ability in her old 

world are absolutely reliant on her status Li the Paradise she has corne fiom, which is in 

turn dependent on Cavendish's rewriting of that Paradise into a place where the Lady- 

becorne-Empress's interior and exterior worth are in harmony. Without the tramformative 

experience she undergoes in the Blazing World, without having found or created a way to 

validate and authorize the endlessly mutible and self-reflexive subjectivity created by her 

cultural position and in her witing. she would never have k e n  able to attain the position 

she has in her second appearance in her oId world. Interestingly. she herser has >lot 

changed, but rather the "Lady" has put on garments which both encase her in amour and 

create the illusion of brillian~e.~~ 

The Empress's former world is both distinguished Eom the Blazing Worid and 

brought mto communion with it by her use of fire to subdue it. In using fire, she tums this 

'' ''The appointed hour king corne, the Empress appeared uith garments made of 
the star-stone, and was boni or supported above the water, upon the fkh-men's heads and 
backs, so that she seerned to walk upon the face of the water, and the bird-men and fish 
men canïed the fie-stone. lighted both in the air. and about the waters" (210) 
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world into a bbbhhg" world as weii; she effects a second transformation enabled by the 

first-her own. And aithough it rnight seem that her efforts are concentrated upon fomiing 

a monolithic state, her adventures in fact have a very dserent effect, and create once 

again a world where the composite seerns natural. It is in this section that we see the 

tension between (and to Mme extent the resolution of) what LUey calls the "egalitarian 

potential of her sexual critique" and the "equally powerful commit ment to the prerogatives 

of absolute monarchy and hierarchical privilege" (Liliey 1992: xiv). Although there is a 

single niler in the new political order formed by her conquest, the d e r  himself is never 

seen. Instead, the goveniing body seems comprised of a whole group of nobles who make 

decisions coliectively. The single mler exists as an ide* but not as a real influence. 

In addition, Cavendish creates a political order in the world which cannot really be 

described as a single monoiithic country but rather a patchwork of srnalier countries aii of 

which fmd theu final authority in a coklective. In bringing these countries togetber. the 

Empress does not their govements. but rather creates a boundary around ihem so 

that the many parts corne together as a whole whde maintainhg to some extent their 

independent-or at least separate-status ïhus in a rem- of this world. the Empress. 

and by extension Cavendish, once again create a space where that which is composite 

predominates over that which is isolated and exclusive. 

Thus Sandra Sherman's assertion that the pattern in "afl [Cavendish's] work" is 

that b'discourses external to the seif(such as seventeenth-century science) are M y  

excludeci in favor of the seifs own inwardly rarnifying thoughts" (1 99), rnay emphasize the 

wrong issue. Rather, Cavendish seems to be reacting to the fact that the "extemal 
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d iscourses," part icularly t hose of  seventeenth-century natural science. have already M y  

excluded her. However, this too is perhaps a backwards way of examinhg the red 

problems that Cavendish faced. Since she does not refuse to engage the discourse as much 

as it refuses (or its participants refuse) to engage her, ail that is left to her is either the 

cuiturally acceptable silence, or the madness of talking to henelf. In a sense, by its 

exclusion of her Cavendish was isolated from a part of her culture which she considered 

vital to her self-identification just as surely as Rowlandson was by ber capture and rem0 val 

by Indians. And the only way to avoid real madness in either case is to l e m  to cope with, 

and speak of and to, the culture which is IeA-to reinvent it (at least hginatively), and 

somehow rnake it one's own. Rnwlandson does this by becoming an active and viable 

member of the Indian community in which she finds herselfcaptive, whiie maintahhg a 

proper Puritan bibiical 'Veneer" of typological references. Cavendish's task is to invent a 

culture in the isolation of her rnind such that it aliows her to carry on a dialogue-however 

contrived-in order to avoid the tme mdness of absolute selfabsorption on the one hand. 

and of absolute emptiness on the other. Even so. the interiority that she creates in part 

earns her the title of "Mad Madge." 

The draw of the captivity trope for the woman writer, as I've tned to establish 

here. is largely that it d o w s  for a total change of cultural marken. In the case of The 

BIaing WorZd, it gives the ability to rew-rite even biblical prophecy and the promised 

*New k d e m "  so that women become agents rather than objects. inhabitants and 

citizens rather than denizens and aliens. What the Ernpress seems to do in subduing her 

former world is as much evangelical as it is imperid The group of nations had k e n  
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squabbling amongst themselves before her arrival; her actions create a sort of harmony. 

The po litical unit that is formed refiects, in some ways, the entire system of categorization 

in the BlaPng World itself. Rather than many single States vying for aut honty, the result, 

üke the subject the Empress and the Duchess are part of, is a collective which is unified 

enough to speak in a single voice, but within which the parts are distinct enough to be in 

dialogue, or even disagreement, with each other. 

The rewriting of religious rnythology in which Cavendish engages throughout the 

Blming World, not to mention the MachiaveUian lengths to which the Empress goes to 

create her religion there, certaidy leave Cavendish open to a number of charges. What Jay 

Stevenson terms Cavendish3 "atheism" (529), however, can also be postulated as her 

rejection of anything which describes itseifor is descnid as dominantly and singularly 

exclusive. Stevenson's essay quotes passage d e r  passage Eom Cavendish's wo rk, and all 

of them show an almost Bakhtinian emphasis on the absolute necessity of dialogue to 

thought. Reiûsed a place in the conversation king carried on by masculine philosophers of 

the tirne. and scorned by m y  women, who eise could Cavendish have talked to, but 

herseif? While her textual subjects avoid soiipsirm by defining themselves as self-sufficient 

fernale atorns, their author escapes the madness that exclusively interna1 dialogue threatens 

by inserting her conversation wholesale into the discoune of the day. 

Although Cavendish's mind "k a realm complete unto itself, self-directed, self- 

goveming, and self-begot" (Tmbowitz 338), she does her best to avoid the solipsism (and 

its consequent relegation to the production only of works ofphantasie) of Satan by 

embedding the argument for her work as a product of an icastic imagination even as she 
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creates a fantastic persona to deflect critic- and then by haWlg the subjects produced in 

the resdting text in constant dialogue with each other. The bction of an utopia is to try 

out various governing schemes and societal structures, but it is at the same tirne a chance 

to remake the wo rld, and so Cavendish does, in a way that ailo ws her own self to be self- 

directed, self-governing, and seKbegot. And regardles of the reception of her work, 

simply by publishing it she placed herseff undeniably and irrehtably in the middle of public 

disco urse. 
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Translated Letten, Liminal Spaces, and U n ' s  Imagina y Lover 

Orientation in moral space tums out again to be similar to orientation in physical space. 
We know where we are through a mixture of recognition of landmarks before us and a 

sense of how we have traveled to get here. 
-Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self. 

By the t h e  Zilia, the captive heroine of Française de G f i g n y ' s  1747 novel 

Lettres d'une Péruvienne, is haDy able to look at the world outside the room in which 

she has been kept, she has already k e n  captured twice: fh t  by the Spaniards who have 

destroyed her homeland, and then by the French, who have recaptured her fiom the 

Spanish. What she sees dmost renders her senseless: 

I dragged myself over to a srnd window, long the object ofmy inquisitive 
desires, and hurriedly opened it. But what did 1 see? Dear love of my We, 1 
can h d  no expression to depict for you the extent of my shock and the 
mortal despair that gripped me upon finding there to be nothing about me 
Save that temble element the mere sight of which d e s  one tremble with 
feu. 

My first glance explained only too well our dwelling's 
uncornfortable motion. 1 am in one of those floating houses of which the 
Spaniards made use to reach our unfortunate lands and of which 1 had been 
given only a h i a y  imperféct description. (4 1-42}" 

Surrounded by the ever-changing, yet strangely uniform planes of water and sky. 

completeIy out of touch with soIid pround and thus bereR of the pennanency and 

uniqueness of landscape, Zilia's terror is quite understandable. The image of the boat on 

'' Although Lettres d 'une Péruvienne ( 1 747) was originally written and published 
in French 1 will use the MLA Engiish translation throughout most of this chapter. since 
this study is primariIy of Enghh  works, and since Lettres d'me Pémvienne \vas translated 
into English almost irnrnediateiy upon its publication (in a private email Dr. Peter Sabor 
has suggeaed as eariy as 1 749). The ody exceptions to this wiU be when the original 
French words or idioms are untransiatable, and the original sense of the French is pertinent 
to the argument. 
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an endless ses is apt, for Zilia is indeed alone (more so than even she reaiizes, given k a ' s  

assimilationb3) and her capture "Lnmerses" her in her captor's culture. 

In GtafGgny's cultural inversion of the captivity narrative, the capture itself is 

perpetrated not by indigenous "savages" but by European invaders, and the captive 

Peruvian "Indian" tunis out to be more civilized than her captors. Taking the trope of 

captivity beyond Cavendish's adaptation, GraBgny 's configuration allo ws for a far more 

direct social critique; rather than focusing on the exclusion of women from a specific 

dialogue, Zilia's innocent eye sweeps across the entire cultural landscape before her and 

h d s  it wanthg. Most speci.ficaIiy, this iandscape d e s  her as senseless, devoid of 

meaning, forcing her to construct new cultural landmarks in order to stabilize her locus of 

speech, that is, to aabilize a sense of herself as an independent subject who is able to 

produce meaningful speech. The abduction itself. as in The BIazing IVorlJ. offers the 

suggestion of a masculine authority governing movement and travel, and the factual tone 

of the schofarly preface and footnotes gives the text the authority of apparent 

"objectivity." However, the brutal nature of Zilia's abduction undermines the authonty of 

the masculine presence in the work by placing her captors clearly in the wrong. which 

immediately elevates her to a position of moral supenority. The instability of the locus of 

63~za ' s  cultural assimilation appears to have been very nearly instantaneous. In 
"Letter II," when Z i h  is stdl a Spanish captive and before she is moved aboard the ship. 
she answen the one letter Aza sends her, asking "Am, if' p u  stZ love me, why am 1 
enslaved? . . . . Your liberty has not been taken fiom you, yet you do not corne to my 
rescue . . . . No, dearest Aza. these ferocious peoples whorn you call Spaniards have not 
left you fiee as you think you are" (24). It later becomes clear that Aza has in fact adopted 
the Spanish culture and religion almost immdiately, apparently in order to prevent the 
treatment Zilia suffers. 
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uitimate authority in the text enables Ziüa's uusual methods of creating space for her 

voice. 

While Rowlandson's actual captivity and factual account descnibe her struggle to 

develop strategies of adaptation which aiiow her the flexibility to exist in one culture while 

stiii maintainhg ties of identification to another, and Cavendish fantasizes about a utopia 

which adapts itself to the natures of the subjects she creates, in Lelnes d 'une Périrvienne, 

fantastic utopim visions are eschewed in favour of a dystopia that re flects and emphasizes 

the precarious and subordinate nature of a single wornan's social position. G r f i g n y  opts 

for a position between Rowlandson's and Cavendish's texts, where her character explores 

fantasies of adaptation and the possibilities of power attending them. In the end, her place 

"betwixt and between," at once outside French culture and Unmersed in it, becornes a 

source of strength. Her need to constantly translate between languages and cultures gants 

ber an enormous degree of textua1 authority, since as the sole unassimilated survivor of the 

conquest of her nation, she is the ody person who is able to effectively esecutr thesr 

translations. Aithough Chrûtine Roulnon suggests that "[tlhe novel concludes. as it 

kgan, with the construction of an ideal spacc, in which Ziüa is secluded kom the tvorld. 

as she was in her temple" (Roulston 323)' this chapter will argue that the space in which 

Ziiia ends up is a permanent reconstruction of the culturaliy and physically iiminal space 

into which she is originaiiy catapulted, and that this limmal position. far fiom disabling 

communication, becomes the means of gcnerating a powerful sense of authority and an 

unique voice. In order to understand her tinal position in the narrative. it is useful to 

examine the connections between Zilia's geographical position and the Liminal nature of 
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the text itself. 

1. Disonentation, Decentraiïzation, and the Epistoiary Structure 

Initialiy the instability of her position between water and sky disorients and t e d e s  

Ziiia, as her account of her view from the window suggests. The impossibility of getting 

her bearings on the sea rnirron and amplines her cultural situation which is ako unstable, 

isolating, and impossible for her to navigate. Irnrnersed in a strange culture, Zilia's need to 

develop her speaking position compares to Rowlandson's in that through it she musr find a 

way to function in the culture of her captors while remaining strongly identified with her 

culture of origin. Udike Rowlandson, however, Zilia's captivity is permanent (in the sense 

that there is no real hope or possibility of return to her culture of ongin) and she cannot 

simply "slip between" the cultures as Rowlandson does. Rather. her ability to cope with 

her (dbeit fictional) envuonment mua resolve itseff into a new and enduring subjectivity. 

In a strange way, howewr. Graftigny's fictional narrative of Zilia's abduction and 

adaptation parallels Rowhdson3 account of her actuai accommodation to Life as a 

captive. Like Rowlandson, Zilia cornes &om a culture which depends on a specific. 

religious. and highly symboüc mythology to give meaning to events and. iike Rowlandson 

she refuses to ailow herselfto be trapped in the rigid self-identification such systerns cm 

produce. Rowlandson's "bending" of biblical texts to explain her position and her 

erperience Ieads to a similar flexibility in her subjectivity. which enables both survival in 

the world ofher captors and sanctioned speech in the Puritan community. Although Ziiia 
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seems to rely less heavily on the predictive and explanatory qualities of her Peruvian 

mythology, üke Rowlandson her continued adherence to her original cultural practices and 

language gives her subjectivity a fluidity and mobility which ironicaiiy facilitate her 

survival and abüity to speak while irnmersed in a totally foreign culture. 

ZiIia's subjectivity moves according to not only geographical but also temporal 

space; the only constancy seems to rest, incongruously, in change. When Thomas 

Kavanagh descn i s  the 'hioments" in which Zilia seems exclusively to Live and by which 

at the end of the noveL she expects Déterville to live with her, as "an intensitied awareness 

of existence as a mornentary plenitude" (1 28), he describes time itself as lirninal: not past, 

not future, but a constantly shifting intersection between the two. Zilia l e m  that she must 

inhabit liminal spaces like this habitually, and define her subjectivity in relation to cultural 

landmarks-those people and objects, such as Aza, or even her quipirs-which. like 

Rowlandson's biblical typology. ybolize (and therefore ailow her to locate and identiQ 

herselfin relation to) a culture. In Zilia's case. because the actual culture no longer csists. 

a l  that remain are these landmarks, and Zilia's identification through "landmks" rather 

than the actual culture affords her the flexibility inherent in the use of symbols. since she 

can move and replace these marken successfùiiy without the trauma caused by ciinging to 

a rigid mythological systemthe kind of trauma which, according to the text's "Historical 

Introduction," Peruvian cuIture i t s e l funde~en t .~  The use of culturai landmarks allows 

" The historical introduction to Lettres d'une Phv ienne  assens that the rigidity 
of the Peruvian dependence on mythological interpretations of events led to the culture's 
dowIlfaU: 

The oldest son of the seventh of the Incas. . . had once seen a rnan of a 
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for almost infinite mobility and flexibility in the positionhg of the locus of speech because, 

Like geographical landmarks, rather than h g  a point in space they offer a method of 

orient h g  self to envitonment; the French and Peruvian cultures themselves overlap in Zilia 

to such an extent that she must cont indy reorient her position in relation to them 

Directly &er her capture, ZiLia's writing clearly reflects both her disorientation and 

her initial attempts to remedy her situation. With short and confused sentences, some of 

which she leaves unfinished, Zilia &st pleads with the absent Aza, "1 am losing that which 

1 love. and the universe is destroyed for me . . . . d o w  me to die" (42). Her reaction to 

her own plea, however, suggests that even this early in the narrative Ziiia is aware that 

looking toward her absent lover is in and of itself insufficient to construct a locus of 

figure quite dEerent nom that of a Peruvian. This specter had a long 
beard, a robe that covered its legs down to the feet, and led an unknowm 
animal by a tether, au of which had fi-ightened the young prince. to whom 
this phantom had said that he was son of the Sun, brother of Mancocapac. 
and that his m e  was Viracocha. Unfortunately, this ridiculous fable had 
been preserved among the Peruvians, so the moment they saw the 
Spaniards with their long beards and covered legs mounted on animals the 
likes of which they had never h o  wn, they believed thewlves  to be seeing 
in them the sons of this Viracocha who had prochimed hirnseif son of the 
Sun. It was for this reason that the usurper had himself given by the 
ambassadon he sent them the title descendant of  the God they worshiped. 
AU bowed down before them for people are the sarne everjwhere. The 
Spaniards were acchimed ali but unanimously as Gods whose rage even 
the most iavish O fferings and hutniiiating homages could not assuage. (8-9) 

According to this historical theory, which is attached directly to Zilia's s tow the refùsal of 
the Inca to accept the comkig of the Spanish as chance, and 'their insistence on translating 
the Spaniards in terms of Inca culture only consolidated the catastrophe" (Kavanagh 127). 
but it is interesting to note that Zilia herselfnever does this. The catastrophe occurs and 
stands more or less on its own: she gives it no more symbolic power than it has of itself as 
the destruction of her culture. Its mythology, if it holds any, is personai rather than 
cultural. 
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speech: 

What error is Ieading me astray! No, dearest Aza, no, it is not you who 
orders me to live, it is timid nature that, trernblùig with horror, has 
borrowed your voice, more powerful than its own, to defer an end it h d s  
ever fnghtful. But now al1 is done with, and the moa readily available 
means will defiver me fiorn nature's regrets . . . (42) 

In a strange but powerful echoing of Mary Rowlandson's ubi sunt passage, Zilia takes 

back her Me in a decisive way, even as she decides to end it. Just as Rowlandson discovers 

her own agency in deciding to Live ("1 chose rather to go dong with those . . . Ravenous 

Beasts. than that moment to end my dayes" (70)), Zilia recognizes her responsibility for 

her survival or death and begins to realize that "bomwing" Aza's voice is not an effective 

rneuis by which to communicate-even with herself. 

Ziüa is left, then, in the middle of the ocean, in the huil of a ship, with physical 

landmarks removed fiom her as well as cultural ones, strugghg to find a space fkom 

which to launch her voice. Her O fien-quo ted cry, "Oh heavens above! To what class am 1 

to assign myseif? (87) suggests that she is weli aware of the üminal space she occupies. 

and she begins to resolve the conflicts this situation creates by matching her perception of 

the world to her own cultural position-a position mirrored by the text she inhabits. 

In tenns of its reception and influence, the text of Lettres d'une Péruvienne itself 

occupies a Liminal space. Its alrnost immediate translation into Engiish and its proionged 

early popularity (it was published at least three more times before the end of the 

eighteenth crntury6*), create a somewhat paradoxical situation. Mthough printed in 

English it was certainly not an English novel, and yet its translation meant that neither 

65 In 1771. 1774. and 1782 (Miller 441). 
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was it entirely French. But its transkted state, between one culture and another, certainly 

facilitatrd both its dissemination and its rise to popularity. Nancy K. Miller rernarks that 

Lettres d'une Péruvienne was "one of the most widely read novels in the eighteenth 

century" (Miller 127), and in English Showalter's words Letires d'une Péruvienne was 

not only a best-seller, it was also "one of the penod's most outstanding literary events" 

(Showalter 1964: 20). Ho wever, Janet Altman points out that "iterary historians and 

critics of subsequent centuries have been content to see this novel a s  a decidedly 

'undisthguished' work" (Altman, "Making Room": 34). This attitude toward the novel 

cornes largely nom an acceptance. Altman notes, of the view that it is "merely one of the 

numerous 'imitations' of Montesquieu's Lettres persanes (1 72 1 ), an imitation that 

managed t O gain success by also imitat ing the Lettres portugaises ( 1 669)" (Altman 

"Making Room": 34). This assessment has k e n  rendered more convinchg by the fact that 

it is "in part shp ly  . . . a convenient way of describing the novel to a twentieth-century 

public more familiar with the Lettres persanes and the Letrres portirguises than wit h 

Graffigny 's novei" ( t ' tman "Making Room": 3 7). 

However. Mtman also notes that 

If we look more closely at the ways in which cnticism has already 
attempted to deal wgth the novel's difference-that is, its problematic 
deviation Eom the narrative modek that it is purported to imitate-we 
detect a pattern whereby the novel is judged to 'Tail" because it does not 
conform to those models. In other words, the novel has thus far effectively 
k e n  disrnissed kom fhher considerat ion by the simuItaneous assertion 
that it is an "imitation" and that it does not imitate closely enough. (38)M 

Altman notes that Grafngny actually makes a concerted effort to resist the 
eaablished patterns for sentimental heroines and cultural outsiders. "Indeed," she says, 
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This attitude seerns markedly simüar to those s h o w  toward women writers of the t h e  as 

a mle (witness the mocking of the précieuses), and, interestingly, to de scn i  the attitudes 

shown by Zilia herselftoward other charactea in her story. She refises to be hiiy 

imitative of the kind of subjectivity the women of France display; indeed, she disdains it 

and them, cornmenthg on their iack of individuality: "in the beginning, by arousing the 

curiosity of othen, I amused my own, but when ody the eyes c m  be used, they are soon 

sated. Ail the women paint theù faces the same colour. They always adopt the same 

manner, and I believe t hat they always Say the same things" (75). In the end she rejects 

what Thomas Downing refen to as the "bankrupt economy" of polite society in favour of 

the society of her mind. 

Somewhat surprisin&. judging Ekom initial reactions to her noveL even though its 

concIusion gave rise to numerous unauthorized sequels and many letters urging various 

maniages for Zilia, Graffigny succeeded in gamering both positive attention for her work 

and respect and acclaim for herself as a writer. Although Showalter notes that * ~ h e  

greatest obstacle for Madame de Graffigny lay not in her own timidity. nor lack of 

education nor dependency on pensions, but rather the social barrien against her entering 

the [writing] profession directlyY* (S howalter t 977: 303)' Altman's inquisitive and incisive 

if we delve more thoroughiy into the gap between Graffigny's choices a d  
the more familiar paradigms in Enlightenrnent fiction we discover that 
GraEgny's originality c m  be located preciseiy in the alternat ive it inerary 
that she imagines. For GrafEgny's choices constitute a rigorously 
conceived deviation fiom works that 1) organize their narrative around a 
westemized d e ' s  quest and conquest and 2) represent 'undeveloped' 
peoples as ' n a t d y '  and iwvitably subordhate to their conqueron. 
(Altman, "Making Room": 39) 
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critique of the reception of Gmfligny's novel from 1 743 through 19 13 suggests that 

perhaps the atmosphere of Eniightenrnent France was well prepared for L e t m  d'une 

Péruvienne. With few exceptions, 'Crafngny is acclaimed as a writer, not as a wornan 

writer. Critics position her within generic traditions, not gendered traditions, citing her as 

the peer of Montesquieu for the philosophic novel and Richardson for the sentimental 

novel." Altman furiher notes that "[iln 175 1 Prévost dedicated his translation of 

Clarisso to Française de Graffigny, the only French writer whom he was willing to place 

in a pantheon with Samuel Richardson" (Altman 199 1 : 267). 

The way in which Grafngny structures her novel may have to do with the early 

acceptance and popularity of her work. The text, like so many novelistic texts, is itseff a 

cross-in this case between the roman sentimentale and the romon philosophique-and the 

situation of the text "betwixt and between" these two kinds of writing deflects the kind of 

ridicule dùected at women such as the précieuses who took themselves and their writing 

too seriously. whiIe the serious nature of  the issues addressed in the narrative salvages the 

text f?om pure ''pot boilerism." Bonnie Robb also mentions that '~here is embedded in the 

text a roman d 'apprentissage whic h fùrther complicates the novel's status" (Robb 1 48). 

She goes on to remark that the tale not only recounts Aza's abandonment of Zilia but also 

?te nory O f her disengagement-ap parent ly blarneless. even virt uo us-fi-om hirn. The 

conwpondence coostitutes an apprenticeship through which Zilia achieves moral 

independence fiom Aza" and the letters themselves become "distance marken rather than 

distance breakers" (Robb 148). 

This rnarking of separation is ody  one of the t a s b  that the epinoiary structure 
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takes on for the author. The lack of a central authority and the assumption of audience 

intrinsic to the epistolary forrn aiso combine to deny any simple mono logicai voice. 

Graffigny places her public, anthro pological, 4bscientinc" and therefore (as Cavendish's life 

suggests) mascuiine-dominated voice only in the margins of her intensely private, 

exnotionai, and thus 'Terninine" love letters, thereby "displac[tig] [the "masculine" no tes] 

nom the reader's focus of attention" (Wolfgang, 20-21).67 Aurora Wolfgang remarks that 

"[nlot only do Graffigny's footnotes break the narrative fiow, their style is deliberately 

non-narrative . . . . They are the very antithesis of the fervent declarations of a ferninine 

styie" (Wolfgang 26). 

Even the earliest parts of the narrative reflect the disjunction of these two styles of 

writing. Ziiia cries out an indictment of her captors in a series of highly ernotional and 

wholiy rhetorical questions: 

What people is so ferocious as to be unmoved by signs of pain? What arid 
desert witnessed the birth of hurnans insensitive to the voice of nature 
groaning? These barbarous m e r s  of I'alpor, ' O  proud of their power to 
exteminate. are guided in their actions by cnielty aione! Oh A n  how will 
sou escape their fus.? Where are you? What are you doing? If my life is 
dear to you, advise me of your fate. (1 8) 

The footnote number beside the word Yalpor directs the reader to the bottom of the page. 

where a dry phrase Uiforms the reader: "The name for thunder." This single piece of 

information given in a monological monotone contrats sharply with the anguish apparent 

in Zilia's queaioning of fate. Although it does intempt the narrative voice. the footnote 

67 Wolfgang asserts that although the main text of Zilia's letters "expresses a 
gendered and subjective point of view, which Lanser t e m  a 'personal voice'." the 
scholarly axmo tations are wt ten  %om a tradit ionally masculine -authorid vo ice"' 
(Wolf'gang 25, n. 33). 
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rem- outside the boundaries of the narrative itself: and almost irrelevant to it . Thus 

although the text includes the voice of fiict, science, detached observation and certainty, it 

relocates this voice nrmly in the margins, while privileging the absolute subjectiveness of 

immediate lived physical and emotional expenence. The voice of unity and certainty-of 

king one thing or another completely-is not excluded, but it is decentered as a dominant 

force. 

"Decentered," however, might be a misleadhg word to use, since it suggests that 

the voice of unity and certahty has been at one tirne centrai: an inaccurate assumption in 

the case of this text. Although the preface introducing the work certauily speaks in this 

voice, it is important to note that the preface was added only in the second edition. The 

marginal notes serve, k e  Aza, more as landmarks for the reader than as anchors for the 

narrative itsrlf; they suggest a kind of historicaVfactud authenticity. and situate the text in 

relation to what is represented as Penivian culture, but they are neither htrinsic nor 

essentid to the narrative itself. In the same way, Aza's masculine presence (actually an 

absence. a marker of distance) fiom which Zilia seems to take so much strength is also 

both mginalized and relegated to the position of cultural landmark rather than anchor or 

inspirationa point 1 will retum to shortly. Nevertheless, the co~ect ion between main text 

and footnotes keeps these two "spheres" in dialogue with each other. and thus the easy 

distinctions that binary oppositions demarcate, notably tàct and fiction, are carefully 

refiited.68 

Significantly, G d g n y  at first constnicts and then dismantles gender parallels 
between modes of address and gender-specific occupations. The mode of writing th& Zilia 
Est uses-the bbquipus" or strings knotted in a rnnemonic code-is uniquely tied to a form of 
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The biaary nature of gendered power dhiut ion is also disrupted by Zilia's 

b a l  cultural position. Whereas Aza had been her teacher and the provider of her 

knowledge in Pem, she tacitly acknowledges that in the untamiliar temtory of France, her 

ability to translate wiii result in his needing to learn fiom her in order to sunive as an 

exiled Peruvian. S he will bring him, she claims, al1 that she can of the books she has heard 

06 and will explain (exp(iquer) them to hirn in their native tongue (89). She sets henelf up 

as the one who cm and will translate-the one who cm exist in the i i m i ~ l  space between 

thguistic systems. But the French verb "expliquer," like the English "explain" or 

"expikate," goes farther than simple translation (traduire) and M y  locates Zilia in a 

position of mastery-a position enahled by her ability to straddle two cultures, "readuig" 

and "speaking" to bot h sirnultaneously . 
The acquisition of something as permanent and mind-altering as a new language 

ensures that just as Zilia's Peruvian language keeps her Peruvian. the French language has 

caused at least a partial assimilation into French culture, for as Kavmgh points out. 

"[bleing a part of a culture means accepting the power of its sustaining symbolic order to 

expiain reality, to find mithin what happens not the haphazard fruits of chance but the 

working of understood c a d t i e s "  (Kavanagh 127). It is this linguistic assimilation, 

always par<ial where Ziiia is concerned, which leads to her position as translater. a 

'kornen's work"-that is, the private creation of textile works. What she ends up with 
after having acquired the "art" of French writing, is ahoa a vocation in philosophy-she 
becomes aphilosophe-a notably masculine pursuit. Miller cornments on t h .  and on the 
compiicated relationship between the (ferninine) home textiie industry and the (masculine) 
accounting of public events in 'The hot ,  the Letter, and the Book: GdEgny's Penivian 
Leifers" (1 39 ff). 
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position enabled by her use both of the epistoiary fonn and of Aza as audience. The 

epistolary form also aiiows Grafngny herself a degree of fluidity in her subjectivity and the 

ability to launch an extensive social critique. In a kind of proto-orientaiism, by using an 

observing eye from the realm of the exo tic "O therT' and appearing to emphasize the 

dEerences between the two cultures, the m a t i v e  is able instead to emphasize the 

sirnilarities between the French culture and its construction of the exotic." Zilia's unique 

abitity to translate gives her observations and critiques an autonomy and authonty best 

understood ifprefaced with an introduction to her unique position in her permanent 

captivity, and the rnethods she employs to orient herself in that position. 

II. Famiüar Sights, Marken of Meaning 

Janet Altman comments on Zilia's "productive assertion of a Peruvian identity. 

equality. and sovereignty within a Europe that daims to have conquered Pem" (Altman 

69 Jack Undank points to the tes's proto-onentalism: 

Between the Peruvians and the French there are, to be sure. dEerences of 
custom, belief, and manners, but they t u .  out to be the accidental surface, 
the outer historical crust of a topography satunited by the sameness of 
those immanent values Zilia instinctively locates wherever she may be-the 
values, the beaux sentiments, that Grafigny [sic] herseif relies upon in her 
readers. lndeed the closer one studies Zilia's weU-bred tastes and moral 
disposition . . . the closer one cornes to realize that Zilia is. afler dl, 
recognizably . . . French. (Undank 299) 

He goes on to defend Graffigny? claiming that he does not "dismiss [her] characterization 
as yet one more case of a French eighteenth-century author appropriating and smthering 
ali othemess in the attempt to understand or display it," and argues that "[~Jomething else 
is at stake." 
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"Making Room": 39). Paradoxicaiiy, in order to maintain this çovereignty and identity 

Zilia must d o w  some aspects of Europe to permeate her sense of herseK7* This aiiows us 

to read the "Peruvianness" that sets her apart the same way that Benedict Anderson notes 

we can 'Yead Mary Rowlandson as Amencan precisely because, in captivity, she saw 

English fields before her" (Anderson 3 15). The paradoxical maintenance of her Peruvian 

nature through partial assimilation allows Zilia to triurnph over the supposed conquest of 

her culture, for as long as she is Peruvian and sovereign (ifcaptive), Peru bas not k e n  

utterly defeated, as it has been in k a :  'This Aza," moums Zilia d e r  his rejection of her. 

'the O bject of so much love, is not the same &a that 1 painted for you with such tender 

colours" (163). Aza is unfaitfil; he has k e n  seduced by Spain, its women, and iis 

culture. He is. therefore, no longer even recognitably Peruvian. Only Zilia has rernained 

able to orient herselfsimultaneously between the worlds of France and Peru; Aza has lost 

hirnselt Alt hough she m e s  him victor over her. she is equally able to name him "ingrat. " 

'O The historical "Introduction" to the novel gives an explanat ion of the Moon as a 
figure in Inca mythology that validates and to some extent strengthens Zilia's position as 
she struggies both to maintain her own culture and create a new one. 1 t also highlights the 
importance of Zilia's struggle: 

They also had a great deal of reverence for the Moon, which they treated as the 
Sun's wife and sister. They regarded the Moon as the mother of d things. but Wte 
all Indians, they believed that she would bring about the destruction of the world 
by dowing herseif to drop onto the earth, which she would annihilate by her faii. 
("Introduction" 1 1) 

Not only does she have the authority and the power to create a new society, so too does 
she have the power to destroy the old O- but only at a cost. for the fall to Earth would 
surely obliterate the Moon as weii. Zilia is responsble for keeping her culture alive. and to 
do so she rnust keep her own sense of PeruManness alive. for in this model ifshe f& she 
is both responsible for her culture and destroyed with it. 
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suggesting that he is in her debt. Thus she is in some way in a position of power over km, 

and within a page or two she even notes that his actions are not even worthy of her regret. 

Zilia's adherence to "Pemviaa" ideals while immersed in French culture places her 

in a liminal position in the text, a position which produces a subjectivity defined and 

oriented by "cultural landmarks" because of its very nature; liminal spaces are Liminal only 

because of their relationship to the spaces that combine to defme them and Zilia's 

subjectivity detines itself in relation to symbols which orient her in reference to the 

cultures between which she iives. 

The dialogue between cultures that Zilia embodies orients a plane of speech where 

Zilia's subjectivity is neither purely of one culture nor purely of another. and thus fits its 

smundings exactly. However. the many steps involved in this transition are painful 

indeed. Zilia's agony cornes at first f?om her fears that her beloved Aza wiii never know 

"where 1 am, if I love you, if I exist," a circurnstance she believes wiil lead to the 

"destruction of her king" (42). And yet. afier her attempts at self-destruction have k e n  

thwarted. her first rernark to Aza is '?;ou have not Iost ail" (43. emphasis added). 

Paradoxically, after a Ietter entkely concemed with her own losses. her comment to Aza 

concems itselfwith what he has retained. Zilia's afhnation subtly acknowledges that 

within the structure of this text, Am's very existence depends upon her ability to 

speak~~ri te ;~ '  her death in the text would carry the inescapable consequence of his erasure 

along with it. In retum the concept of Am's absence enables Zilia to recreate him as a 

" The very nature of the quipos assumes speech, since they were prompts to the 
memory of a particular individuai. The translation to French bo th removes the physical act 
of speaking fiom the equation and enlarges the potential audience. 
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cultural landmark, since the nature of landmarks and their usefuhess depend greatly upon 

their distance kom their user; a landmark that is too close to a traveller's current location 

resuicts rather than enables movement, since it does not d o w  orientation in a larger 

space. If Aza were present, not only would Zilia's reason for writing evaporate, she would 

be resMcted by her dependence on him to establish her identity. He would de£ine, rather 

than orient, her position as subject. 

Ziiia's need to remah attached to Aza as landmark, and t hro ugh him symbolically 

to Pem, stems in part fiom her perception of French culture. Because of the directness of 

the social critique intrinsic to Zilia's narrative, the text c m o t  indulge in the kind of 

fantastic utopian vision Margaret Cavendish espouses in The Bkcing World. Because of 

the power and autonomy issues Zilia brings up over and over, it is clear that niamage and 

assimilation into the French culture wili not bring her the advantages it provides for the 

Empress in the Blazing World: in fact. quite the opposite. AIthough Ziiia's anguished 

response to Déterville's h a g e  proposal, "You are not of my nation" (99). seems to 

suggest that she bases her rejeciion of Déterde on rniscegenist fears. and dthough 

Fourny suggests that "Zilia appears to repeat Aza's telling 'silence' by ignoring 

Détede's love" (Foumy 233), to accept this as the full explanation would be to miss 

Zilia's own evaluation of the culture of marriage in France. M e r  a stinging critique of the 

affectations French women are taught, and their (lack of) education. Zilia pronounces this 

indictment of the French version of mamîage: 

A husband cm, without fearing any punûhment, treat his w%ie in the most 
repellent manner. dissipate on extravagances as criminal as they are 
excessive not ody  his assets and those of his children but those of his 
victim a s  weii while making her grom in near indigence through his 
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rniserllliess in matters of honest expenses-a trait very fkquently found 
aiüed here with prodigality. He is authorized to punish harshly the 
appemce of a slight idïdelity while abandoning himself shamelessly to al1 
those that libertinage suggests to him In the end, dearest An, it seems that 
in France the bonds of mmiage are reciprocal only at the moment the 
wedding is celebrated. (1 49) 

Thus, Z W s  rejection of D d t e d e  is not simply an expression of miscegenist fears; rather, 

it is a refusal based on a well-reasoned and intelligent assurnption stemrning from the acute 

observation that to accept him would be to accept those aspects of French culture which 

would render her subordinate, derivative. and dependent. It is not so much Déterville Zilia 

rejects as it is the role of a French wife. 

As Downing observes, "[ilf Zilia were to accept Détende's advances, as woman 

she would enter into the economy exernplined by the social visit" (Downing 60). and 

would thus be utterly devalued, reduced to a holding place for words. Downing's article 

gives a lucid and fascinating explanation of the "banknipt" economy by and in which 

Parisian women lived. Accurnulating praise as a kind of capital requires their presence. 

while in  the^ absence this apparent capital is eroded by words of derision. "Since the 

compliment exists only as a detached signiiier," he says. "aii the use value has k e n  

tramfbrmed hto e x c h g e  value. Furthemore, the constant circulation-that is, the 

altemathg presence and absence of the womewguarantees that di value wiil remain 

thoroughly relative'' (Downing 60)." 

" Furthemore, as Zilia reports to Aza, there is a servant who not only speaks but 
visits in place of the mistress: 

In the great households. a domestic is responsible for fblfilling social 
obligations. Every day he makes a considerable journey to go tel  one 
person of concem for his health. another that there is grievbg over his 
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Zilia a h  notes the hoiiowness of women's education; afker a fairly lengthy 

discussion of the kick of proper training women receive, she sums the situation up: "they 

expect their women to practice virtues with which they do not acquaint them; indeed, they 

do not even give them an accurate idea of the terms that designate them" (145). Zilia's 

refiisal to  enter into the conversation of poüte French society, coupled with her inability to 

return to Pen, leaves her with the same alternatives Cavendish faced: the rnadness of 

t W g  to herse& or the need to transform the isolation of the rnind into a place where 

dialogue, however artificially sustained can occur. Ziüa's solution to this problem is to 

create not a u t o p h  world but a utopian audience (and thus an audience that is always 

"hoped forT' although never "real," givhg it the distance that allows it to e?<ist as a 

landmark for her locus of speech). a creation that even she subtly adrnits is a fantasy. She 

models her audience on Aza, the figure who most resembles, she thinks, her ideal. 

identmg hUn both as audience and as a landmark by which to orient her locus of speech. 

Zilia clearly expresses the need for iandmarks. significant1y. just afier she has est 

spotted signs of land of the horizon. She muses: 

Time üke space is known only by its limits. Our ideas and our sight are 
egually los  wtren c o r h a e d  with the constant unifomiity of one or the 
other. If O bjects mark the boundaries of space, it seems to me that our 
hopes mark those of tirne and that if those hopes abandon us or cease to be 
clearly delineated. we no more perceive the duration O f tirne than we do the 

saering or rejoicing at his pieasure. When this domestic retums, no one 
kens  to the replies he brings back. There is rnutual agreement to ho id to 
the fom white pkfing no interest in it, and these attentions take the place 
of niendship. (137) 
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air that füh ali space. (47)" 

Later she adds, 'bOw thinks that the ody  Limits to one's sight to be found are the ends of 

the world itself. This error 5tters us, for it gives us a satisfjhg notion of our own stature 

and seems to bring us closer to the Creator of so rnany marvels" (60). Her discovery that 

the world does not end with her own personal horizons forces her to redehe her own 

"stature" and her position in the world through the recognition that the landmarks she 

fonnerly used are themselves relative, and that certainty is an lusion-a realiition which 

distances her fiom the "divine" Aza, (whose status as Capa-Inca confirmed his place as 

son of the Sun ("HktoricaI Introduction" 12)) and foreshadows her realization of how 

Uusory her O wn construction of him is. 

Thus of particular importance to this passage is the fact that almost immediately 

before it. at the very end of the previous letter. Zilia addresses Aza as dear hope" 

(46). Hrr Ming oftime and space. her use ofthe concept ofhope as a landmark. and her 

insinence upon "clearly deluieating" Aza as this hope (thus distancing him) po Lit toward 

her construction of him both as utopim and as a landmark without which her "ideas and 

sight" are lost. Aza becomes, for Zilia, a syrnbol rather than an individual. Particularly 

because Aza dues eventudy "abandon" ZiIia, her "deiineation" of her image of him and 

his significance as a symbol become crucial to her orientation of herself. Thus  given the 

'' Even at an early stage in the narrative, the recognition of her landmarks as 
constructions ailows Zilia to continue to construct, and to continue to change by 
description, those things that surround her. Already the fire in Détende's eyes "recak the 
image of that 6re [she] saw in [Aza's eyes]'' (45)' and thus ZZa is already preparing for 
the possibility of Aza3 permanent absence by setting up the possibility of D é t e d e  as a 
replacement audience. aithough in the end she seems to realize the inefficiency of specific 
individuah as audiences and opts instead for a more generai one by the act of publication. 
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importance of time and space to language and communicatiorr-particularly when it takes 

the form of letters-Aza's position as cultural landmark (rather than distinct individual) 

becomes absolutely essential to Z W s  writing of th& particular text." And now that she 

has hope personified in her "delineation" of Aza, she proclaims: "I taste the pleasure of 

regaining my peace of mind, and in regaining my peace of mind, 1 taste the pleasure of 

regaining the ability to think" (47). 

In the end, however, Zilia's mental creat ion of Aza far exceeds the original. 

Rejected eventuaiiy by Aza, she rejects hirn in turn, and recognizes hally that her need is 

not for a specific figure but rather for an audience generdy, an audience which, as this 

chapter will go on to show, becornes (like Aza) perfectly attuned to Ziiia's needs. Her 

abiiity to imagine this audience, and to speak to it in more than one language (and in 

translation), allows the cultures of Peru and France to be in dialogue with each other. a 

dialogue Zilia removes from the isolation of her mind and the madness of solipsism by 

publishing, thus rendering her imagined audience "real." if not idral. 

Thus when Janet Whatley notes that 'ihe unique and solely privilegrd interlocutor 

kas to be removed and even discredited before Ziiia can undertake her own appropriation 

of the world" and that "even as Züia is Iosing Aza without knowing it. slie is also-just O ut 

of her awareness- building up the habits of thinking, working, and Living that WU make it 

possible for her to ïve without hmi" (Whatiey 4 19), what she seems to be indirectly 

" The importance even of physical Iandmarks becomes clear when Zilia fmds 
herselfin Détede ' s  carriage in France. Her Ikst reaction to the carriage3 movement is 
fear, for the remernbrances of her despair in the boat corne back to her irnmediately. 
However, D é t e d e  is able to put her at ease simply by openhg the window so that she 
can see out, and thus in some way position henelf through landmarks. 
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ident-g is the transformation of Zilia's subjectivity fiom dependent subordinate to 

independent agent, which corresponds with the process of clarification of Aza's nature as 

cultural landmark rather than individuai. Whether she d e s  with quipos or in French, Aza 

is never a respondent-the letters do not rely on h i -  presence." In the end, they do not 

even depend on his absence. 

ThisT in combination with her cultural situation, brings Zilia to an interesthg 

linguistic crisis. The perfect audience Aza cornes to represent becomes a reflection of' 

Zilia's own identity. Miller's remark, "[tlo write 'as a woman' is to write at a remove Eom 

one's represented identity, but in dialogue with it, with that self as Othero' (Miller 136) is 

embodied by Zilia's exclamation in only her second letter to Aza: ''what infernal power has 

separated us fiom ourselvesTo (28). The inseparability of Aza £iom Zilia's self, 

strengthened by the brother-sister tie they share as weil as by their betrothal. gives the 

sense of a single unit or entity. even in these early letters. and the cryptic nature of the 

hors Zilia ties in her quiptrs (decipherable only to herself) ernphasizes the circular nature 

of her speech. she comments, "[mjy letter is hished. and the characters cornposing it 

have been drawn solely for me" (103). 

As in Cavendish's case, such absolute, solipsistic seff-absorption should be seif- 

destructive. Diane Fourny suggests that "[a] king able to measure itseff only against itseK 

reduced to the exireme mental experience of pure sensory impressions, bareiy retairis 

human identity" (Foumy 224), and that "[a jlthough Zilia appears to have re-established a 

" Aza does write one letter: Zilia records its arrivai early in the narrative (22). 
Howewr, the letter itself. and dong with it any remnants of k a ' s  speech, do not appear 
in the text. 
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dialogue with the outside world by invent hg a dialogue with Aza, she has again merely 

locked herseifwithin a self-constructed and enclosed world. Her letters (destined never to 

be answered), f ia& condemn her to believing in an Uusion of reciprocity unt il the 

moment when she is confionted by the fact of Aza's absence, which must at last be 

accepted a s  betrayal" (Fourny 230, emphasis added). However, the fact that Zilia neither 

dies nor stops witing upon having been rejected by Aza suggests that the self-dialogue, 

iiIusory as it has ken, has served its purpose. In fact, Zilia's recognition early on that it is 

illusory speaks to her acknowledgrnent of this fact and of her acceptance of this illusion as 

necessary to bridge the gap to the "outside world." 

Indeed after haWig been told that Aza yet tives, Zilia betrays, in spite of her 

raptures, her doubts both about Aza the man and about her own circular seif-sufficient 

subjectivity: "But can I doubt your heart? My own answers for it. You iove me. your joy 

is equal to mine, you b u .  with the same hes, the same impatience consumes you" (109). 

Her heart responds for his-and clearly (given h a ' s  eventuai rejection of hm) responds 

incorrectly. Thus her heart. although it uses the placrholder of Aza as a sqmbol. in fact 

responds only for herseK this *'selPo which is so intimately linlred to the (br)otherT6 that its 

very sentiments are the same. Even d e r  Aza's £inai departute the illusion returns, as she 

recounts to Détervue: "If Azàs memory cornes to my mind. 1 see it from the same 

perspective 1 saw it then and beiieve myself to be in that place await ing his arrival. 1 give 

myseifover to this iUusion so long as it is agreeable to me. If it leaves me. 1 tum to books" 

( 1 70). In fact. Zilia's communication mu t  be largely se If-re flexive and her audience 

" Miller's interesthg appellation for Aza. 
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illusory since as Madeline Dobie points out, 'for the greater part of the novel Ziüa is 

unaware if Aza is alive or dead" (Dobie 220). 

The incorporation of Aza "into" Zilia, of the (br)other into the ses leaves room 

for and invites the examination not of the process of corning-to-writing, for Zilia's role a! 

a writer clearly predates this text, but rather the process of cornhg to a place where the 

speaking subject of the text may use her voice in a public way. Miller suggests that 

"[wlhat the novel wiU work out is the transformation of this mode1 f?om transitivity to 

Uitransitivity, fkom 'writing ro' to writing" (Miller 149). In the end, she assens, "[tlhe 

ternis of closure make it possible for the pleasure of so litude experienced in wit  mg to the 

other to be transformed into the pleasure of writing as an act of ~e~reference-or rather. 

selfto the world, neither authorized nor mediated by the fiction of the unique masculine 

other" (Miller 149). What Miller descnks here is remiriscent of the so lipsism found in the 

subject positions created in Cavendish's Blazing World, with the exception of the 

interjection " o r  rather. self to the world." What Miiler gestures toward hrre is a process 

through which Zilia apparently renders her writing intransitive-that is. in a sense soiipsistic 

in that she is both speaker/writer and audience. Ho wever, as the next section explores. 

dthough Zilia does establish herseifas her own ideal audience, there is &O evidence (such 

as her sudden change of languages and the resulting shift in her relationship to Aza) tliat 

she locates her locus of speech not by distancing the world but by working out a 

relationship to it in very public tenos-evidence which is present even in her story's earliest 

moments. 
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DI. Going Public 

It is in the transition space between letten XVII and XMII, the point at which 

Zilia leanis to write in French that Aza's position as a piaceholder rather than a person a 

symbol rather than a character, becomes most obvious. Eugénia Leal expresses an attitude 

to ward the consequences of Zilia's linguist ic change that critics sometimes espouse when 

she describes the correspondence as "[c]ondamnée au solipsisme," and perhaps in a senx 

it is. However, the unselfconsciousness with which the sudden iinguistic change occurs, 

and the fact that the correspondence continues as though it had never k e n  intempted, 

suggests that we as critics need to read Zilia's apparent O biiviousness to such an O bvious 

difficulty as deliberate and in some sense necessary, rather than as a capitulation to 

soüpsism. The change in languages absolutely erases the possibility of Aza the individual 

as audience at the same tirne as it confirms the possibility of these Irtters as public rather 

than private documents. for if in fact we are to preserve the illusion of Aza as a reader. we 

must now acknowkdge that he will never be the ody reader. for he must out of necessity 

employ at least one translater." Furthemore, Zilia makes it quite clear that Aza himself is 

no longer her raison d'cire, no matter what else she might say, for she states outright not 

o d y  that her 'bconversations" ~ 4 t h  Aza constitute only an "artificiril pleasure" but ais0 that 

the act of writing alone is sufficifient to give her a sense of self: "1 feel myselfbrought back 

to Life by this tender occupation. Restored to myseK 1 feel as if1 am beginning to tive 

As a captive/convert of the Spanish, Aza would now speak Pemvian and 
Spanish but not French. 
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again" (80). In a seose. Zilia adrnits here what Rowlandson is forced to admit when she 

relates the cucumstances of her capture: that her üfe is more precious to her even than the 

dearest cultural markers she beiieves define her identity." 

Mer having leamed French, Ziüa exclaims: 

Oh Aza, how dear you are to me, what joy 1 feel in t e h g  you so, in 
depicting this fact, in givhg this sentiment al1 the kinds of existence it can 
have! I wouid k e  to inscribe it on the hardest metai, on the w d s  of my 
room, on my clothes, on aii that surrounds me, and express it in a l  
languages. (80) 

Miller remarks that Zilia's desire to inscribe her feelings in "au languages" moves 'hot 

ody fkom the intirnacy of the epistolary to the judgement of audience, but beyond the 

natwlized writing of epistolary relations to the guilty pleasures of publishg and 

transmission, dissemination, and translation" (Miller 146). Thus ZiIia's desire exists in a 

Liminal space not ody between the French and Peruvian cultures, but also. since she rnust 

translatelexpliquer her Penivian thoughts into French bet ween public and private 

communication spaces. Her writing is motivated not out of desire for .& but rather f?om 

a "desire for authorship." .9s Christine Roulnon notes. "Aza is simultaneousîy included in 

and excluded fiom Zilia's new language, thereby revealig that her pleasure in the beloved 

has subtly shified to the pleasure of the text, and to what Zilia devotedly calls her 'tendre 

78 Ro wIandson's admission takes an almo st confessional tone: 

1 had ofien before said, that if the lndians should corne, 1 should chuse 
d e r  to be küied by them than be taken alive, but when it came to the tqal 
my mind changed: their glittering weapons so daunted my spirit. that I 
chose rather to go dong with those (as 1 may say) ravenous Beasts. than 
that moment to end rny dayes- (Rowlandson 70) 
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occupation"' (Roulston 322)." Regardless of the presence (or absence) of & the 

audience is what becomes of primary importance to the formation of subjectivity in this 

text, for as Showalter t e k  us, "after 1725 every literate French man or wornan writing a 

private letter would have been aware of the possibility of publication, intended or not" 

(Showalter 1986: 1 15). 

This assumption of a public audience is not limited to Zilia's writing in French and 

is always in question despite the apparently private nature of the letters. ffivanagh 

maintains that because of the distinctive character of quipus, "[the knots] speak as they do 

o d y  for Zilia at the moment she knots them. She is the single possible reader able to use 

th& mnemonic structure as a prod to speech" (Kavanagh 141)?' Without her translation 

of them into French, he says. the quipw have **no more permanence t han her cries?' 

(Kavanagh 142). However, the actual nature of the quipus û totally at odds with the kind 

of privacy suggested by this fact and embodied in the intensely persona1 narrative fonn 

Zilia uses them to inscribe. Given that the "Introduction" to the Lettres clearly suggrsts 

that the quipus w r e  used and kept by public officiais. and recorded "d'annales. de codes. 

de rituels, de cérémonies. etc." (1  3). there is aiready some suggestion that. although Zilia's 

letters seem intensely personai, they were even at their inception meant in some way for 

" In characterizing the actual process of letter writing, just as she is ninning out of 
quipus, Zilia describes her relationship to writing ushg eedy similar words to those which 
she uses to descni her relationship to Aza. Her writing is, she says, "le plaisir de [son] 
âme, le soutien de [sa] vieie" (72): Aza has ken. by tums. "délices de (son] âme" (68) and 
"le soutien de [sa] vie'' (2 1 ). 

" Kavanagh's article describes in some detail the history and use of the quipus, and 
the limits piaced on who could read them and why (140-141). 
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public consumption. Consequently, the fact that she was wnting the story of the 

reiationship between herself and Aza when the Spaniards attacked suggests that her 

relationship to him had a public status that outweighed even the depth of personal feeling. 

The very fact that her desire is to "rendr[e] immortelle I'histoire de notre amour" (19) 

suggests that her purpose in writing, though disguised as private, is actudy fÙIly public.81 

Whereas Margaret Cavendish creates a private world in which her fernale speakers 

become "naturai" Uihabitants, Zilia's strength of voice cornes Erom her position as 

denizen-a position s h e d  by GrafEgny herself, as both women put their private thoughts 

in a public space. Interestingly, as Altman notes, unüke the other characters in her 

narrative, Zilia is able to imagine a France in which "Peruvians" can live. "provided they 

retain their critical ability to operate dialecticaily within both cultures. Zilia's doubled 

discoune of the selfis neither schizophrenic . . . or [sic] hystenc . . . . For Zilia's doublrd 

discourse actively keeps lier d i f f e ~ g  cultural voices together in deticate balance. in a 

universe that mo m t han once threatens hrr poise" (Altman "Grafig ny ' s Epistemo logy" : 

182). It is exactly Zilia's ability ro exist on the boundaries of two cultures-ane which she 

refuses and one which (in the guise of Aza) has refused her-which allows Zilia to sprak at 

ali. Without the inherent exoticisrn afforded by her status as Peruvian in France. her 

Furthemore, prior even to the cataclysrnic arrivai of the S panish, Do bie notes. 
*[t]he scene of writing which opens her text, refenhg back to the earlier text broken off 
by the attack on the temple, demonstrates that the love story of the two Peruvians was 
dways already a story. By this 1 mean that it is predicated on the absence, separation and 
temporal distance which are not simply represented in the narrative but are expressed by 
the very act of writing" (Dobie 1 04). 
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actions would be deemed culturally unacceptable (or at least deviant)." She recognizes 

t h ,  but refws to assimilate French cultural standards, turning her French estate into a 

place where the rule of moral law so important to Inca culture reigns supreme. As she 

remarks to D é t e d e ,  "Perhaps your nation's lavish notions of decency do not allow a 

person of my age the independence and solitude in which 1 now live, or at least w, Céline 

tries to persuade me every time she comes to see me. But she has yet to offer strong 

enough reasons to convince me. Tme decency is in my heart" (170). 

Jack Undank suggests that because she is involved in "trumped-up scenarios of 

novels Wed with outlandish marauders, abductions, and separated Iovers-Zilia comes to 

h c t i o n  as a distancing, universal metaphor for the aporias of female 'feeling' or 

sentiment" (Undank 299). While this is part of the issue that the novel seeks to address. 

the simiiarities between Peruvian-ness and French-ness Undank identifies" aalso have a 

signincant role in the development of Zilia's subjectivity. In fact. this similarity functions 

not unlike the shadowy cultural similarities that insinuate themlves into Mary 

Rowlandson's narrative-forcing the subject to refomulate itselfwith entirely different 

cultural and social landmarks. However, although Zilia's response to her traumatic capture 

and resituation recails Mary Rowlandson's aruggle for voice, and although the two 

narratives rnay have some superficial commonalities, GrafEgny's text lines up much more 

closely with Margaret Cavendish's in that it explores opponunity and choice in ways that 

" Any "deviant" khavior Zilia displays is also rnitigated by the by no w clearly 
reprehensible act of capturing her in the firn place. Irregular social practices she might 
engage in pale in cornparison to the brutaiity of her capture. 

'' See n. 69 p.118. 
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Rowlandson's narrative sirnply cannot; Graffigny's text, fike Cavendish's but W e  

Rowlandson's, is not bound by the narrative constraints of events that actuaily happened. 

and Zilia is given a status and ''~Iasse" which, although she cannot defhe them properly 

for herseE certainly set her up in ways that make writing a cornfortable occupation." 

Grafngny also gives Zilia an almost fantastic degree of independence as a landholder, and 

aithough the way in which she acquires her property raises questions about her autonomy. 

the architecture of the very house she retires to illustrates most clearly the position of 

authority fiom which she speaks, a position rooted in the process of translation. 

IV. Living in Translation 

Zilia's need to bridge the linguistic gap between the Penivian and French cultures 

is absolutely imperative, particularly after she leams of h a ' s  permanent and complete 

assimilation into Spanish culture. An's infidelity and assimilation renders Peruvian. for 

Zilia, a dead language, and Aza as an imagined audience aimost unimaginable. But Ziiia's 

critique of the French language reveak problems with it as well. "Politeness," she 

obsewes. "consists of countless words witho ut rneaning, marks of respect wit hout esteem 

SJ In fact, the position in which Graflcigny places Zi would be no less. for 
Graffigny, than utopian. Hersera woman abused by her husband and deserted by her 
lover, whose country no longer exists and who is absolutely dependent upon fkiends and 
relatives for her very food and shelter, GrafEgny gives her heroine a room of her 
own-more, a whole house-and enough money that she need not worry herselfabout 
material things (the "Preface" to the novel notes that "[Wje owe this translation to Zilia's 
leisure in her retreat" (4)). Correspondingly, Zilia sets herser to write. Through Zilia's 
voice, GdEgny transcends the constraints of her living environment through expressing 
the- a distance fiom herseif. 
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and pains taken without affectionyy (1 27). Since French as the French use it is judged to be 

vdueless as a conveyance for meaning, the only possible aitemative, given Ziiia's ahost 

physical need to communicate meaningfuUy,u is the transktion of Pemvian rneaning into 

French words. 

Even this proves only a partiai remedy, as her attempts at this kind of translation 

reveai to what extent her language remains outside of the French culture, while part of it: 

If 1 attempt to expiain to them what I mean by moderation, without which 
virtues thernselves are practically vices, if 1 speak to them ofdecency of 
manners, of treating one's inferiors with considerat ion-something litt le 
done in France-and of steadfastly shunning those of base quaiity. I notice 
from their embarrassrnent that they suspect me of speaking Peruvian and 
that only politeness compels them to understand me. (146) 

Zilia subverts and questions not only the French culture in which she h d s  henelf. but the 

very use the French make of their own language. Furthemore. although Ziüa might seem 

to be in better hands with the French, and to have been "âeed" fiom the Spanish, 

realisticaily Déterviue is as close a keeper of her captivity as the Spanish ever were. E ven 

her tongue is enslaved-at lest until she can l e m  the language-for Détemilie teaches her 

to repeat the words "je vous aime" and "je vous promets d'être à vous" (48) before she 

" Frustrated at the wasted effort of attempting to understand and be understood. 
at one point while stilI on the S panish ship Zilia closes her eyes and refuses to open them 
to deviate her feelings of helplessness. However, she h d s  that "being shut up inside 
myself only made my anxieties keener and the desùe to express them more urgent" (35). 
Even though in diis sarne letter 0 ZilUi claims,''I no longer live in myseifor for myselt 
Every instant in which I draw breath is a sacrifice 1 rnake for Io ve of you" (34), what she 
betrays in descriiing her need to express herselfis that she iives not, as she claims, for 
love of Aza, but out of a desire to e-xpress her innemost thoughts. The confusion she 
creates here is cawd by her need for an audience which will undentand her writing-and 
the only audience she c m  imagine is the one for whom alone (ostensibly, ifnot in fact) she 
was d t h g  just before her capture. She even admits that the writing she does only serves 
as an illusion that it tricks her into believing that she is speaking to Aza (36). 
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can hope to understand their meaning. Her tongue speaks his pleasure and, dthough he 

does not "violate" her in the camal sense, these words are "new chains" (1 72) until she is 

able to find the Linguistic key and discard them 

Zilia's real cirama, then, as Kavanagh observes, ''tums less on her relation to Aza 

than on her achievement, within a new language and a new culture, of expressivity without 

complicity-on her resistance, as she uses French, to king redehed by it" (Kavanagh 

144). Once ZiJia learns French, she is able to negotiate her own rneanings for words, and 

eventudy D é t e d e ,  native speaker though he is, has to ask Zilia to translate her use of 

his own language: b'expliquez-moi," he pleads, "quel sens vous attaches à ses mots 

adorables: je vous aime" (95) .  Zilia's response is lucid, clear and s ~ b t l e : ~  "'ces mots 

doivent. je crois, vous faire entendre que vous m'êtes cher, que votre sort m'intéresse, que 

l'amitié et la reconnaissance m'attachent à vous; ces sentiments plaisent a mon coeur et 

doivent satisfaire le vôtre7' (95). And yet when Déterville asks her to dari@ funher. to 

explain what she feels for k a .  her response is that "le sentiment que j'ai pour .-ka est tout 

diffërent de ceux que j'ai pour vous. c'est ce que vous appelez l'amour . . ." (95). 

The dserences here are stunning and highly evocative. First. the distinction Zilia 

draws is between a verb (aimer) and a noun (amour). The noun, associated with Aza and 

thus with her Peruvian self, indicates a static state, giving it the power to anchor her. ahile 

locating itseiftemporally in the past through its lack of movement. In contrast. the verb. 

associated with Déterville and thus with Zilia's new Me in France. gives by its status as a 

" It is also issued with confident authority, as the translation illu~trates: "these 
words must. 1 believe. make you hear that you are dear to me . . ." 
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verb the sense of movement f?om the present into the future. Furthemore. the very 

meaning of the verb aimer gives it a native arnbiguity: the English translations are both "to 

ke" and '70 love." Thus the verb itself is limbd, dowing the speaker to express either of 

these sentiments, or even both at once. Here, Zilia is able to use her Liminal position 

between cultures and languages to rewrite the script that Détende has already given her 

to speak. 

Sueiien Diacono ff notes that %ben Zilia is forced to master the ianguage of the 

masters, she speaks fiom a position of 'betwixt and between', for she speaks the language 

of the majority, without king of the majority, and is able to look fiom the outside in and 

the inside out. . . . If her letters were originaliy motivated out of isolation and a thrvarted 

love relat ionship, they rapidly cease king vehicles prirnarily of romance, to become 

processes of self-invention through ditferentiation" (Diaconoff 90 1 ). The differentiation is 

not absolute. ho wever. for Zilia's use of French is accurate though absolutely Literal. What 

she does not commit to is the idiom nor does she allow the French culture to dictate the 

way she uses the language. AIthough she is able to speak French. the fact that shr insists 

upon speaking in translation means that her audience's comprehension is alwys Iess than 

perfect. Thus her writing is aiways directed toward a utopian audience. but one that dors 

not preclude the hope of h l  comprehension. Hope (and desire). then has k e n  re- 

"delineated," taken out of the control of another individual and thus beyond the possibility 

of "abandonment," and the love relationship is replaced by the far more stable inteiiectual 

fiiendship. 

If this f?iendship is the refige of ill fated love ("le seul asile de l'amour infortuné" 
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(158)), then it too sits, at least in this text, in a üminal position. Although not D é t e d e ' s  

longed for "amour," the complex "amitié" gives Zilia a between-space to inhabit since she 

canmt go back to Peru (or Aza) and refuses to accept the total assimilation marriage to 

D é t e d e  would entail. She t e k  D é t e d e ,  "[ilt is in vain that you would flatter yourself 

to thhk that you can d e  my heart take on new chains. The betrayal of my trust does not 

undo my oaths" (172). She may abjure her passion for Aza, but the bonds that hoid her to 

lllmand these would be cultural bonds, and no longer those of sentiment, for she calls 

them "sacrés'%di not ailow her to place her passion elsewhere." 

But the nature of Ziliaos passion, and the actual identity of its object, have always 

lurked beneath the veneer of her loving addresses to Aza Altman argues that Zilia and 

Aza are equals raised to rule together, and thus even theù original relationship lacked the 

hierarchy associatrd with most masculine-ferninine dyads. She suggests that "[iln fact. Aza 

was never the source of enlightenment for Zilia. His occasionally fiery but always w a d g  

glance simply provided the stimulathg, chailenging. and supportive environment in wliich 

she arduously acquired an education fiom the same tuton who tutored h i m  (Altman. 

"Graf?'ignyos Episternology": 190). However, the hguistic forces at work in the narrative 

seem to indicate that their initial relationship amplifies the 'iraditional" gender influenced 

C. Bruce Cameron suggests that Zilia is not only kept captive by D é t e d e ,  but 
that she 'temains a captive to her origmal and inexhaustible love for Aza" (Cameron 44). 
Ho wever, when she uses the language of captivity to explain her relative state, she refers 
to Détede ' s  attempts to win her amorous dection as attempts to ' W e  Der] hem 
take on new chains." (1 66, ernphasis added). This suggests two things. First. the use of 
'hew" Unplies that although she now regards the ties that bound her to Aza as 
imprisoning, she considers them old chains, and places them W y  in the pst. Second. 
Zilia recognizes the po wer relationship that a male-fernale dyad creates, and is unuriIiing to 
enter a relationship wherein she wiU inevitably be the subordinate party again. 
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power imMance, and that only when Zilia recreates Aza in the image she requires does 

the go wer balance slo wly SM. Perhaps the best measure of this shift comes from the 

epithets with which Zilia endows Aza over the course of her captivity. He begins as the 

soul and p i h  of her life. and the arbiter of her existence, but as the text progresses these 

epithets subtly change. As early as letter III Aza is addressed as "dear id01 of rny heart" 

(32), suggesting his position as a symbolic placeholder rather than an actual person, and 

aithough he is stiii 'master of her soul" he is now also "the Sun of her days," epithets 

which, although they clearly recognize his authonty. distance his rule somewhat. From 

arbiter of her existence he is demoted to arbiter of her days (41)' and f?om the sun of her 

days to the Light of them (58). 

Perhaps rnost t e h g  is that d e r  the rnidway point of the novel, these epithets 

disappear entirely, signaihg a continuing and complethg of Zilia's disengagement fiom 

Am. And yet the process is certainly not of simple estrangement. but rather of 

transformation or even recognition of &a as not one type of audience but another: not a 

beloved and sepante individual but a constructed audience created to facilitate the witing 

process by helping to stabilize the location of v~ice.~' The word 'Liudience" here seems to 

" When Clifton Cherpack notes that Lettres d'une Péruvienne "contains criticism 
of France from the point of view of an exotic foreigner and also stresses the tortures of 
love and separation, although Zilia, the hemine, ultimately comes to admire French 
civilkation and to prefer the cultivation of the mind to the vicissitudes of passion" 
(Cherpack 147-48), he touches on an interesthg dichotomy in the novel. Deterville, as the 
dominant masculine presence (rather than the dominant absence, as Aza is) takes the role 
of passionate lover to extremes. nearly loshg his faculties of reason, whereas Z& 
although her passion for Aza is ardent, is able to fùnction quite rationally even in hû 
absence. and is weiI fÙMed with niendship when that absence becornes permanent. The 
belief in the exnotional instability of women and "natives" is. in this novel shaken to its 
core. and it should really corne as no surprise that Ziiia in the end refuses to many 
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be key. The economy of desire in this texi is far more linked to t hat of art ist-audience t han 

it is to that of woman-man. Thus rather than needing to rely on the authorkation of men in 

order to have access to speech, what GrafEgny describes here with her absent audience k 

the possibility o f  wnting korn within, to withkwithout needing permission, with even 

desire focused inward to form a hemetic but hardly unified subject-system, which is saved 

from solipsism by the utopian audience which is always in essence irnagined and absent 

when writing takes place, but which becomes both present and material upon publication. 

The combination of her cuIturaiIy liminal position and her perennial role as translater corne 

together nnally in the architecture of her pennawnt residence in the country. 

Zilia's country house has inspired a great deal of critical comment, and for good 

reason. Erin Isikoff argues that Detedie's house "offen Zilia coverture, protection, 

shelter. because he intends that she await him there, as a virgin awaits her husband, just as 

she awaited Am in the Temple of the Sun. If Zilia takes shelter in a home built by 

Détede .  then her position under his domeaic protectorate is equivdent to the legal 

position of the *Se" (Isikoff 21 ). However, t h  in itself seems to be as  much an over- 

Détede .  Her own passion and dependency-iliusory as it is-teach her two things. The 
tint of these is exactly that her dependency on an individual is illusory. She has no need of 
Aza's actual presence (or absence) to engage her voice; her own subjectivity is not 
derivative but primary. Second, this same illusory need infiames passions so great that they 
subvert not only her voice but her will, her purpose, and her very subjectivity. The danger 
of this û extreme, since the illusion is so fiagile. Thus the replacement of the emotionally 
charged figure of Aza not with a new focus of passion (Détede) but with the neutral and 
non-specific "audiencetœ that a published work assumes stabilizes Zilia's locus of speech. 
The fact that even before this change Zilia's audience is an imaginary construction aliows 
her to subsume the masculinelfeminine binary and transcend its power dynamic, at least to 
some exlent. 
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reading as that of which Isikoff accuses Miller. Zilia's words and her clear and weU 

articulated desires and limits where Déterde is concerned suggest that no matter what 

legal status into which D e t e d e  may or rnay not intend to force her, and regardless of 

what cultural expectat ions French society might have where her behaviour is CO ncemed, 

Zilia rejects ail of these things over and over, vocally and out-of-hand. Why would she 

enter into a relationship she has already noted is reciprocai only at the moment of its 

celebration? No matter how we may read the country house Déterville buys for her (with, 

it should be noted, her own money), what is most important is how Zilia reads the country 

house. And clearly she reads it as her own, and completely independent of any obligations 

to Déterville beyond simple thanks. There is no indication that her "acceptance of 

D é t e d e ' s  action cm only mean her acceptance of  legal subordination to him, her 

acceptance O f his hand in matriage" (Isiko fT 2 1 ). 

The architecture of the country house expresses a d i s rk t  relationship to the 

Liminality of Zilia's o m  subject position, m d  her constant need to translate between 

cultures. Carol Sherman notes that "the heroine functions neither as daughter nor as 

parent, and she escapes king a wSe as weii. In other words, she is not coded biologicaiiy 

and is defined neither by kinship nor by instrumental function other than that of creating 

herself' (Sherman 272). Cenainly in social terms Zifia sits in a l i d  space as she skîrts 

d the traditional ferninine roles; what Graf£îgny creates for her. in effect, is as much a 

utopian situation as what Cavendish creates, with less obvioiously fantastic embeliishments. 

Sherman argues that because "she no longer has a society," Zilia is able to "ac t on her own 

te=, as both fiee fkom role-detenninisms and as attached to her fiends" (Sherman 373). 
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However, the suggestion that Zilia has no society might perhaps be an overstatement-or 

an understatement. The very blueptint of her country house suggeas that in fact she has 

not none but two; her ability to act on her own terms stems Eom her involvement in both 

cultures and fiom her privileged position in a Liminal space between the two. Of particular 

hterest are the two adjacent rooms: the new "Temple of the Sun" and the ii'brary. 

Although Downing points out that what occurs only cornes about through 

Déterville's clever stagecraft, the end result of Zilia becoming owner of a country estate. 

and in particular of the closet temple, is that "[tlhe single reference point to which Zilia's 

discourse referred and upon which it rested-kb, or the Sun-has k e n  resolutely 

displaced. No longer at the horizon of the system of values proclaimed throughout the 

novel, the Peruvian temple of the Sun has k e n  incorporated into Zilia's estate in the 

French countryside*' (Downing 64). Fascinatingly. when Zilia first sets up her own shrinr 

(with the same artifacts that are later moved to the new house). she explains clearly 

exactly what each piece signifies for her and. xhile shc worships the Unqr of the Sun. 

proanting heneifbefore it, she sets the golden chair which she claims s>mbolizes h ' s  

grandeur and rank off to one side. It is this chair which later "disappeas" and is tumed 

into coin in order to allow her to Live in solitude in the country as she wishes. just as, in a 

sense. it is Am's absence that ailows her to negotiate her way into her new subjectivity. 

But the incorporation of the "Temple of the Sun" cornes, Downing argues, at a 

c m .  He suggests that the religious icons have k e n  reduced to mere museurn pieces, and 

ùiat even the PeruMan sua exists only in representative form in Zilia's **closet." There is a 

sense Ui Downing's and many other critics's assessments that the new "Temple du Soleil" 
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someho w trivializes a belief system, transfo d g  it into a mere coiiect ion of art ifact S. 

Roulston, for example, describes the chamber as an "extravagant museurn piece." and 

suggests that the temple "functions as  a representation, as image rather tban substance" 

(Roulston 323), and Isikoff suggests that the room with the Inca treasures "miniaturizes 

and contains" the reiigious system of the temple of the Sun. However, what the new 

'Temple" reaiiy seems to do is invert the po wer structure within which Zilia had k e n  

living in Pem. Rather than having the temple contain her (as she complains, at one point, 

that it did: "Enclosed in the temple from tenderest childhood, 1 was not acquainted with 

the beauties of the univene. What a good thing 1 had been missing !" (60)), she-or her 

estate-no w contains the temple. Although Dobie suggests that perhaps the secret 

"closet" indicates a culture which has been "conquered and disrnantled and later 

reconstituted as decor or fetish" (Dobie 2I6), Zilia's continued dedication to her culture 

Mies this. Furthermore, the adjacent weii-stocked library contains the emblems of the 

"religion" of the enlightenment. philosophy. so that what Zilia ends up with is an 

en~nelopinp position of power which subsumes both cultures and creates a Limirüil position 

fkom which to relate to both. 

Wolfgang remarks that the two roorns, the library and the Temple of the Sun, 

provide an bgarchitectural metaphor for the separate spheres contained in the novel." 

Aithough both the "outer consideration of the universe of the scholar and the inner 

reflection of the letter writer are af&med by Graffigny as essential." she says. the two 

roorns are 'honetheless quite apan" (Wolfgang 27). While Wolfgang goes on to 

emphasize the separateness that th& architecture creates. it is important also to note that 
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Zilia, who inhabits both rooms and uses both ideologies in the production of her text, 

seems to be able to draw fiom both rooms at once. The rooms are separate, but adjacent. 

and she and her text seem to stand in the doonvay between Her successful negotiation of 

the Liminal space between them dows her to buiid a unique and distinctive 

subjectivity-and gives her a location fkom which to voice it. 

Downing remarks that 

[tlhe house in the country not only dehes  a new use for the relics of the 
temple, but more importantly it d o w s  Zilia to redehe and reconstruct her 
own identity. Zilia can corne into king once her past has been contained 
and thus disposed of in the collection, once her former self hari appeared in 
representation on the wail of the "cabinet" . . . . Once she has lefi this other 
Ziüa behind through the distance of representation, she is able to set up an 
independent We for herself because she is no longer exclusively attached to 
Peruvian cosmology or to Aza as the origin and end of ait value. (Downing 
66) 

However. this seems somewhat too sudden and ioo simple for what the text offers leading 

up to this point. 1 t seerns rather that in the course of leaming to wite and of learning the 

new culture, Ziiia has aiready relocated hersetfin relation to the old: this is why the sudden 

rernoval of the possibiiity of A z a ' s  presence in physical form does not completely destroy 

her. And rather than locking the Peruvian selfaway, Zilia brings elements of this self 

forward, aiigning them with the qualities of French culture, and placing the result in Fuii 

public view. 

In the end, the position of landmark and anchor Aza holds is filled instead by an 

idea that spans the gap between the culture of Peru and the philosophy of the 

enüghtenment; Zilia dedicates herself to vinue: "1 render homge not in any way to a 

simulacrum of Wtue but to virtue itsell: and I wili aiways take it for rny actions' judge and 
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guide. 1 dedicate my He to it, and my heart to fEendshipW (1 70-71). In this acute appraisal 

of her changing focus, Zilia's use of the word "simulacrum" signals her recognition of the 

constructed nature of "Azan as audience. In taking virtue as  her guide, Ziiia provides 

herself with a topic that is i t se i f 'W in that it can be both private and public, active and 

inactive. In addition, by chging to Wtue, Zilia eschews the high emotion involved in 

romantic love, and tums hstead to moral and ethicai values held in the Peru of her past, 

which she hopes to estabiish in the France of  her fùture. 

Foumy claims that "Letires d 'une Péruvienne remains a disturbing, unreso lved text 

in rnany respects precûely for the autobiographical 'je' that is bound not oniy to a tict ional 

identity but also to a fictional solution: the illusion of independence and autonomy 

achieved through the abstraction of self &om social reality" (Foumy 23 8). And yet to 

c l a h  that %lia . . . gives primacy to the private spherr: rather than seeking integration 

into the public sphere of power" (Fourny 238) is to minimize the fact that Zilia's work in 

this isolation. her witing, is whoilly tied up in communicating with others. It also dismisses 

the very real and coungeous act of publication-both on the part of Zilia and on that ofher 

creat O r. 

David Macy answers Undank's question "Does Ziiia find a room and a language of 

her own, or is she sucked into the wistful, tropologicd paradise of her own and her 

author's imagination?' (Undank 307) by asserting that the m e r  "is more cornplex than 

the question suggests. Zilia does £ind a room and a language of her own but they exkt 

only in the imagination . . . the assumed point of reference no longer e-xists in the 'red' 

world. Knowïng what she knows of the French, Zilia cannot accept their way of life. but 
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she has nowhere to go upon rejecting it except into solitude" (Macey 1 8 1 ). Perhaps, but 

even so, this is an incomplete solitude. Like Rowhdson, she is forced to live in two 

different cultures at once, but the increased fictionality of Z U ' s  position alows a greater 

flexibility in the outcorne. Zilia does not need to remah an active part of either culture. as 

Rowlandson does. In the end, she chooses to remah Peruvian in France, and places her 

private voice in the public damain. 

At the end of her reading of the novel, Ksenya Kiebuzinski offers this evocative 

statement: "Perhaps then it was more than just Ziiia's denial of rnarriage that caused 

Graffigny's critics to h d  the novel impiausible, but also the heroine's articulate resistance 

to complete assimilation" ( K i e b h k i  13 1 ). Although it is beyond the scope of this study 

to examine the responses to Grafiîgny's novel sufficiently tu support or refute this 

statement entùely, the novel itseifcertainly seerns to CO- that ZiIja's work through 

w-riting is to resist the very culture whose language she uses as a tool of resistance. Zilia 

clearly shows the abüity to resist the power of this symbolic system, and the ewn more 

important ability to recreate it to salis@ her own needs. 
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Sarah Fielding's Oplielia: Marriage, Female Separatism, and the Problem with 

Paradise 

Sarah Fielding, sister of the fàmous Henry and close &end of Samuel Richardson 

is no t nearly so well known as either her iiterary brother or his arch-rival. However, she 

writes in a way that shows the idluence of both Richardson's sentimentalism and Henry's 

irreverent comedy, and it comes as no surprise that her best known novel, David Simple. 

is the one that most resembles the worb  of her brother. But Sarah Fielding was also a 

üterary innovator, and her experiments with the novel genre are worthy of more attention 

than they have been given. Although not as avant garde as The and written for a 

wider market, Fielding's Ophelia draws fiom a huge number of genres which are 

sirnultaneously integrated, confused, and dimpted. reproducing in the reader the 

experience of the title character, kept off balance and on guard by the need to deal with 

the Limitations placed upon her by the world into which she is abducted. Through the 

several abductions of Ophelia 3s weli as the interpolated tales (which also take captivity 

as  the^ topic), Fielding explores a wide range of  social. economic, and physical pressures 

which combine to place women in strictly dehed ro ks whose boundaries they are not 

permitteci to cross. Aithough the namative of OpheIi~ dows. at some points, the 

transgression of some of these boundaries even as it descn is  them in the end it suggests 

that the piace "betwixt and between'' wvhere Zilia comes to rest is no t in an idyllic pastoral 

" Fielding's The Cg? is a CCdramatic fable" that uses a chorus of voices called "the 
Cf as a kind ofjudicid body which the main character of the tale can address directly. 
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utopia but rather somewhere between Scylla and Charybdis: between a deat hly 

voicelessness and the agony of unfulnlled desire. 

In Opheliu, the social critique founded in the aiiegorical world of the cross-cultural 

captive typified by Grafngny's Lettres d 'une Péruvienne w t only becomes much more 

direct but also changes its focus slightly. Rather than having to negotiate an identity 

incorporating a lost but idealized culture while irrevocably immersed in one that is clearly 

hwed (as Ziiia must), the eponymous heroine of Ophelia is forced to negotiate (and 

ultimately choose) between an insulated and insuiar but d e  Life with her aunt and an 

integrated but dangerous existence with her lover. This choice is made more cornplex by 

the fact that Lûe with her aunt in the isolation of Wales seems so fuifïiiing that Opheiia 

experiences no desire. Without desire, her character has no need for speech, and simply 

parrots or uncriticaUy accepts the opinions and dictums of her aunt. As a resuit. Opheiia 

has no identifiable individual voice and no speaking position in Waies, and in fact her very 

seihood seems amorphously attached to and whoily dependant upon her aunt. In contnst. 

the arriva1 (and departure) of Dorchester. and later Ophelia's abduction by him introduce 

her to a desire so profound as to be ahost physicaily incapacitating. Ophelia's desire. 

although it b ~ g s  her irrevocably into ~e~awareness  and enables her to h d  and exercise 

an independent subject position causes her such pro found discodort that death seems 

almoa preferable. The importance of this complex dance of desire and death is further 

emphasized by the fact that not only the heroine but the entire novel takes its m e  fiom 

Shakespeare's famous charac ter, a character whose fate epitomizes the tragic ho pelessness 

of a woxnan caught between desire and death, and the unavoidable contlict such a position 
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entaiis. 

The fact that Ophelia mamies her captor at the end of the novel suggests (at least 

at first glace)  a fairly traditional comic ending, in contrast to the desperate fate of 

Shakespeare's c haracter. The apparent conservat km this kind of conclusion generally 

indicates is supponed by the fact that the story offers a critique of ferninine separatism, 

that is, of an enclosed, segregated and self-supporthg ali-fernale comrnunity . Port ions of 

the narrative involving Ophelia and her aunt as they live in the isolation of Wales suggest 

that the "closed circuit" produced by Me Li isolation with only an ideal audience stines and 

suffocates the position fiom which speech tnay occur at least as effectively as life in the 

"civilized" world cm. However, the social and political motivation of the text does not 

end here. A further exploration of Ophelia's acceptance of Dorchester's marriage proposal 

and the way in which their union cornes about critiques the kind of intepaiion into the 

London culture Ophelia's decision to many apparently endorses. In the end. this t e s  

resists its comic cIosure and becomes more closely ailied with the kind of tragedy it is 

quite possible to read-f?om a twenty-£kt century perspective at least-into Kate's fate in 

Shakespeare's Taming of rhe Shrew. Although Fielding's novel charts the process of 

Opheiia's burgeoning awareness of her individual subjectivity and her su bsequent at temp ts 

to gain control of her voice, Ophelia realiy speaks clearly and for herser alone only in the 

bitterly ironic subtext of her acceptance of Dorchester's hand in mariage. The fia hints 

of the cornplexit). of this layered social comrnentary corne fiom the structural presentation 

of the novel itseK 
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1. Illusion and the Epistolary Format 

Written as a single extended personal Ietter, h e d  by two separate introductory 

notes (one by the "author" of the letter-presumably Ophelia herseIfIfand the other by the 

"publisher" of the manuscript-the "Author of David Simple") ûphelia details the Mie and 

adventures of the title character up to her d a g e .  The text opens with Ophelia's birth 

and the concurrent deaths of both her parents, as a result of which she is placed in the care 

of her aunt. This aunt secretly marries, and then openly begins to live with her husband, 

thus destroying her reputation. She foilows her husband to the "Arnerican Islands" of the 

Caribbean, where the W a g e  e ffectively enacts Zilia's indictrnent of marriage in the 

French Ophelia's aunt hds that her husband is not only unfaithful but a 

bigamist, and that he has squandered not ody her own money, but Ophetia's tnheritance as 

weL until oniy ES00 remains. As a result of this rxperience. the aunt "determine[s] to fly 

aU hurnan K i n d  (1.1 t ), and to this end packs up Ophelia and the rest of what is lefi of her 

belongings and retreats to a remote cottage in Wales. whrre she attempts to "protect" 

Ophelia by raishg her in complete isolation. This isolation is intemipted meen years later 

by the arriva1 of Lord Dorchester, who has k e n  touring the countryside. and hter by this 

same Dorchester's abduction of Opheiia. initiating the fkst of her captivities and the event 

which launches the main part of the narrative. 

The tim of the two introductory pieces that fkme the noveL an '-Advertisernent" 

by "The Author of Dmid Simpk." seeks to defend the .œeditor's" publication of the work 

See above p. 121 -22: ser &O Letrers of a Pemi*iun Wornon p. 149. 
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by removing her fiom the role of author by several degrees, claiming that the manuscript 

was found in the drawer of an "old Buroe [bureau] .'"' This "Advertisement" as weli as 

the "Introduction" by the "author" of the letter henelf both emphasize the same 'Temale 

modesty and humility" and "air of speciai pleading that accepted the premise that femde 

writers should be judged by less stringent standards than male." They both also offer "the 

suggestion that a gentlewoman publishing a book had to defend her actions" (Bree 8). 

Ho wever, as Linda Bree suggests in her introduction to David Simple, the stringent 

restrictions placed on public authorship in, for example, Margaret Cavendish's tirne. have 

been to some extent removed by the t h e  of Ophelia's pubiication. Aithough there is stili 

some censure associated with writing as an occupation where women are concemed, 

writing and publication are no longer cotenninous with looseness, or a failure to observe 

"pro per" behavio ur which CO uld hvolve sexual availability. The st igma publication might 

have produced has been rnitigated by the sense. given by the publication of this very 

volume. that al! writing might quite easily end up published-even private letters lost in the 

drawer of an old bureau. As with Grafiigny-s text. the message here is that even personal 

ktters should be written with the possibility of publication in mind, for if they are 

perchance found in a bureau drawer, and the finder identifies them as sufficiently "weU 

9' Peter Sabor notes that Ophelia "is the oniy one ofher novels to use, on the title 
page, the phrase 'Published by rhe Author of David Simple,' rather than merely 'by the 
author of David Simple'. and in doing so it raises teasing questions: is Fielding the author 
or merely the editor. and in what sense has she 'Pubhhed' the book? It is likewise the 
oniy one of her novels containing the prefatory ploy of  denying her own authorship . . . . 
The device enables her to cornmend her own work without fear of appearing immodest" 
(Sabor 1). 
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caiculated for Instruction," then not to pubüsh them would seem a great moral failllig.9' 

This sentiment is underüwd by the fàct that, epistolary structure notwithstanciing, 

the "private" nature of this particular letter is aiways in question Not only does the single 

letter (which the namitor fkequently and intnisively reminds us is a letter) run to two 

octavo volumes and some 557 pages, even the "publisher's" fiamhg "Advenisernent" 

declares that "if the story is fictitious, in all Probabüity, it must have been destined for the 

press" since no one would "put their Invention on so labonous a Task, rnerely for theu 

own Amusement." That this is ïndeed a work of fiction becomes more iikely as various 

events, such as Dorchester's two hour blazonic admiration of Ophelia's self-admittedly 

ridiculous overadonunent of herself, strain credulity to the breakhg point. As well. Peter 

Sabor notes that "[sltretching the boundaries of realism beyond their M t s ,  Fielding asks 

us to accept that in fifieen years of rural seclusion, between the ages of two to seventeen- 

Ophelia meets not a single human being" (Sabor 3). The clearly fantastic content of the 

stot): cornbined with the obviously contrived nature of the ipersonal letter." mises the 

question of why the epistotary f o m  is used at dl. The answer may lie not only in the 

distance it diows between author and m a t o r .  or in the "excuse" for writing something as 

self-indulgent as a personal mernou, but also in the latitude and instability the f o m  allows 

as it teçters on the edge of private and public. fiction and non fiction. 

The second fhmhg piece, the "Introductiony' (ostensibly written by Ophelia 

The Author of David Simple" asserts somewhat defensively that these new and 
entertaining "Adventures" are "as weU caiculated for Instruction as Amusement." but the 
*'instructions" although the novel gives ts audience are not really conducive to what might 
be defined as proper morals for o u n g  ladies. 
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herself), consists of an address to "ber Ladyship," who has apparently ordered Ophelia to 

write her We's story. This artifice of presenting the novel as  an apparently private Ietter 

not only holds the main narrative together while it develops, it actualy involves itselfin 

the process and fiom tirne to t h e  d e s  itseif'intntsively visible. The importance of the 

ûame's role not in the actual narrative plot but in the countervahg subversive tendencies 

inherent in this apparently conservative work becomes clear even in this introduction, 

where the complaining first-person narrator, Opheiia, reluctantly concedes that "Your 

Ladyship's" cornmands "cari meet with nothing but an implicit Obedience fiom [her]." The 

possibiiity of inescapable teauai authority residing in a ferninine rather than a mascullie 

figure undermines at the outset any suggestions of absolute masculine authority or the 

need for masculine permission in order to write and publish. However, aithough thû might 

seem a subversive assertion, its power is neutralized by the fact that Ophelia no more 

controls her own voice here than she controls her situation while a captive of Lord 

Dorchester. Not only does "her Ladyship" dictate the content of the tale. she prescribes 

the rnanner in which Ophelia relates it-a mamer that forces Ophelia's reluctant retum to 

the naivety and ignorance of her Mie before capture, as Ophelia insists: T o u  expressly 

desire to know the Impressions I received Born the h t  View of Customs so uniike what 1 

had ever seen, at a T h e  when they are become so familia to me. that 1 almost forget 

rnany of them were ever otherwk." 

The power dynamic in this complicated and exclusively feminlie fkaming 

relationship between Ophelia and 'her Ladyship" introduces the possibility that one of the 

purposes of this narrative rnight be to discredit the female separatism promoted by such 



works as Millenniurn lYaIP3 (and illustrated by Gratngny in Zilia's retreat to near-iso lation 

in the country) as an option b r  the development of a position fiom which a woman c m  

speak. In fact, Fielding's Ophelia essentially responds to the world view represented in 

Lettres d 'une Pérwienne, part icularly where it touches Zilia's iso lationist solution to her 

vexed position in French society. Although Dorchester's capture olopheiia and his 

O bvious desire to bed her are clearly indebted to Richardson's Chrissa, the parallels 

between Ophelia and Gdfigny 's  Lettres d 'une Péruvienne are striking as weN? Op helia 

and Zilia share an ail-female cultural situation prior to their captivities; they are both 

violent ly removed fiom their seclusion Sy "savage nobles"; they both critique the new 

surroundings they h d  thernselves in as naive travelen in a foreign land.P5 They both fail il1 

and 'Yloat" in a fevered state in order to buffer themselves from theù situation, and they 

93 Sacah Scott's MiIIennium Hall (1 762) describes an isolationist aii-female 
cornmunity founded by upper-class women where esen poor and disabled women are 
taken in and the women support each other-although class boundaries are in the end 
preserved. 

" The eariy translation of Lettres into English, Fielding's probable knowledge of 
French (given her status) and the tremendous popularity of Graffigny's work combine to 
rnake it at least plausible that Fielding had read GratFgny's novel. Both the permanent 
change brought on by the need to adjust to a new milieu and the ways in which it is 
described speak of the connections between this narrative and its heroine's situation to the 
position of Zilia in Lettres d 'utle Péruvienne. 

" In order to stress the strangeness of the landscape (both human and 
environmental), which in tum emphasizes the notion of Ophelia as a captive in a strange 
place (a notion which requires a great deal of emphasis, since Ophelia was in fact bom in 
and shares a laquage with the society to which she is abducted), the narrative refers 
continualiy to England as "that Country" or "A Countrf' or even. as Ophelia addresses 
Dorchester. '70u.r Kingdom" She even refen to the place she is taken to as "a new 
World." which can be r a d  as a reference to Amenca. In addition, she refers to the people 
around her as "'the English" even though she herseifbelongs to this category and has since 
birth (1.47). 
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are both compeiled to find ways to raise their voices fiom within the captivities in which 

they fhd themselves. However, Ophelia effectively critiques the isolationist solution Ziiia 

adopts to king a permanent outsider immersed in a Foreign culture, underlinhg the 

dangers and dficulties inherent in speaking exclusively to an utopian audience. Altho ugh 

Zilia does not retreat into the "cornfortable madness" of refising to realize she has le fi 

Peru pemently,  she does retreat to a place where she is M l y  cornfortable, divorcing 

herseff fiom the culture she h d s  so uncornfortable and declaring it irrelevant. In Opheiia, 

Fielding explores the limitations of this strategy and the effect such an artificially created 

cornfort has on the ability to speak. However, Ophelia's contrasting approach of 

embracing her captor's culture and assirniking herseif'entirely into it is also critiqued and 

revealed as dangerous, as the sustained (ifsubtle) critique of mam'age shows. In fact, in 

this text, as weli as marking the dangers inherent in Zilia's choice. we cm see the possible 

outcome of k a ' s . *  and examine jua how much agency he may or rnay not have had in 

the choosing of it. 

II. Discornfort, Desire, and the Trouble with Paradise 

It is interesthg to note that prior to her abduction we never henr Opheiia's voice 

in direct quotations; only after Ophelia experiences desire does she speak directly, rather 

than as an adjunct to another character. An explanation for this may be found in an 

96 .Uthou& the absence of compiicating racial factors does sirnplify the scemrio 
somewhat. 
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examination of how Ophelia's situation resonates with that of some of her mythological 

forbears. Wide the roots of the mythological base upon which Zilia builds her identity are 

Penivian (aitho ugh even she is reluctant to admit to what extent she bas gro wn away fiom 

them), the roots of the mythologies operating in Ophelia's universe are those which 

underwrite Western culture: Hebraic and Hellenic. Most specificdy, Ophelia shows the 

Suence  of Milton's intenveaving of these two mythological systems in Poradise Losr. a 

text which would have exposed Fielding to a reading of the fd of humaRty as a fd into 

~e~awareness .  

The connection between the bibücal Eden (especially Milton's adaptation of it) and 

the varbus new "Edens" in Ophelia works itseff out in several ways. When 1Ze becornes 

insupportable in the "Amencan Islands," and the aunt finds her "blasted reputat ion" 

unrecoverable. she tries to find a new Eden. a place incompt and f;u i?om the "sin" her 

passion has caused her to commit. Thus she looks for a place away from human (and most 

specificaily d e )  contact. The narrative makrs a concerted attempt to present the Eden of 

Wales in ternis familiar to its readers, taking for its descriptive ancestors both Milton's 

Eden and the tracts promoting the settlement of America-tracts tiom which Milton 

himseif'borrows some of his rhetonc. 

Paul Stevens notes that "[tlhe rector of [AU HalIows parish, Bread Street. London] 

in 1626 was Samuel Purchas, whose great collection of colonizing voyages. Pzmhm his 

Pilgrimes, Milton combed through for his history of Russia and is said to have p b e d  to 

abridge" (Stevens 1996: 9). In addition, Milton's description of Eden essentially echoes 

Robert JO hnson's CO lonial tract entitled Nova hifannia. JO hnson's 1 609 tract descn is  
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the Americas as 'rhis earthly Paradice'' (8), and adds, "There are vaiieyes and plaines 

streaming with sweete Springs, iike veynes in a naturall bodie . . . the soile is strong and 

lustie of its own nature, and sendeth out h i t fu l  Vines running vpon trees" (1 1). Milton's 

description of Paradise uses the same kinds of rhetoric: 

Southward through Eden went a river large, 
Nor changed his course, but through the shaggy hill 
Passed underneath engulfed, for God had t hrown 
That rno untain as his garden mould high raised 
Upon the rapid current, which through veins 
Of porous earth with kindly thirst up drawn, 
Rose a f?esh fowitain, and with rnany a riil 
Watered the garden . . . (Paradise Losf 4.223-3 1) 

and Opheiia's description of Wales is aimost eerily sirnilar: 

my Aunt's romantic Despair led her into Wdes, where she found a smali 
Cottage situated on the Side of a Hill. commanding a beautiful. though a 
wild and mountainous Prospect; at the Fcot of the Hill *.vas a delightful 
Valley, to which, fiom Our Cottage, we were led by a fine Grove of Trees: 
on the Side of the Grove ran a clear Brook. with several smaii cascades 
interrnixed. descending into the Valley. where it flowed h beautiful 
Meanders, tili it lost itself in a little Wood. (1.  1 O)" 

Ophetia even presents her Aunt. to some extent. as the "new ad an^" gi\.ing her control 

and care of the animais and citing their reiationship with her in aimost bibiical terms. 

"When the former inhabitants lefi hr Place," Ophelia notes. "and my Aunt saw no t h g  

about her but the Animals to whom she was to give her Cive and Attendance, and fkom 

9' Robert Mountgornry. who descnks Caro lina in his 1 7 1 7 tract as "our future 
Eden" (4), notes its location as '-in the sme Latitude with Palestine Hersell; that promis'd 
Canaan, which was pointed out by God 's own choice, to bless the Labours of a favourite 
People" (6), and grandly announces that bgParadi~e with all her Virgin Beauties. may be 
modestly suppos'd at most but equal to its Native Excellencies" (6). He then descn i s  the 
area in ternis reminiscent of Milton's Eden and prescient of Ophelia's description of 
Wales: "The Ground Lies sloping towards the River, but, at a Distance rises _graduaily. and 
intermingles like Hills of Wood with h i t  ful Plains? aii covered with wild Flowers" (7). 
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whom she was to receive the gratefbl Return of Support and Sustenance, except myself, 

then as ignorant of Evil, and almost as Dumb as they" (1. 11-12). 

There is also a striking parailel between Milton's Eve and Ophelia in Wales. In her 

ignorance of evii (comected directly to a "dumbnrss," a iack of speech, which is in turn 

comected to something beneath the humaü-a kck of awareness of seif) Ophelia becomes 

ünked to the fïrst glimpses that Müton gives us of Eve and her confusion about her 

identity, as she wakes for the 6rst tirne since king created and silently wonders 'khere / 

And what" she is (Parudise Lost 4.45 1-2). The c o ~ e c t i o n  between Ophelia and Eve is 

borne out in striking tenns when Ophelia describes herself: "my Hair was extremely long, 

and curled naturdy, for 1 knew no Art, and feu in Ringlets about my Neck, reaching 

behind below the Middle of my Waist, and in some Places incroaching on my Forehead, 

enough to set off my Complexion by the Contrat. without hiding the shape of it" ( 1. 

42).98 

The sirnilarities go beyond these superficial descriptions. however. Milton's Eve's 

recounting of her creation reveals an innate weakness as she f ids  herseKunable to draw 

away boom her own reflection in a pool of water: "there 1 had f ~ x d  / Mine cyes tili now. 

and pined with vain desire, 1 Had [God's] voice not warned me" (Parudise Lost 4.465- 

66). Satan exploits this vanity as he flatters her in bot h her disturbing dream (Paradise 

9' Compare Milton's description of Eve: 

She as a veil down to the slender waist 
Her unadorned golden tresses wore 
Disheveiled. but in wanton ringlets waved 
As the vine curls her tendrils . . . (Paradise Lost 4. 304-7) 
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Lost 5.4 1 -47) and in the fd itself (Paradise Lost 9.53 1 4 8 )  where Mi( ton spec S c d y  

notes the effect of the tlattery: "So glozed the tempter, and his proem tuned; 1 Into the 

heart of Eve his words made way" (Pmadise Lost 9.549-50). Ophelia needs no Miltouic 

namitor to point out her weakness; she gestures to it herself: 

Though 1 had not, tiiI Lord Dorchester broke in upon my solitude, ever 
received a grain of Flatter-; yet mere Nature and Constitution had given me 
a linle Vanity, without the Benefit of Cornparison, unable to soo the my 
Fancy with excelling Multitudes, since 1 had never beheld them, yet in a 
Degree 1 was vain: Nature aione sufaces to make us so; . . . 1 
complimented myself on my Humility, in king ody reasonably fond of a 
living F o m  of deiicate and curious Composition, absolutely indifferent to 
any poor Rernains after delicacy of Complexion, symrnetry of Features and 
elegant proportion of Body shall by confounded together in one little Heap 
cf  DUS^. (1.57-58) 

However much Ophelia daims that her vanity rests in her humility, and not in her "living 

Form," she h d s  that the "Ornaments and the Toilette" suppüed for her by Dorchester 

engage not just her attention but her '-Anections for some The"  (1. 45) ewn though she 

suggests that the view out the window has a more lasting appeal? 

The problem with the Miltonic Paradise that the Iandscape of Ophelia 's Wales 

P9 In a sense, Eve's fïrst encounter with Satan in her troubüng drearn and Ophelia's 
fïrst encounter with the visiting Dorchester rnirror each other as prefktory incidents which 
contribute to the eventual falls of both women, in that the fhttery used in both cases 
works on an innate vanity supposedly native to women in geneml. Thus however hard 
Ophelia's aunt has tried t o  remove her charge fkom the "corrupting" powers of society, it 
seems that the serpent has entered the garden nonetheless. In spite of Opheiia's emphasis 
on her own isolation and innocence, when Dorchester first cab to her, "Say! beauteous 
Angel stay !" she is not at  ai l  sure whether the "Harmony of his Voice," or. and as the 
story progresses we find this more ükely, the "Sweetness of the flattering Appellation" is 
the more powemil agent in stopping her fiight. Furthemore, although she notes that ''r 
saw hirn bending towards me in the moa suppliant Posture. with Gestures, which I 
thought almost prophane to address to a Mord Being," she admits that 'rhe Humility \vas 
not displeasing" and in fact she notes that 'Temale Vanityo' is 4he oaly innate Principle for 
which 1 contend" (1. 14). 
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evokes is that within it Eve's-and Ophelia's-positions seem characterized by the lack of 

an authoritative voice. The benefit of nearly three and a hacenturies of cnt ical thought 

on Paradise Lost has üluminated the depth and complexity of the relationships between 

God, Adam, Eve, and Satan to the point where it is v i r t d y  impossible to make 

unqualifïed statements about the interactions between any of these characters, and 

suggests that Milton's own thoughts on the relative power of Eve's voice and her 

culpability in the fd were equivocal at least. The nature of the universe Raphael descnks 

to Adam is dynamic, as ail things both corne nom and retum to God: "O Ad= one 

almighty is, nom whom I AU things proceed, and up to hirn re tum (Paradise Lost 5.469- 

70). This rnacrocosmic relationship reveals itselfàs tmly "universai" in the poem; the 

vision of Parcidise Losr as a whole is of a series of dynamic (though clearly hierarchical) 

relationships. 

Because reason is what makes humanity into the image and likeness of God. the 

exercise of reason becomes essential in relationships with God. This in turn leads to a 

series of challenges to authority. Aithough sorne of these challenges are illusory. it is 

through them that learning seerns to take place. For example, the Son, "subordinate" to 

the Father, challenges the fmabty of the fall: 

For should man finaliy be 109. should man 
Thy creature iate so loved, thy youngest son 
Fd circumvented thus by h u d ,  though joined 
With his own foiiy? that be kom thee fa, 
That be far flom thee, Father, who art judge 
Of ail things made, and judgest only right. 

(Paradise Lost 3 

The Son argues that without some provision for grace, the "adversary" shail 'ihus obtain / 
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His end. and hst ra te  [God's] ," and consequently expose God's goodness and greatness 

both to "be questioned and blasphemed without defence" (1 66). The subordination of the 

Son to God here is iilusory, and so is the challenge, since the Son, being God, is already 

perfect, and thus his challenge is both perfect and a statement of what, after ail, is God's 

wiU, as he offers himselfas a sacrifice. However, the pattern this episode establishes 

idluences ail the other relationships in the work. Adam, for example, challenges God's 

messenger Raphael by expressing doubt about the events surroundhg the fali of Satan 

from Heaven (Paradise Los[ 5.554n). As a result of his imperfect state, unlike the Son, 

Adam's doubts are unfounded, but his erron serve as the means to greater wkdom, as 

Raphael responds appropriately to Adam's questioning. 

Eve in her turn challenges Adam-and although this is as it should be. Adam's 

imperfect state causes him to overreact and, unlike God, he mishandles Eve's questioning. 

The most obvious example of this is when Eve suggests that she and Adam separate in 

order to more efficiently accomplish their work in the garden. Adam's response is 

Well hast thou motioned. weil thy thoughts employed 
How we might best fullil the work which here 
God hath assigned us, nor of me shah pass 
Unpraised: for nothing lovelier can be found 
In wornan. than to study household good. 
And good works in her husband to promote. (Paradise Losr 9.229-34) 

dismissive: 

The wife, where danger or dishonour lurks, 
Safest and seemliest by her husband stays, 
Who guards her, or with her the worst endures. (267-69) 
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and even dictatorial, as his insistence on obedience above al, rather than king ofFered 

with a rational explanatio~ cames instead with a curt nhe-word synopsis of Raphael's 

patient narration: "Wo uldst thou approve thy constancy, approve 1 First thy O bedience" (9. 

Aihough the relationships between the characters in Paradise Losr may in fact 

work with a series of approved challenges to authority whic h serve to deepen the wixlom 

of the questioner, and although the fnult and blarne for the faIi may rest as rnuch with 

Adam's erron in handling Eve's dissent as with Eve's initial dûobedience, the clearly 

derivative nature of  Eve's creation, dong with Adam's over-assertion of his authority and 

his pa t ronhg  and dismissive tone when Eve voices her opinions. suggests that to Adam 

at least, uniess Eve is in full agreement with hn, she is inescapably wrong. Milton, in the 

end, is a subordinationist; although women should be aliowed to question and express 

doubt. men in the end should be leaders and have final authority on Earth as the Father has 

in heaven. 

Ophelia's aunt's actions mimic Adam's erron. thus strengthening the link between 

the two texts, as she (aibeit more passively) closes down the possibility of Ophelia 

speaking, as long as their opinions difEer. In the luii between Dorchester's departure and 

his retum to abduct her, Ophelia reports: 

I grew pensive; and 1 remember my Aunt seemed disturbed at it. She 
endeavoured to amuse my Thoughts. but they were entirely engrossed by 
the Stranger: Whatever Subject she began, the Conversation was 
immediately tumed to hia 1 own my former Amusements becarne l e s  
pleasing to me; 1 found less Attention to what 1 read, less Joy in the vernal 
Beauties which before delighted me, and innocently told my Aunt the 
Change 1 felt . . . (1.25) 
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For the fkst tirne, Ophelia has something to say which does not sirnply parrot her aunt 's 

convictions, and for the first t h e ,  Opheiia has become aware of a separate agenda-her 

owwand her desire to pumie it. Dorchester has introduced a lack where before there was 

only ~atiation, '~ and for the fist tirne, Ophelia has become aware of hersetf. Her aunt's 

reaction is to disable this independent üne of thinking as  quickly as possible: '%th a 

Melancholy, though a gentle forgiving Air, [she] said, 'she perceived her Company was 

not su sufficient to my Happiness, as mine was to hers"' (1 25) '  'O' which has the desùed 

eEect of rendering Ophelia "silent on the subject" (1.26). The suppression of Ophelia's 

and Eve's voices cenainiy rnakes their respective paradises seem far less paradisaical. An 

examination of a related mythologicai captivity narrative-that of Persephone's abduction 

by Hades-in conjunction with the apparently voiceless position of Ophelia and Eve in their 

"Edens," serves to illuminate an interesting rewriting in Ophelia of the idea of the 

"fortunate fail." 

Eve seerns a captive of her subordinate and derivat ive position by the very nature 

of her creation but Persephone's captivity happens. t e  might say. in the usual way. 

Although Fielding makes no explicit allusions to the Persephone myth Milton is 

'O0 Once Dorchester-a Satanic figure by vktue of his bringing trouble into 
Paradise-appears, pays court to, flatten, and fawns on Ophelia, her tranquility is broken 
and "corruption" sets in. Although Lissette Carpenter suggests that "Fielding's Opheiia a 
'female noble savage', in a Miranda-üke scene. discoven the beauty of the wandering 
Lord Dorchester and is innocently pleased with his flatteries and obeisance" (Carpenter 
223), even before he has c b e d  her off, the signs of distinctly non-innocent discornfort 
and dissatisfaction are evident in the form of vanity. 

'O' This echoes the compromise with which Milton's Adam hopes to placate Eve: 
"but if much converse perhaps / Thee satiate. to short absence 1 could yieield'' (Paradise 
Losr 9. 247-48). 
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instructive inasmuch as the fail of Eve in Paradise Lost is itseifiduenced by the 

Penephone myth-an influence Miiton emphasizes as he links Satan direct ly to Hades as 

weU as in his description of Eden as faim than "that fbir field / Of Enna, where Proserpin' 

gathering flowers / Herself a fairer flo wer by gloomy Dis / Was gathered (Paradise Lost 

4. 268-7 1). The dusions to this M e r  abduction text confÏrm and explain the pattern of 

the ' Tortunate fall" into CO nscio usness. 

As a young girl, Persephone, like Opheiia, iives in an al-fernale world. She has no 

definable personality and no particular role except a derivative one both as Demeter's 

"slender ankled" daughter and as a token of exchange between Zeus, her father, and 

"Aidoneus." lord of the dead. Her abduction by the god of the underworld and her 

subsequent descent into Hades mark the beginning of her individuation. As a flower 

maiden she is simply one among many; her world is in stasis, the growing season continues 

without interruption or distinction. She has no particular role or function. and in fact is 

practicdly indistinguishable fiom her cornrades until she is abducted.'*' Nor are there any 

myths associated with the halfor two thirds of the year when she is above the earth with 

her mother. In fact, by far the greatest number of references to her and about her are as 

the dread goddess of the Undenvorld. Even her name, "Penephone," does not appear in 

the Homeric "Hymn to Demeter" until she is described as seated on a bed with her new 

spouse (343), and its roots. pherein (to bring) and phonë (death), certainly emphasize the 

link to death that defines her as an individual and gives her a role to play amongst the 

'O2 Even in celebrations of her fiower-maiden aspect, such as the Eleusinian 
mysteries and the T h e s m o p h o ~  she was referred to not by her name, but merely by the 
epithet 'Kore." or maiden. 
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gods. Her sense of individuality, and our sense of her as individual. corne to the fore only 

after she has touched death, which here seems to be associated with separation or 

distinction fiom Me (pemnined in the He-giving figure of Demeter). 

While in Hades, Penephone experiences temptation just as Eve does, and her "faii" 

into marriage with the God of death a h  cornes f?om the consumption of hit-in this case, 

a pomegranate seed. Persephone's consumption is far more clearly connected to sexuality 

thaa Eve's, shce it is this act which makes her a d e .  However, in both cases desire (for 

kno wledge or c d  satisfaction) is Linked finnly to death and through this to burgeoning 

self-awareness, since to be aware of death or the cessation of the individual self 

presupposes the awareness of the seü' as  an individual in lXe. 

As Ophetia's initial abductor, Lord Dorchester, carries out his nefarious plan to 

abduct Ophelia and make her his mistress, the extent to which Opheiia's very identity and 

sense of individuality (Iike Persephone's with Demeter and Eve's with Adam) is 

compromised by her close attachment with her aunt becomes apparent. When Dorchester 

returns to the cottage and rnakes his intent to abduct Opheiia clear. the two women faU to 

theu knees and beg for his rnercy, but Ophelia's f i a  has very little to do with her own 

imminent danger: 

My poor Aunt kept fast hold of me; begged, intreated, and used every 
argument to prevail on him to let me go; we both kneeled to him. she 
beseeching his compassion, I joinuig in the suppliant Posture: but more 
kightened with the terror in which 1 saw her, than with any Danger I could 
apprehend, had not the power to speak. (1.27) 

Ophelia's very emotions, not to mention her voice! are subsurned here by her aunt. 

Moreover. ûphelia speaks of separation from her aunt as an "heparable" injury, 
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suggesting a schism or break so traumatic that it is felt on a physical level. In fact, the very 

language she uses to mourn her separation from her aunt is suggestive of a physical 

reiationship, as Ophelia grieves the loss of "the pleasures of  her sweet Indulgence and 

tender Affection" (1. 29). Indeed, when she rebufTs Dorchester's attempts to persuade her 

that she wili enjoy London society much more than seclusion in Wales, her reply is 

actually strangeiy prescient of nineteenth-century psychoanalytic descriptions of the 

mother-cMd relationship. "1 know not your Pleasures, nor your customs," she t e k  

Dorchester, " . . . in my little Cottage were all my Desires gratified, and can 1 think that 

Man wishes me happy, who tears me fiom every Joy on Earth. My dear Aunt's tender 

Goodness and fait f f i l  Friendship, is a Blessing nothing can equal" ( 1.3 2). Ophelia's 

assertions here suggest that in fact there is no fieedorn for her even whüe not under 

Dorchester's control. In Wales, without knowledge of the desires attendant upon 'polite 

society," Ophelia is held captive not only by her aunt's determination not to ailow her to 

experience these desires but also by the very Iack of experience this determination 

produces. which translates duectly into a lack of desire (since she does not know what she 

is missing). This in tuni translates into the kind of complete satiation whick as her 

absorption into her aunt's subjectivity suggests, disables the voice of the subject by 

removing the necessity for speech-a fact that is emphasized by her lack of direct speech 

before her capture. 

Jua  as Eve faces death shortly after her resinance to temptation fails, and 

Persephone faces death upon her own abduction, so too does Ophelia face her own 

demise-indeed welcomes the thought of it-directly d e r  her capture: 
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The Day afier our Amval at the Cottage, instead of king rekshed, 1 
appeared in a high Fever, which in a few Days increased to so great a 
Degree, as made me expect fiom the quiet Hand of Death, a Release fiorn 
al1 my Troubles. 1 was too unhappy to be &cted at this Expectatioa Grief 
for what I had iost, and fear for what might e m e ,  fortified my Mind. C m  
the Wretched behold the Grave with Terror? that eternal Sleep fkom which 
no worldly Troubles c m  awaken them? that secure Asylum fiom the 
Injuries of Man, and the F d t y  of their own Nature! In this pleasing Light, 
I then beheld it. (1. 34)'" 

Ophelia's kst ihess has led to her h s t  contact with death, and serves to accentuate her 

sense of individuality in Be. However, unlike Persephone, who becomes death, or Eve, for 

whom death is a reaüty but a distant one (and for whom the subjectivity in the meantirne 

to some extent offers compensation), Opheiia's immediate contact with her own mortality 

establishes one of the thernes of the novel: the link between discornfort, desire. and 

speech. 

Ophelia's description of death also supports the explanation of her relationship 

with her Aunt as unindividuated on her part. The wrenching separation is now apparently 

irremediable, and a retum to her former state is impossible. Death with its "secure 

Asylum" and its seedom fiom cares (and to care is. in some way. to desire). would srem 

to be the next best thing. The process of individuation, the discovery of the ability to speak 

and of the self as speaking subject, is irnmensely painfiil in this case, perhaps p a s 1  

enough that the voice it produces does not seem wonh the attendant discodon. In the 

knowledge that a return to the innocence of WaIes is impossible (and even a physical 

'O3 This death wish sounds remarkably close to Zilia's suicide attempts in Lettres 
d 'une Péruvienne: however, Zilia's experiences seem much "sirnpler*'-muuch more clearly 
the result of emotional distress. The fact that Ophelia's near death experience is not self- 
inflicted, coupled with her discussion of her feelings during the fever. suggest that her 
experience and her account are somewhat more complex 
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retum iooks improbable), the only other option seems to be the ultimate subsurning and 

erasure of seK 

But death, idce the absolute satiation of Opheüa's life in Wales, elirnhtes desire, 

and, dong with it, voice. Thus above ail else, this t e a  seems to expose the necessity of the 

absence of satiation in the production of an individual speakhg subject. Although it is the 

discordort of king stared at and the fear of it happening again which cause Opheüa to 

*-consent to the Silence [Dorchester] required. c o n c e h g  my p s t  Life" (1. 93),Iw by and 

large Ophelia cornes to dqend upon discomfort to generate her voice. W e  her desires 

are al1 fulfjiled. her voice remains derivative, her position more U e  that of a choms than 

that of a main role. M e r  her capture, whenever Ophelia cornes to admit that with 

Dorchester "Every thing I could want was provided for me" (and here it is interesting to 

note that she does not qualify this with a reference to her absent aunt). her circurnstances 

immediately change in order to cause her more discornfort. Even an excess of somet hinç 

supposed to contribute to material cornfort is disturbing to her: "Lord Doirlresrer 5 desire 

'w Upon leaving for London fiom Dorchester's country house, Ophelia is 
"advised" 

to give Way only to silent Wonder, if any thing surprized me, except when 
he only was present; for to him my Simplicity and naturai Rernarks must 
aiways be most delightful, but that to othen it would be unnecessary to 
give any further Account of myself than that I was under his Care. ( 1 . 9 1 ) 

Ophelia promptly iaunches into an extended and vituperative indictment of Dorchester's 
"advice" and is cowed by him only when he suggests her use of language would reveal her 
naivete and d e  her an object of scnitiny. Dorchester's admonitions reveal clearly that 
perhaps his strongest need is for Ophelia's public silence-a requirement that echoes her 
aunt's rather passive-aggressive maneuver when Opheiia continualiy refea to Dorchester 
afier his initial departure from the cottage in WaIes. 
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of giving me every Pleasure in his power, led hirn to make me a Present of a Sum of 

Money: 1 would have excused myseif fiom the acceptance of it, as it appeared to me 

entirely useless . . . . 1 wished . . . to refuse an unnecessary Burden; but he insisted, and 1 

was obliged to acquiesce" (1.61-62). The narrative refuses to allow the balance of 

fuitlied desire to developand ifit does, the text comments on the lack of voice which 

inevitably seems to accompany it. 

Eventually, Ophelia herselfnotes indirectly that the cornfort of satiation kads to an 

erasure of self. In an abridgrnent of Lockean principles, she seems to indicatr that not only 

are we directly motivated by a desire to escape discornfort or pain, we almost need to feel 

pain in order to know we are aiive. As she notes der  an absence kom Dorchester: %y 

Peevishness shewed him as weil a s  myself, how necessary his Company was to my 

Happiness; a Circurnstance that could not but be agreeable to him, and could not be 

painhi1 to me, while every Wish was gratitied by his Presence. and the Charms of his 

Conversation left no room for Reflection" (1. 138-39). That Ophelia is leH "no room for 

reflection" emphasizes the satiatiodplenitude she feels when her desires are fùifiiled. but it 

ais0 gestures toward the consequence of this. The inability to reflect suggests a 

fundamental inability to reason and irnpiies a lack of self-reflection, an inability to see the 

selfas an individual. Although this satiated and cornfortable state is remarked upon the 

continual sepration of Ophelia kom Dorchester. through the captivities-within-captivities 

she experiences (particularly the one perpetrated by the Marchioness of Trente) and 

kquent mis-communications do not d o w  it to continue. 

The desire which discodon produces seems to lead to a subjectivity less 
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susceptible to trauma and less reliant upon one person to orient the self. In contrast to the 

hysteria she nianifests upon her removai fiom her aunt's care, when Ophelia speaks of 

t h e  spent without Dorchester, ber terms are much more muted and much less emot iody  

strident. She expresses herseif' in terms of c o d o n  and discodort, shedding a tear and 

feeling a "Proof of abated Love" when Dorchester infiomis her that they must Live in 

dinerent houses while in London, and cites as his reason that "the great Numbers of 

People he was obliged to see upon Business, would be very troublesome." Ophelia's reply, 

though passionate, expresses not need but desire: 

1 assured him, that, "nothhg could be so vexatious to me, as king absent 
nom bn, and that were we in dEerent Houses, I must Iose a great Deal of 
his Company. which I might othenvise enjoy. especially as Business would 
engage him so much at Home. For were 1 under the same Roof, the 
shonen Intervals would d o w  me the Sight of him." (1. 94) 

And in fact, directly after this dmûsion the fia of two anciilary captivity experiences 

Ophelia undergoes occurs, as Xto emphasize Ophelia's assessrnent of her relationship with 

Dorchester. Having, we later leam. mistakenly gotten into the wong equipage and k e n  

conducted to a trysting spot for a young woman seeking to escape her guardians by 

m ~ i n g  to the anns of a young rake, OpheIia spends a day away fiom Dorchester in a 

secluded country house with only a blowsy and garniIous landlady for Company. Having 

k e n  told that ''my Lord" (whom she assumes is Dorchester, but who turns out to be the 

other young rake) wiil arrive in the evening, and hearing a cmiage draw up outside the 

house, Opheiia both reiterates and deepens her assessrnent of her relationship with her 

My Hem now felt a Flutter it had never known before; this king the kst 
Time of an. long Separation &om my Lord. I was. tiu now. ignorant of the 
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Pain or Pleasure of Expectation 1 knew not how very dear his Company 
was to me, till taught by king a whole Day without it. I immediately 
thought 1 penetrated his Design in this whimsical Adventure; imagining that 
he certainly had contrived it as a Punishment for my Desire of leavhg him; 
and to prevent my re-urging that Request, by &g me better acquainted 
with my own Heart, which could never be able to bear his Absence. (1. 
103) 

The first statement of t h  exclamation is, of course, absolutely inaccurate; this is simply 

the tint t h e  she has been separated fiom Dorchester since the abduction. This inaccuracy 

calls attention to the rest of the content of this passage, which reveais that she has no w 

learned to recognize "Expectation" which, although dinerent £iom what she feeis about 

her inabiiity to r e t m  to Wales, stU descnks a form of desire, once again M y  linked to 

discornfort. As weU. the effect of this experience-though Dorchester has not engineered 

it-is of making Ophelia "better acquainted with [her] own Heart." This suggests that 

although desire is essential to self-knowledge, or subject ivity. Dorchester huiisrlf is not. 

Thus what this novel descnis  is the attempt to develop a subjectivity which is 

able to exist and negotiate in the world as an independent unit, related to and reliant upon 

but not abject to those reference points which descnk its desire. The importance of this 

cornes through not only in Opheliaos inability, until abducted, to extricate herself fkom the 

subsuming idluence of her aunt, but also in the assumption that Dorchester expresses 

upon her pleas to hirn to retum her to Wales: 

though your presence is more necessary to my Existence than the Light of 
the Sun; yet would 1 restore you to your Aunt, was I not sure that in a Little 
Time you would confess yourselfhappier with me, than in the duli Solitude 
fiom whence I have brought yooy to introduce you to a Variety of he ly  
and inchanthg Pleasures. (1.3 1-32) 

Here Dorchester expresses what Ophelia bas herself iiIustrated: her experiences with him 
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have made the "soütude" of We with her aunt insupportable; the introduction of not just 

"Pleasures" but a variety of them means that there is always something for her to desire, 

and thus a constant reason for Ophelia to exercise her voice. 

Ophelia's suit to be returned to her aunt raises the importance of desire over and 

over. HaWig let the subject &op for some tirne, she renews her pleas as Dorchester 

prepares to remove her to London for the winter season. Surprised at her persistence in 

raising the subject again, Dorchester e x c h :  "Ask any Thing, but yourself, and judge of 

my Love, by the Pleasure with which 1 SM grant it: But LXe has no Charrns for me but in 

giving me the Power of convening with you, and to relinquish one is giving up the other." 

In response. Ophelia is robbed of her abiiity to speak: '4 was so moved with the Effect of 

what 1 had already said, that I could no longer urge my Suit; 1 could not even wish to go 

while he seemed averse to it" (1. 87). What exactly causes Ophelia to lose the ability to 

speak is cast into question here. The "Effect" she refen to could relate to Dorchester's 

distress. but grarnmatically speaking it could as easiiy be an effect that she herself feels. If 

this is indeed the case, then the loss of voice here resuks fkom mernories of her tirne with 

her aunt rather than fiom her tirne with Dorchester. 

In fact, it is Ophelia's attempt to regress to the kind of (lack of) subjectivity she 

experiences while living with her aunt which brings on a terrible fever. She expresses a 

desire to retum to where her aunt's 'Yender and constant Affection" d l  allow her to 

'~eceive Consolation for the FauIts of others. and, far fiom this bad Town, to learn to 

forget itt and its cruel Inhabitants, whose Minds are as variable as their c h t e - '  ( 1 . 1 88). 

What she is complaining of here is the shifiing moral scenery. in which she is unable to 
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locate herselfwith any certainty. Her fever saves her by aiiowing her to 'ïloat," rather than 

try to secure any space to speak from This floating, which Ophrlia describes as "light- 

headedness," has some interesthg effects: 

1 grew, at last, so bad, that 1 was light-headed; to which I may attribute my 
Recovery. Want of Reflexion did wtiat Reason could not effect; it quieted 
my Mind. and rny Constitution received Benefit f?om it; for as Grief was 
the cause of my Iiiness, the Loss of the Sense of rny Affiiction, left me to 
Youth and natural Strength, and my Fever abated. (1. 188-89) 

Here 'kant of Reflexion" and "Reasono' are directly contrasted, and it is the want of 

reflection (lack of self-knowledge) that brings cornfort, which is in tum related to 

speec hlessness. 

What gives Me to the fever is Dorchester's unfounded assumption that Ophelia is 

tramferring her affections to Charles Lisdale. as a result of which Dorchester has lefi t o m  

and sent a reproachful letter to Ophelia stating t h t  he will never see her again. In doing 

this. Dorchester rernoves hirnselfas the focus of Ophrlia's desire and it becornes clear that 

desire (as uith Ziiia's landmarks) is closely linked to hope. Without the hope of seeing 

Dorchester a g a h  desire is pointless and thus Ophelia's reason for speech seems gone. '"' 

Even when her physical body is out of danger of death, in Dorchester's continued and 

presumably final absence Ophelia reports she bas 'heither Strength to move, nor Spirits to 

speak." and perhaps most imponantly. that %ad not a Ray of Hope at last shone upon 

[her] . . . [her] e-&ence had not been of long duration" ( 1. 192). 

' O 5  When she nrst falls iiI with fever after the initial abduction Ophelia is unable to 
speak until the promise of a return to the cottage in Wales and her aunt renders her 
~ a p a b l e  of convershg nith tolerable Ease," though her "Heart was aill oppressed with 
Sorrow." 
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The "Ray of Hope" Ophelia c h g s  to as she recovers involves an interview with 

Lady Palestine, and her powers of speech seem to retum to her as a result of t h  hope. 

Even so, her recovery is incomplete as long as Dorchester's absence seems to have no 

termination point. Oniy d e r  Ophelia receives a letter fiom him asking her forgiveness 

does she regain even temporarily the fûfl use of her body:  orch chester's] Letter found me 

in so weak a Condition that 1 had not til then been able to get doan Stairs without 

Assistance; but such a Cordial is Joy, that I ran d o m  to the Servant to enquire where his 

Lordship was" ( 1.200). 

This is not to suggest that the position Ophelia h d s  herself in when she is 

abducted is less restrictive than that with her aunt in Wales. Although she now speaks 

from a position of desire, has a much clearer sense of her own identity, and for the greater 

part of the narrative does not reaiiy want to go back to live in Wales but merely to see her 

~unt."' her position in Dorchester's tovm society (and his designs on her) coupled with 

her own ignorance (masqueradhg as innocence) compound to place uicrrdible restrictions 

on her voice now that she has bund it. Tnis fact is iiiustrated through Ophelia's 

experiences in two separate situations, one which unveiis the extent to which fernale 

separatism rnay be aifhg,  and one which comments darltly on &age as an alternative 

to it. 

'O6 In fact, the only times she reaily suggens that she could once again live happily 
with her aunt are the times when it seerns iife with Dorchester would be impossible. either 
because he has (for mistaken reasons) rejected her. or because she has discovered his plan 
and ieaves hùn for her honour's d e .  
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ln. "She lost ail Liberty of Thought" 

The critique of ferninine separatism and isolation begun with the stifling "social 

c h t e "  iiiuarated in Ophelia's life with her aunt continues to be played out in a curious 

way long after Ophelia has lefi Wales. At the beginning of the second and much more 

sinister of the two captivity-within-captivity narratives the novel contains, Ophelüi is 

snatched as she travels home on the streets of London, forced into an unfamiliar sedan 

chair, and camied off by the minions of the Marchioness of Trente, who is Dorchester's 

former lover and now Ophelia's jealous rival. In many ways, the situation in which Ophelia 

h d s  herseif during this additional captivity becornes a funhouse-mirroring of her situation 

in Wales, and ülustrates and emphasizes the sterile and unproductive nature of her isolated 

life there as she again becomes trapped in an al-femaie milieu hast exclusively limited to 

two people: Ophelia herself and the Marchioness's poorer cousin, Mrs. Hemer. 

Ophelia's actual location for the greater part of this particular captivity is a 

grotesque parody of the edrnic hdscape of Wales. Compared side by side. Ophelia's 

description of the Eden of Wales and the anti-Eden of the Marchioness's c a d e  (which is 

&O in the country) are related not simply through their inverse natures but even by the 

very order in which Ophelia lists their features. The "beautfil, though . . . wild and 

mountainous Prospect" (1.1 0) of Wales becomes at the cade a garden "not, in E.xtent. 

equal to the size of the House'- and "what there was of it. was laid out in narrow Gravel 

Walks, then over-brown with weeds, bordered with Box" (2  20). The rural Pasture land 

filled with animais is recast as "Yew Swans. Laurel Bears? Holly Dogs, and Box chickens. 
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their Colours happily variegated by the dead Branches, which made up about three 

Quarters of the Animai," and instead of the happy "care and attendance" whic h her aunt 

gives her animais in return for "Support and Susrenance" (1. 1 1 - 12) the emphasis is on 

how the dying branches add to 'the great Ease of the Gardener, who was thereby saved 

the Care of watching over this his Creation, lest their Shapes should be destroyed by the 

irregular Gro wth of some luxuriant Branches" (2. 20). The separatism that init ially appean 

natural in the context of an idyllic pastoral setting steeped in the codorts  of abundant 

fertility is here revealed as a homij4ng comfonless wasteland as artificial as it is barren. 

Ophelia's Aunt's "protective isolation" is also exposed as an illusion more CO rrectly 

identifïed as a stifling captivity. 

In a variation of her experience with her aunt in Wales, Ophe lia has no voice at the 

c a d e  not because she has no desire, and not entirely even because she kas k e n  roundly 

forbidden to tak. but because she has no audience. Interestingly. her most vocal 

complaints while she is captive of the Marchioness, men before her removal tiom a smi l  

dark room to the Marchioness's gothic castle/" although couched in terms of a desire for 

Dorchester. are in fact quite independent of hirn except for cucumstance: 

I hourly repined at having exchanged the Pleasures of Lord Dorchester 's 
Conversation for the most odious Solitude, with no Object to entertain my 
Eyes. or raise new Ideas in me; denied the Sound of a h u m  Voice. or an? 
Thing that rnight in any Degree divert my Thoughts fiom the Pauis o f  my 
present Situation, or kom the Fears of what farther Punishment mipht stiü 

'O7 Bree notes that "Four years before the publication of Horace Walpole's The 
Cusde of Otrante cornmody regarded as the th Gothic novel, Fielding actually h u r e s  
her heroine in a full-blown gothic cade'' (Bree 14 1). The description of the cade  itseifis 
so ludicrous in ds hyperbolic gothicism that "one can scarcely believe there was no Gothic 
novel foi Miss Fielding to be satirizingg' (Parrkh 32 1. qtd in Bree 14 1-42). 
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be in Store for me. (1.267) 

What d e s  with Opheh here is not the lack of Dorchester nearly so much as the lack, 

also expressed by Zilia in Lettres d 'une Péruvienne, of any audience for her tho ughts. 

Only within a dialogue, it is suggeaed, c m  new ideas occur. At the same t h e  as this 

highiights the need for audience, it critiques the d o m  and unstimulating existence to 

which wornen tended to be relegated, without the benefit of the kind of education that 

aiiowed them to participate in (masculine) inteiiectual discourse-the discours! of "new 

Ideas." The "new Idea" is what has become necessary-the ever shifting grounds across 

which to keep locating the subject as speakllig selt Thus even though Ophelia exclaims to 

the Marchioness of Trente that the Company of her original captor, Dorchester. is 

preferable, it is not his person she longs for as much as it is the linguistic exchange: 

"Nothhg could appear so dreadful to me. as losing the Conversution of Lord Dorchester*' 

( 1. 27 1, emphasis added).lo8 

The story of Ophelia's third captivity continues in the opening of the second 

volume ofthe novel. Because tliis opening is a point of emphasis in the work. it would be 

logical to assume that the topics taken up would be those which Ophelia considen most 

important. Thus it is a bit of a surprise to note that Dorchester is not rnentioned once in 

'O8 It is the nature of this conversation which distinguishes Ophelia's relationship 
with her aunt and that which she has with Dorchester. Wth hhn, Ophelia is not asked to 
regurgitate the opinions of her captorkeeper. The desire that characterizes her 
relationship with Dorchester (and is markedly absent fkom her life with her aunt) is based 
on difference and, although Ophelia and Dorchester are brought together by the mutuality 
of their desire for conversation (and for each other), it is the difference which underlies 
that desire which makes it powerful in contrast to the absolute sameness that 
characterizes Ophelia's relationship with her aunt and leads to her lack of individuality and 
voice in Wdes. 
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the entue tùst chapter. In fact, the point to which Ophelia continues to dniw attention is 

her need for conversatior+no t necessarily with Dorchester, but wit h anyone, including the 

rather odious Mrs. Hemer; she feels not an ardent longing for Dorchester but rather "an 

ardent Longing to taik" (2. 1).'* The fact that at this point she bas need not for 

Dorchester in particular but rather for a human king in general to assert her very 

individual desire for speech suggests that she has developed coping methods that have 

created in her a desire which does not rely on anything further than an audience. In fact. 

when she Gnaily makes contact with Mr. South, his primary merit. for Ophelia is that he 

takes 'the Embargo off [herj Speech" (2. 26). 

One of the points the second meta-captivity brings attention to is that (particularly 

in the case of Mrs. Hemer) the combination of social status and impecunious state (a 

combination Sarah Fielding would have tound very fàmiliar) holds women captive to the 

&es of the Marchioness of Trente more surely and securely than Ophe lia herself is held in 

captivity either by the marchioness or by Dorchester, since she c m  escape or at lest move 

fairly freely about.'1° Mrs. Herner's response to her captivity under the Marchioness of 

'09 In fact, OpheIia does not even mention Dorchester untiI Ms. Hemer brings him 
up by showing Ophelia a Ietter fiom the Marchioness "in which, she related . . . as she 
temed it, 'the happy Consequence of removing me out of Lord Dorchester's sight'." 
some 48 pages into the second volume. 

"O At the same time as the t e n  discloses the stifling e&ts of Ophelia's captivitty 
in the cade  (and, by association, of Ue with her aunt). it paradoxically discloses the 
relative fieedom that her captive status affords her. As w-ith Zih ,  her ignorance of social 
convention fiees her kom the fear of public opinion, whüe the protection of Dorchester 
renden her (rehtively) financiaiiy independent. In contrast. the relat ionship between Mrs. 
Hemer, Ophelia's jailer, and the Marchioness of Trent. Hemer's cousin. is exposed as just 
another kind of captivity. Mrs. Herner's history, that of a gentlewornan who becornes 
penniless and dependent on her relatives, who then feel fke to abuse her. exposes the 
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Trente is quite unlüte Opheiia's response to her own under Dorchester: 

From a continual servile Cornpliance with the W U  of another, she lost ali 
Liberty of Thought, of which ody one's own Meanness c m  deprive one. 
She entirely forgot the Method of pronouncing the Word No; her 
Language was composed of nothhg but Expressions of Assent and 
Aû'ïrmatives; and she would contradict her own Senses, as ofien as her 
violent and capriciou Cousin, happened to err. So accustomed to obey, 
she scarcely could h d  out Terms that would express her Refusal of the 
Liberty she dared not grant me. I sometimes mistook her Negatives for 
Consent, and should not have discovered my Error. had she not checked 
me when 1 was going to act in consequence of it. (2.5) 

The situation Ophelia descriis here, horrific as it sounds, is, in its linguistic 

implications, sirnply an amplification of Ophelia's own situation with her aunt in Wales. 

Although Ophelia's dependence on her aunt comes fkom her youth and isolation-an 

isolation her aunt has not only encouraged but enforced-whereas Mrs. Herner's 

dependence on her cousin comes from her poverty and "Pride rhat licks the Dust?' (2. 5).  

the ultimate effect of the dependence in both cases is the same. At the castle Mrs. Hemer 

is unable io express her own opinions because her economic dependency on her cousin has 

robbed her of the ability to fornulate them; in Waies Ophelia is unable to express her own 

opinions because she has never been given the opponunity to formulate them.'" 

captivity-albeit non-physical-that women faced when trapped between social class and 
lack of rnoney. Mrs. Hemer must stay with and do the bidding of the Marchioness because 
economically she cannot othenvise survive. She is even descnid as having "fior a 
Subsistence, sold herselfto the most abject slavery: But she \vas too proud to take any 
other Means of gaining a Support" (2.5). 

" ' In the contes of her escape f?om Mrs. Hemer (and, by pro'ry, the 
Marchioness), and in a sense in direct cornmentary on Hemer9's situation? O phelia has this 
to sa); about the difncult ies of unreturned obligations. as she tums down the assistance of 
Mr. Smith because she feels she cannot rnarry him: "No Captivity can be so grievous to 
me as the Sense of Obligations which it d never by in my Power to repay" (2. 68). 
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In light, then, of the doubtful value this text places on f e d e  separatism, it rnight 

be expected that marriage. in contrast, would be portrayed as a positive alternative. To the 

extent that the introduction of desire into Ophelia's life seems the single most necessary 

event to the developrnent of her own individual voice, this appears to be tme, as the text 

joins desùe and discodort as necessary in the production of speech. However, in yet 

another set of alrnost degorical parallels mino ring the appearance/reality dichotomy 

illustrated by the Eden/anti-Eden of femaie separatism, Fielding's work undermines the 

apparent conservatism of an endorsement of married Me in a re-examination of mariage 

Opheiia's fears of town culture and of Dorchester's dubious intentions where 

mamiage are concerned have a sound basis. since even in the midst of her captivity wit h 

the Marchioness of Trente, a portion of the narrative which speciticatiy targets fernale 

separatism rnarriage itself is revealed as yet another form of captivity. Opheiia meets Mrs. 

Giles. who is treated mith such contempt by her husband that. as her sister in law Martha 

telis Opheiia: 

between you and I Miss (but one would no t have those Things repeated) 
she once resented thM Behaviour sa much, that t hey were going to part 
upon it, and she and I were to have Lived together, removing to some Place 
where we might have conversed with Persons of more refined 
Understandinp. 

But as with Hemer, and in the end with Opheiia herself, the specter of dependence 

(economic, socid, or both) rears its head. as Martha continues her story: 

But whüe they were bartering about the Terms of a separate Maintenance. 
a political Dispute arose between her and mysell; which convinced me so 
M y  of the Impossibifity of ever bringing her to Reason on that Subject, 
that 1 declared against Living with her. and a Reconciliation behveen them 
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ensued. (2. 33) 

Mrs. Giles is caught between marriage with a man who abuses her or life with a wornan 

who will not aiiow her to voice an ophion-and both are exposed here as evils. 

The interpolated tale of Mrs. Darküng's marriage provides another illustration of 

the untenable positions open to impecunious gent Iewomen. In another allegorical 

rendering of Ophelia's own life, we are to ld that befo re her marriage Mrs. Darkhg is a 

destitute young woman who "lived with a Maiden Aunt, of a Temper by no Means easy" 

(2. 35). In an inverse parailel of Ophelia's own tale, Mrs. Darkling marries Mr. Darkling, a 

country boy, and in the process untnithfully professes to love the country Mie because her 

social and financiai status makes ''fmding some more certain Provision" necessary. He then 

takes her to the country-which she hds  an intolerable confinement. The inverse parallels 

uith Ophelia's own situation echo those of the castle's anti-Eden and Wales, and 

ant icipate the strange rhetoric O f Ophelia's eventual acceptance of rnarriage to Dorchester. 

Particularly in iight of Ophelia's aunt's earlier rnarriage to yet another ralie and the 

disastrous results which set the whole narrative in motion Ophelia's rnarriage (particular1y 

given the connections between this text and Letfies d 'une Périrvienne) is more of a 

surprise ending (and perhaps an unfinished one) than her retreat to the country might have 

been. In a sense, what happens to Ophelia may have been what happened to Aza and what 

could have happened to Zilia, had she married D é t e d e .  It seems especially odd that in 

the end the person whose arguments convince Ophelia to remain with Dorchester in the 

compt society of London is her aunt-the very person who sought to keep her isolated 

fiom e.xact1y these innuences. The effect of this on Ophelia. as she herself 6eely admits. is 
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to d o w  her to foiiow her own inclinations without taking any responsibility for them, in a 

sense negating her own decision-making agency: "Her Opinion gave a Sanction for niy 

yielding; 1 could c d  my Weakness obedient" (2.279). That this is to be seen as a rnistake 

on the part of Ophelia can be deduced in part fkom a reading of  Fielding's oeuvre as a 

whole, for as Bree points out. Sarah Fielding "accepts the importance of women fulnlling 

their duties as daughters, sisters, wives, and mothers, with wisdom and honour. But she 

also demands that . . . [they] . . . accept a preeminent responsibility to themselves as 

mature human beings responsible for their own actions. It is in such demands that Sarah 

Fielding's true radicalûm lies" (Bree 149), a fact borne out most decisively in The 

Counress ofDellwyn. "' 
Thus the novel ends. in a sense, as a tragedy. Having spent months in 

uncorntonable places which enable her desire and thus hcr voiçr, in the end Oplielia 

decides (as Aza did) to assimilate completely. The way in which she makes this decision 

speaks to the possibility of its dewtating effects, as she gives in to Dorchester 16th 

disturbing abandon: 'you have conquered al1 my Resolutions. dispose of the Remainder of 

my Life as you please, my Happiness is in your Hands. I may repent, but 1 hd .  1 must 

comply!" (2.278-80). By itseff thû exclamation raises questions about the agency Ophelia 

has in making this choice-let alone its wisdomechoing as  it does Mrs. Hemer's inability 

to "pronouncen the Word 'No"? (2.5). But Ophelia goes even further, exclallrllng: 

' '"n 7Xe Cotrntess of Delhyn Charlotte Lucum, primarily because Lady F a ~ y  
Fashion, a distant relative of Charlotte's, has bigger and better jeweis t han she manies 
the Count of Dellwyn. who bars a nriking resemblance to Rochester's "Disabled 
Debauchee." Charlotte, who has mrried for money. enters the 'hi& lifê" and is 
compted. By the end of  the novel her behaviour causes her lifelong disgace. 
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Lord Dorchester S excessive JO y made me feel that Pleasure in my 
Consent, which Reason had denied me. My Felicity was perfect in feeling I 
had made him happy; 1 was insensible to any Dangers, within which my 
Peace was threatened by his Principles, while 1 had the intinite Satisfaction 
of imparting Happiness to one that was dearer to me than myself; 1 felt I 
was unworthy of a Thought, mine were all engrossed by him, every other 
Object seemed beneath my Care, and ifhe was happy, 1 believed 1 must be 
blessed. (2. 280) 

Although Ophelia's words and tone might suggest that ail is well, and while the rmphasis 

on subordination to and care of the desires of a husband seerns to advocate for social 

conservatism, this epithalamion and its expressions of happiness are expressed entirely in 

the past tense. Along with Ophelia's own expression of the possibility that she might 

repent her action, the bitter irony of the subtext of her speech here parailels that which 

some modem critics read in Kate's capitulation and subordination to Petruchio. Reason 

linked by Ophelia eariier in the text to speech by its ability to separate hurnans Eom "dumb 

.4nimals," does not give Ophelia pleasure (and even seems to require discornfort), and 

here she rejects it in favour of a "perfect Felicity," a state of c o d o n  which although it 

removes any sense of disquiet, renders her ' ~ o r t h y  of a Thought." as her whole selfis 

"engrossed by [Dorchester]." But the very gramrnar of this speech riritten in retrospect. 

beks (iike the Marchioness's castfe) the idyîiic nature of the description. -1 ws." she 

says, "insensible to any Dangers, within which my Peace was threatened by his Principles." 

tacitly admitting to these dangers and in so doing emphasizing her own (by now. in the 

light of her 'Tailen" knowledge of good and evii) wilful blindness to the possibilities. "' 

"' That Opheiia's ignorance is self-willied is ernphasized by the parallels behveen 
this acceptance of rnaniage and her recounting of the abduction scene. where her fear 
centres on her aunt's terror rather than the "Danger" Dorchester represents but that she 
camat "apprehend." The danger Dorchester represents has. by this the .  been made very 
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"[Ilf he was happy," she ends, "1 believed 1 must be blessed," and the fact that she places 

her belief nmily in the past tense suggests that her beliefk have changed-a suggestion 

borne out by the ambivalent grammatical constructions pervading the scene. 

Even her aunt expresses regret immediately upon having convinced Ophelia to 

My Lord, 1 have done ail you asked of me; 1 have suffered Compassion and 
that weak Sympathy, which I believe ail feel for the Pains of Loven, who 
have thernselves known the Pangs of Love, to conquer my Opinion. I have 
persuaded the ody Joy of my Heart, and Blessing of my Age, to an Union 
with a Man, whose Principles I always looked upon as an infallible Source 
of Unhappiness to the Woman whose Fate must depend upon them. 1 never 
saw any Thing but Repentance succeed a Marriage with a Rake, and yet 
Compassion for you, and indeed, for my Niece, whose Fondness for you is 
but too visible . . . has made me plead your Course. and prevail in it. (2. 
280-8 1 ) 

Ophelia's description of Dorchester's reaction is telling: "your Ladyship rnay imagine Lord 

Dorchester was not sparing of his Promises." she says, emphasizing promises over actual 

conduct. She goes on: "He defended hirnself f ~ o m  the Imputation of a Rake. though he 

confessed. his Principles had ken  very defective." And dthough she explains that he 

"rendered the Rest of our Lives a Scene of Bliss." the whole tone of the narrative tells us 

that b k s  is not, after ail, a necessarity attractive state. since ffom it no voice may issue. 

Bliss. lack of desire, translates direct ly, in this t e s ,  into lack of voice and subjecthood. and 

abso lute fultillment of every desire, no w that desires are so many and varied, intimates a 

hedo nism incompatible with morality. 

"Goodness and Faithfd Fnendship" are not all Ophelia h d s  in her aunt. and in 

clear to her. 
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fact the parallel relationships Ophelia has with her aunt and Dorchester bear some 

examinat ion. Even at the end of the namitive, Ophelia's aunt takes a primary place in her 

niece's a6ections-a place so prirnary, and an affection so strong, in fact, that it raises the 

eyebrows of people witnessing their reunion: 

At the Sight of my Aunt, 1 ran to meet her; and we received each other 
with an Embrace Eom which the Spectators thought we could never be 
disengaged . . . . The Extacy I was in, at seeing one so inexpressibly dear to 
me, far exceeded the Force of Fancy, and a long Tirne passed in rejoicing at 
the Feiicity we felt, before 1 took Notice of the Person who accornpanied 
my Aunt. (2. 277-78) 

Even earlier in the narrative, when Ophelia compares the love of her Aunt with that of 

Dorchester. she uses the same ternis and expresses the diflierence only in degree: 

1 thought his Love more tender and more ardent, than what my Aunt and 1 
had felt for each other; this I attributed to a warmer Temper in Youtk and 
to the Probability that a Friendship for one of equal Age, might be stronger 
rhan where there was a Disparity in Years. as the Similitude of faste and 
Disposition must naturaiiy be greater. ( 1. 79) 

Once again when she renews her suit CO be retumed to her aunt as Dorchester prepares to 

remove hrr to London, she compares the love she feels for each of them in a 

correspondhg way, telling Dorchester that "it was not jun to be offended with me for a 

Desire to return to one, with whom f had been so long united in Anection and 

consequently ought to love better than he could me, in so short a Tirne" ( 1. 87). 

At several points, not the least of which is theu combined pressure at the end of 

the nowl for Opheiia to mmy.  Dorchester and her Aunt actuaily seem to be working 

collaborativeiy. almost as metonymic representatives of the social forces constraining 

women's voices. The place where it seerns most sinister occurs when the Aunt b s t  takes 

Dorchester aside in Waies to explain ta him how he must conduct himself to remain 
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welcome: 

1 have since ken told, that my Aunt would no t suffer hirn to stay, but on 
Condition, that he should say nothing which might tend to lessen rny 
ignorant S implicity, having taken an O ppo rtunity upon my leavhg the 
Room of acquainting him with her Reasons for bringiag me up in a happy 
Ignorance of Evil, which she hoped would never be dispelled. (1. 23) 

The troubling thing about this exchange is that Dorchester, even (or perhaps particularly) 

afier his abduction of Ophelia, foiiows this directive absolutely. Opheüa's "happy 

Ignorance" is essential to his own happy sensual corruption. What must absolutely not 

occur is Ophelia becoming aware of her social and moral position based on the landmarks 

of the society around her-landmarks which would automatically have identified to her that 

her situation is fÛUy as dangerous as her Aunt's situation in Amenca. 

In the end, the dnerence between Dorchester's and the aunt's positions occurs 

only in relation to the position of Ophelia. Her aunt insists that she remain secluded, so 

that the landmarks of corruption should not De available to her-in a sense rendering her 

vuinerable by denying her education, and cheapening her Wtue by insisting that it be 

cloistered. ' " Dorchester, however, argues that this wvould be cruel in that it would deny 

Ophelia the pleasure that cornes with these landmarks, the prirnary of which is admiration 

of her person (a pleasure arguably more to the observer's benefit than to the observed's). 

What seems to be emerging in the bickering over Opheiia's condition and position is a 

philosophical conflict which had k e n  current in debates in England and the continent for 

some eighty years: what is the prirnary force of hurnan motivation? Ophelia's aunt seems 

"" Eve also cornplains about the constraints of cloistered virtue: "And what is 
fath., love, virtue unassayed / Alone, without exterior help suaained7" (Parudise Lost 9. 
335-36)- 
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to concur with Locke in that she attempts, by proxy, to avoid plachg Ophelia in a painful 

situation Dorchester's reaction to this suggests rather an emphasis on pleasure (dthough 

the question of whose is stiii unanswered). Opheüa herselfseems to suggest that there is a 

price to be paid for self-consciousness, and that the position of the speaking subject is 

always associated wit h the pain of Ioss. 

In the end, even though Ophelia "loses" and social conservatism bîvim'' as she 

capitulates to conventio&n aU iikelihood surrendering her agency-the repon she gives of 

this process in her narrative provides g h p s e s  of the consequences of rnarriage as king so 

negative that the "moral" status of this tale as a defender of social conservat km becomes 

setiously compromised. Fielding works with the convent ions of realist fiction whose 

subject positions Carolyn Woodward notes "aiiow little space for a fernale subjectivity that 

may be contradictory, resisting, and desiring" (Woodward 842). The subversive power of 

consequences only darkly hinted at provides a moral as murky as the society into which 

Ophelia has entered. and perhaps, in the end, acts as a cautionary tale to those women 

who would marry not wisely but too well. 
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Mary Jemison's Leather Stockings: Cultural Identity and the Middle Ground 

That to biographical writings we are indebted for the greatest and best field in which to 
study mankind, or human nature, is a fàct duly appreciated by a weH-informed cornmunity. 

In hem we can trace the effects of mental operations to theù proper sources. . . 
-James E. Seaver, "Author's Preface." 

"1 did not tell them the haifof what it was" 
-Mary Jemison 

Perhaps the most astonishing moment for readers of Mary Jemison's 1824 

Narrative detailhg her Life arnong the Seneca must have corne when, having k e n  captured 

and then separated fiom her farnily (au of whom, she l e m ,  are killed), and having 

endured a lengthy forced mach through the wüdemess. she remarks: 

it was not long before I was in some measure relieved by the appearance of 
two pleasant looking squaws of the Seneca trk,  who came and examined 
me attentively for a short t h e .  and then went out. M e r  a few minutes 
absence they returned with my former masters, who gave me to them to 
dispose of as they pleased. (75) 

Never would Mary Rowlandson, for example, have referred to her captors as agents of 

relief, even though her narrative at times describes them indirectiy as such. The contrast 

between Jemison's reaction to the two Indian women and Rowlandson's reaction to her 

rnomentq misrecognition of Indians in English clothùig is startling. To Jemison. the 

Indian women are even "pleasant looking." and no mention is eser made of howling 

savages. 'fou1 looks," or barbaric practices. Jemison even recounts the painting of her face 

and hair with red ochre as pleasant, descniing her adomment as "in the finest Indian style" 

(73). Whereas Rowlandson becornes a part of Indian culture ahost  in spite of herself. 
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Jemison seems to welcome it, at Ieast in hindsight.'" Thus aithough Jemison's Narrative 

cornes fiom the same tradition as Mary Rowlandson's earlier account, the story ofher 

capture on April5, 1754/5 at age twelve, subsequent adoption into and Lifeiong cultural 

participation in a Seneca t n i  brings to Light a new paradox growing out of the issues of 

captivity, fieedorn and speech. 

The previous chapters of this study have explored the almost inescapable 

tendency-conscious or net-f a captivity narrative written by a woman to subvert the 

cultural restraints placed on the authofs voice due to the behavioral expectations 

accorded her gender. The unique nature of Jemison's case cornes in part from the fact that 

although like rnany captivity narratives her text is presented in the fint person she hersetf 

was illiterate and dictated her narrative to a retired doctor named James Seaver. The 

story's tendency, then to undermine any son of social conservat i sma tendenc y implicit in 

the fact that not oniy did Jemison many into the Native culture twice (once to a Delaware 

and once to a Seneca) but ais0 repemediy refused to r e t m  to '%hite" culture even when 

given the opportunity to do so-is restricticted not ody  by Euro-Arnerican cultural 

expectations but also by the expectations of the text's male transcriber, whose editorial 

voice Eequently becomes obvious, and even intrusive. Thus Jemisowr more specincally 

her voice-is recaptured by her amanuensis, and by his inability to concrive of her level of 

' I 5  In addition to the dflerent cultural circumstances bet ween Rowlandson's dose- 
knit Puritan community and Jemison's isolated frontier fann. the age of erich of these 
women and their positions in their respective comrnunities played a decisive role in their 
react ions to theû capture. Rowlandson was the forty-year-old %Se of a mininer and 
mother of three when she was ciiptured in 1675, whde Jemison was a young girl of about 
thirteen at the t h e  of her capture in 1754. 
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cordort in her choice of cultures. What is extraordinary, given the text's 'captive' status, 

is the degree to which an identifiable, individd self escapes not o d y  the cross-cultural 

restraints inherent in her experience but aiso Semer's unremitting attempts to contain her 

voice through re-interpretation. 

But even though the seifhood expressed in the narrative (and its later incarnations) 

cannot possibly be the creation of a single woman, in the po lyphony of voices it brings 

together, the voice of an individual is heard. And her voice continues to capture the 

imagination not just of a continent, but of much of the Engbh-speaking world-a feat very 

unusuai for a woman, and even unusud for a single specific captivity narrative, given that 

"[h]undreds of them were written between the late seventeenth and early twentieth 

century" (Namias 1992: 10). The question this chapter seeks to explore is how this 

individual selfhood raises its voice, and how the individual who expresses it manages. as a 

whole, to transcend the cultural pressures that affect it. 

Why does Mary Jemison's story stand out so boldly against the masses of captivity 

Literature that were k i n g  published? June Namias responds by suggesting that "it 

dernonstrates how one woman reacted, interacted, and survived, not for a month or a !ex, 

but for a Lifetime." She continues, "[plerhaps part of its popularity was due to Jemison's 

ability to achieve what nineteenth-century American culture could not: an accommodation 

between two cultures, a womanhood that balanced strength with caring, and an ability to 

adapt with Uitegrity (Namias 1992: 12). Reminiscent of Zilia's predicament in the final 

chapters of Lettres d 'une Péruvienne (and Ophelia's much more anincial circumstance in 

Fielding's novel), Jemison., Susan Scheckel c i a h .  "[i]nstead of being reincorporated into 
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the white culture . . . remains perrnanently in what can be compared to the iiminal stage of 

the initiation process, the state of king between two well-defined social positions" 

(Scheckel95). However, the fact that even Jemison's nnal homestead, before she becomes 

too old to keep it and moves onto the reservation (and it k noteworthy that she moves to 

the reservation rather than the town) lies in the middle ground between the Indian 

settlement and the white, does not necessarily mean that her property or her person are 

defined by liminaiity. It also casts doubt upon the extent to which the 'two social 

positions" she held were in fact well defined. This, however, has not stopped interpreters 

ever since Seaver's original assessrnent nom choosing sides and attempting to d e h e  

Jemison as either Indian or white. 

Seaver's rhetorical moves, of course, try to place Jernison h l l y  within the ranks 

of Euro-Americans. The title page to the m a t i v e  emphasizes "the Murder oîher Father 

and his Family; her sufferings" and "barbarities of the Indians in the French and 

Revolutionary Wars" rather than the contentment ~ 4 t h  her We which Mary herself 

undencores. This is perhaps understandable. given the social pressures of the day. But 

even in a 1 993 review of Namias edition of the narrative, Edith Gelles rernarks upon 

Jemison's "choice on several occasions to remain among the Seneca rather than return to 

her own people" (Gelles 104). Gelles's rhetorical move brings into focus the tension even 

present-day critics feel when coping with Jemison's position Although she never denies 

her white roots, and probably considered rejoining white society. in the end Jernison 

retires to her "kindred and famiy?' on the reservation, and even in the last pages of her 

narrative refen to the Indians, not the European Americans, as "our people" (.Jedon 
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160). 

The assurnption of Jemison's essential 'Witeness" is reflected in ahos t  every 

critical reading of her narrative. Even those studies which interest themselves in the fact 

that "Mary Jemison lived with the Indians, " Susan Walsh notes, inevitably "end up 

focusing, in one way or another, on her essential whiteeness. As a result, the 'captive' 

interpretations . . . have so far prevailed, heIping to cast a long shadow over Mary Jemison 

the accuiturated Seneca" (Walsh 50). Walsh is one of the few exceptions to this mle, 

claiming in contrat that this narrative may be read as "the story of a Seneca woman." and 

possibly "the fïrst Indian auto biography to reach publication" (Wakh 5 1 ). Aithough there 

may be no reason to suspect, a s  Wakh does. that the narrative's record of Mary's 

mother's fareweii to her is not a faitffil rendering (or a s  faitffil as seventy intervening 

yean might permit), and although Walsh's drive to establish Jemison as exclusively Indian 

may be ovemating the opposite case. surely she is right to suggest that "once Jemison is 

adopted as a Seneca, her story sp& over the sides of its literary container so that what 

had begun as a melodrama of beset womanhood segues into a tribute to departed sisters. 

brothen, husbands and children" (Walsh 54). 

Jemison is, as Karen Oakes observes, * a  (physicaliy) white wornan who is olso a 

(culturdy) Seneca woman" (Oakes 50). and these vely characteristics aHow her to 

negotiate the fkontier between the two cultures, the no man's land that a woman seerns to 

have ken able to enter safely, although she never seerns to have k e n  able to leave it 

comfortably, even nearly two centuries after her death. This, added to the two disparate 

voices vyhg for control of the narrative, have Ied to a critical focus on tqing to tease 
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apart exactly which words are Jemison's and which are Seaver's. or to separate Jemison 

the white woman ~ o m  Deghewurzis, the Seneca woman. What 1 wish to question is the 

extent to which these two beings rnay be inseparable, and thus to üiuminate the 

importance of Jemison's bicultural and mdtifaceted identity as a subject . As a result the 

emphasis will be on her abiüty to d e s c n i  the cross-cultural world she inhabits as  (like 

her) an integrated and autonomous independent whole rather than a place between, aiways 

derivative. This chapter wili examine how Jemison's ability to do this rests largely in her 

understanding of identity as not racial (as Rowlandson and even Seaver seem to 

understand it) but cultural. It will then explore the impact this understanding of identity on 

Jemison's critical interpreten f?om Seaver even to the present day. 

1. Cultural Identity and the Middle Ground 

Interestingly, when Mary Jemison. at the age of eighty, walked four miles to 

Seaver's cabin to teii hirn the nory of her Me, she was responding not to a Cavendish-Wre 

ambition to render herselfimmortal, but rather to a request made by Seaver himself. At the 

behest of "Daniel W. Banister, Esq.," who had k e n  prompted in tum not ody by his 

ambition 90 add sornething to the accumulating fund of usefùl knowledge" but also by the 

"instance of several gentlemen." Seaver actually solicited Jemison's narrative and asked 

that he be dowed to record her story for postenty. His opinions and inflection skew the 

narrative in ways that are sometimes traceable or even documented. and Seaver's use of 

fl owery and sentimental lang uage indicates that this is cleariy no t a "pure@ transcribed" 
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text . I t also suggests the importance of examining the extent to which Jemison's own 

t e h g  of her story resists Seaver's ideological filter, and insists on identscat ion through 

culture, rather than race. 

It is j u s  as impossible to decide how Seaver conducted his interview with Jernison 

as it is to determine the tone in which Jemison a c t d y  related her story, or in what tight 

she viewed the events of her capture. including the death of her W y .  It is fairly safe to 

Say that Seaver likely emphasized any hints that Jemison gave of her shock, jus as it is 

fairly safe to say that the memory of some events likely still saddened and shocked 

Jemison to some extent. Even given t h ,  lemison's words at first king left alone after her 

capture, without the two boys who had corne to be her only white cornpanions on the 

jouniey, bear a nriking resemblance to those of Mary Rowiandson when she is captured: 

"1 was no w le ft alone in the fort, deprived of my fo m e r  companions, and of every thing 

that was near or dear to me but Me" (75). Both Marys, even when stripped of their own 

cultural contefis and aii that is familiar to them are able to express their 01\11 individuality 

by emphasizing the dearness. above a11 else. of t heir O wn iives. 

But here the simiiarity between the women ends. Certainly Rowlandson would 

never have said, "It was my happy lot to be accepted for adoption; and at the time of the 

cerernony I was received by the two squaws. to supply the place of  their brother in the 

farnily: and I was ever considered and treated by them as a real sister, the same as though I 

had been bom of their mother" (Jemison 78). Furthemore, even though the re tehgs of 

the Jemison aory for children such as Lois Lenski's Indion Captive: The Srory of Mary 

Jernison ( 1 94 1 ) and Jeanne LeMonnier Gardner's I M u ~ ~  Jemison: Seneca Captive ( (1 966) 
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remark pointedly on how distressed Jemison was to be stripped of her ïvhite clothes" and 

given Indian clothing to Wear, Jemison's actual account makes no such point. In fact, her 

words are at wont neutral and even seem to express pleasure in and admiration of the 

Indian garments she is given: 

the Squaws lefi me in the came while they went to theu wigwam or house 
in the town, and retumed with a suit of Indian clothing, al new, and very 
clean and nice. My clothes, though whole and good when 1 was taken, 
were now tom in pieces, so that 1 was almost naked. They fïrst undressed 
me and threw rny rags into the river; then washed me clean and dressed me 
in the new suit they had just brought, in complete Indian style: and then led 
me home and seated me in the center of their wigwam. (76) 

Her 'white" clothes are simply "rags." There is no resistance whatsoever to the new 

a p p e l ,  but rather the sensible and somewhat pleased rernark that the new clothes are 

''very clean and nice." Lenski's drarnatized account renden this scene nearly 

unrecognizable: 

[The Lndian clothes] were on before she knew it-before she was ready to 
put them on. At her feet she saw the Little pile of homespun clothing which 
she had wom on the journey, the clothes her mother had spun for her and 
woven and sewed. They were ody a pile of rags now. but they were a1 that 
was IeR to her of home. As she looked, the cross Indian woman picked 
them up and trotted off. walking briskly toward the river's edge. 

'Doi t !  Oh, don't!" cried Moly, dashing after her. "Oh, d o i t  
throw away my cIothes!" 

She knew now what they were doing, They were taking away her 
hornespun clothing and putting deerskin upon her. They were making an 
Indian out of a white girl. She made up her rnind she would never, never let 
them. (Lenski 56) 

in complete contrast to the assumptions Lenski makes in her fictionalization and in 

strange, converse sympathy to Mary Ro wiandson's bitter disappo int ment at her 

misrecognition of the Indians in white c lotbg.  Jemison seems to assert that clothing has 

Linle ?O do with the racial identity of the wearer, and in fact identifies the clothing clearly 
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as behg in a specific "style.'" rather than belonging to a race. 

When Jemison is finally offered the opportunity to go back to "white" culture. 

soon after the end of the American Revolution, she tums it d o q  and gives an interesthg 

explanation. She does not want to leave her son Thomas, whom the t n k  w5.U not let go, 

but more importantly she does not want her children to grow up in a culture where they 

wiii be discriminated against for their "Indian-ness." With the Seneca they were not 

discrllninated against for their 'Witeness," and the suggestion here is that although Euro- 

Americans judge Native Americans as racially difEerent, the Native view ofidentity tends 

to be, in Jemison's interpretation, cultural instead. Anyone adopted by the Seneca people 

is Seneca. no rnatter what bloodlines reside in his or her hentage? When Jemison makes 

her finai decision, she tells her brother (who is referred to here without the qualincation of 

"Indian") that "it was my choice to stay and spend the remainder of my days with my 

Indian fiiends, and live with my family as 1 had heretofore done" (120). Although 

"family" here could mean simply her chüdren, given that the reference to her brother is 

unqualined. and particularly given the eulogy to him which directly foUows. the 

connotation is that her f d y  e.xtends here far beyond those related to hcir by birth. 

Jemison's reluctance to leave her Indian family and her integration into the Indian 

culture rnanifests itself even earlier in the narrative. HaWig been notified that a Dutch 

trader, John Van Sice, intends to take her to Niagara with or without her consent in order 

"' W i  Stama notes. for example, that "[bly 1668. it taas reported that two- 
thirds of the Oneida population consisted of Algonquins and Hurons who had been 
captured in war and incorporated into their t n W  ( 18). Traditionai pracrices commonly 
allowed for the offseaing of war casuaities through the adoption of enemy captives into 
the tribe. 
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to coUect the bounty king offered there for returned captives, she actively avoids him. 

She hides in an abandoned cabin for three days to escape him, and remarks: "1 was fully 

deterrnined not to be redeemed at that time, especially with his assistance" (93). When an 

"old king" of the t n k  also threatens to take her to Niagara, regardless of the fact that the 

council of chiefs had decreed that she should remain among them unless it was her wish to 

leave, her Indian brother claims he will kill her rather than have her dragged off against her 

wiU. Aithough this is a 6ightening thought, the conclusion that mua be drawn from it is 

that Jemison was considered as much a part of the family as Xshe had actual blood ties. 

And in fact, Iater in the narrative, she d e s  what must have been to her readers and her 

tramcriber an astonishing statement: "[il f he [her bro ther] had taken my life at the tirne 

when the avarice of the old King inched him to procure my ernancipation, it would have 

been done with a pure heart and fiom good motives" (1 20). 

What is perhaps even more interesthg about this episode is a one-sentence 

paragraph tacked ont0 the end. which seems to have aimost nothing to do with the 

narrative itself. but which resonates strongly with Jemison's apparent state of rnind at the 

time. She relates that "[njot long after this, my mother went to Johnstown, on the 

Mohawk river, with five prisoners, who were redeerned by Su Wiam Johnson. and set at 

Liberty" (95). niese were, presumably. English (or at least English speaking) captives. and 

yet Jemison has made no mention of them whatsoever. Moreover, she d e s  no comment 

upon herseif as a feiiow prisoner, suggesting that she certainly does not consider herseif 

captive by this point. The prisoners have virtualiy no importance hguisticdy (apart Eom 

a phrase she offers earlier, in which she relates that she had plenty of English people to 
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tdk to once she reached ~enishau),'" and she does not give any of the captives a name. 

Indeed, although Jemison's linguistic assimilation was, in a sense, incornplete, 

since she retained her ability to speak English, the Seneca language had cenainly become 

her mother tongue. She relates the beginning of the process of assimilation: 

My sisten would not d o w  me to speak English in their hearing; but 
remembering the charge that my dear mother gave me at the time 1 Ieft her, 
whenever 1 chanced to be alone 1 made a business of repeating my prayer. 
catechism, or something 1 had leamed in order that I might not forget my 
own language. By practicing in that way I retained it till 1 came to Genesee 
flats, where 1 soon becarne acquainted with English people wiih whom 1 
have k e n  almost daily in the habit of convening. (Jemison 79) 

The different uses Jemison assigns to the English and Seneca languages here are striking. 

She speaks of repeating prayers. catechism or "something 1 had learned" to keep her 

Engiish in her rnind. This way of referring to her practice. in addition to her reference 

eariier to prayer ("1 was obliged to stand up before rny mother and repeat some words that 

1 suppose was a prayer'' (66)) suggests the repetirion of words whose purpose. although 

not aitogether lost, was reduced to rote recitation rather than conununication. 

Crnainiy once she hitd regular contact with English-speakers again the languape 

regained a more communicative meaning; it mus have, for she uses it to dictate this 

narrative. However, in the section of her nory that mentions language most specificaily, 

the use and nature of English stands in sharp contrat to the way she describes the Indian 

dialect that she learned: "My sisten were diligent in teaching me their language; and to 

their great satisfaction 1 soon lemed so that 1 codd understand it readily, and speak it 

"' Jemison notes fairly early in her narrative that when sorne captives are brought 
to the Indian village where she üves, i hey  made [her] situation much more agreeable, as 
they could d speak EnglisY (8 1). 
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fluently" (Jemison 79). The lndian language she learns, then, becomes the language of 

understanding and communication for her-her mo ther tongue-but she still remains as 

conversant with English as she needs to be, giving her mots in both comrnunities and 

contributhg to not an bbeither-or" subjective placement, as rnany critics have tried to 

suggest, but rather a "both-and" placement, which emphasizes her position in the middle 

ground and enables her to speak in and to both cultures. 

Jemison's description of her Life and what contributed to her emotional state of 

mind bears close examination and cornparison with both Rowlandson's experience, and. 

strangely, Ophetia's. "Being now settled and provided with a home," she says, 'Y was 

employed in nursing the children, and doing light work about the house. Occasionally I 

was sent out with the Indian hunten, when they went but a short distance. to help them 

carry their game. My situation was easy; 1 had no particular hardships to endure. But still. 

the recolection of my parents. my brothen and sisters. rny home, and my own captivity. 

destroyed my happiness? and made me constanrly solitary, lonesome and gloomy" (78). 

The rhetorica! distinction here is important. The events of her captivity do not m k e  her 

unhappy, but rather her recollection of her former Life and family does. In the sarne way 

that Ophelia is happy in her captive situation unless and until she begins to meditate on her 

"home" in Wdes and the aunt lefl behind there, krnison seerns quite ready to cal1 her onn 

situation happy except when her mernories of a former Life intrude. And in a h d  of 

sympathy with Rowlandson Jemison here places a distinct emphasis on her own thought 

processes rather than on her situation when she looks for the source of her unhappiness. 

One of the only qualitications of the contentment Jemison feeis in her life cornes 
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when she reminisces about her birth fàmily, but even this qualification is itself q d e d :  

One thhg only marred my happiness, while 1 lived with them on the Ohio; 
and that was the recollection that 1 had once had tender parents and a home 
that 1 loved. Aside £kom that consideration, or, XI had been taken in 
infancy, I should have k e n  contented in my situation. (85) 

This passage places a time ümit on the murhg of her happiness by spec-g that it 

relates to the time she spent on the Ohio. In addition, the double qualification-and 

particularly the suggestion that capture in infancy would have annuiled her discornfort 

entùely-establishes 6rrn.i~ the idea that culture is a matter of nurture, rather than nature. 

Furthemore, these comments are followed by the assertion that "it is a fact that they 

[Indians] are nat urally kind, tender and peaceable towards their fiiends, and strict ly ho nest; 

and that those cruelties have k e n  practiced only upon theù enernies, according to their 

idea of justice" (85). 

It is aiso foiiowed by what amounts to an admission that whatever white farnily she 

had lefi behind her. Jemison had found a replacement in her Indian farnily. Refehg  to the 

Seneca, Jemison notes that not only does she fkd it "impossible . . . to suppress a sigh of 

regret on parting with those who had truly k e n  my fnends." she also notes that a pan of 

- b ~ u r  f d y "  was Living at Genishau, whence she. her chilci, her husband, and her "two 

Indian brothers" were headed. Although she distinguishes her "Indian mother" fiom her 

birth mother. she remarks of her Indian sisters that "I am constrained to beiieve t h t  1 

losed them as 1 should have loved my own sister had she tived, and 1 had k e n  brought up 

with hei? (89). The glance away f b m  her sister's death the reduction of the horror of her 

sister's murder to a simple e?<pression of her 'hot havhg lived," certainly draws attention 

to the extent to which Jemison has bonded uith and accepted the ways of the peopte 
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around her. There is no blame in her tone, nor any sense of a need for retni ion.  Also 

absent is the kind of Christian rationalization and typo logical referencing Rowlandson uses 

to organize her world; rather, there seems to be a deep understanding of the "Indian 

justice" which Jemison, to sorne extent. defends. 

Jemison's f h t  rnarriage, to a Delaware brave, sparks a very hguistically 

interesthg passage: 'Wot long af€er the Delawares came to !ive with us, at Wüshto," she 

reports, "my sisters told me that I must go and live with one of them, whose narne was 

She-nin-jee. Not daring to cross them or disobey their comrnands, with a great degree of 

reluctance 1 went; and Shenùijee and I were m&d according to Indian custom" (Jemison 

8 1 ). Although her reluctance in the face of this &ge seems to be based on deep-rooted 

feelings about rniscegenation ("Yet. Sheninjee was an Indian. The idea of spending my 

days with h.h, at first seemed perfectly irreconcüable to my feelings" (82)). Jemison's 

ability to adapt allows her to adjust quickiy to this tum of fortune. and she explains that 

"his good nature, generosity. tendemess. and friendship towards me. soon gained my 

aifection: and, strange as it may seem. I loved him! To me he was ever b d  in sickness. 

and always treated me with gentleness; in fact, he was an agreeable husband, and a 

cornfortable cornpanion" (82).Jemison's celebration of her husband's civility undermines 

any suggestion that her reluctance has specificaliy racial roots. 

Furthemore, Walsh comments that the "matter-O f-factness" wit h which Jemison 

relates the advent of her second k a g e  (to a man narned Hiokatoo) and the List of 

chiidren fiom it ' ~ o u l d  seem to remove Lingering doubts that kmison harbored any 

vestigial desire to detach herser Eom the Seneca" (Walsh 56). It is also signal. as Walsh 
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points out, that Jemison pairs the tales about Hiokatoo's violent war-faring with anecdotes 

about a brutal white man, Ebenezer b'Indian" M e n ,  whose "savagery" at Ieast matches that 

of Hiokatoo, as weU as with a highty sympathetic Indian, Cornplanter, who captures his 

(white) father merely to talk to him, and then lets him go. Whatever remorse Men feels 

for his crimes (some of which are described in brutal detail) and his dubious morality (he 

was a bigamist and a thiet amongst other things), his actions. as Walsh points out, supgest 

both that savagery is not exclusive to Indians and that through repentance. wartime 

violence cm be stopped from crùnllializing the man (Walsh 61).'" In tum, Cornplanter's 

gentle treatment of his father also eaabiishes that rnercy and compassion are not the 

exclusive domains of Euro- Arnericans. Seen in CO ncert, these two sto ries imp k i t  ly 

suggest that the dinerence between a civilized person and a brutal one cannot be reduced 

to race. 

Interestingly, some of the same kinds of Iinguistic slippage that happen in 

RowIandsonœs narrative happen in Jemison's as weii. When she arrives in Genishau cvith 

her brothers and her infant son Jemison h d s  the warriors there preparing for battle. In a 

style that is curiously detached, the m a t i v e  refers to ail parties in the thkd person; 

Jemison seems to identify herself with none of them She is not a part of 'The Indians of 

that tribe," making preparations for battle; she is certainly not 'rhe French." whom the 

Indians are joining. Neither is she part of "the British," whom she refers to with pronouns 

"'Karen Oakes suggests that "we should question whether this particular report 
reflects Jemison's sense that whites are ofien more cruel than Indians or Seaver's 
continuhg assumption that life among the lndians d e s  whites savage" (46). Given 
Jemison's apparent Iack of '*savagery," Seaver 's assumpt ion certainiy seems somewhat 
tenuous. 
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iike "they" and "themselves," excluding herser fiom their party as welL Howeser, she 

relates the result of the battle with some pride: 

Not a single man escaped king dnven off, and of the whole nurnber one 
only was fortunate enough to escape with his life. Our Indians were absent 
but a few days, and returned in triurnph, bringing with them two white 
prisonen, and a number of oxen. Those were the fint neat cattle that were 
ever brought to the Genesee bts .  (91) 

Although t here seems to be a rhetorical distinction between "men" and "Indians," the 

pronoun "our" certainly links Jemison more strongly to her Indian relatives than to the 

Europeans, particularly since she clearly views this battle as a triumph. 

This detachment from European cultural groups might be attributed to the 

scribeship of Seaver, who by 1824 would not have considered hirnself French or British. 

However, when Jemison later begins to descrii the onset of the Revolutionary War, she 

makes at least as clear a distinction between herser and Americans, c a h g  them 'The 

people of the States." Although the test still refers to "the Indians" in the third person. 

Jemison at the outset of the chapter refers to "our tribe." treadinç a h e  between 

identification with them and an almost proprietary pride (96-97). Furthemore. when she 

relates some of the events surrounding the fight with General Suilivan's army. the 

Americans become-in an apparently unselfconscious textual mo ve on her part, 'ihe 

enemy" (1 03). And as she relates the buniing of her village by Sullivan's army. the text 

descnis an absolute ''us and them" dichotomy. with the Indians W y  ident Zed as "Us": 

In one or two days d e r  the skVmish at Connissius Me, Sullivan and his 
army amved at Genesee river, where they destro yed every article of the 
food kind that they could lay their hands on. A part of our corn they burnt, 
and threw the remainder into the river. They bumt our houses, killed what 
few cattle and horses they could find. destroyed our h i t  trees. and lefi 
nothing but the bare soil and timber. But the Indians had eloped and were 
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not to be found. (104) 

The 1st sentence of this paragraph is rather startiing, as it introduces a third-person 

pronoun to refer to a people about whom Jemison had presumably been speaking in an 

inclusive plural first-person voice. In this case, at least, the voice of Jemison herseff and 

the voice of her tramcriber can, with some coddence, be disthguished through this 

sudden shift. 

This sets up a tension between the voices of Seaver and of Jemison that is fbrther 

tightened by Jemison's description of the torture and death of two captives. The 

execution, the text says, is "one of the highest kind of frolics ever celebrated in rheir tnbe" 

(emphasis added) clearly setting Jemison apart fiorn what, to the Engiisk was considered 

barbarisrn However, the text also records that Jemison 'Yelt a kind of anxiety to witness 

the scene, having never attended an execution," even though she also feels, she says. "a 

kind of honid dread that made my heart revolt. and inclined me to step back rather than 

support the idea of advancing" (93). Thus Jemison seerns to k caught here between her 

"amiety" (which given her esplanation of it, seerns to amount either to curiosity or to a 

will to participate in her adoptive culture) and an unexplained dread which, although it 

might be due to her childhood upbringing, might just as easily be due to an unease she 

feels at wanting to participate so fully in the culture of the Indian people. 

Whatever the case. one of her sisters States that she wishes to go to the execution. 

and proposes bringing lemûon with her. Curiously (and thk is kquently altered in the 

later fictionalizations, for O bvious reasons), Jemison herseif does not protest this. There is 

no record of her resistance to the idea at a.& and it is ahogether possible. given her 
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previous admissions of cuiosity and interest, that she may have gone, except that her 

Indian mother protests: 

How, my daughter, (said she, addressing my sister,) how can you even 
think of attending the feast and seeing the unspeakable torments that those 
poor unfortmate prisoners must inevitably suffer fkom the hands of our 
wamiors? How can you stand to see them writhing in the wamiors' fke, in 
ail the agonies of a slow, a lingering death? How can you think of enduring 
the sound of theù groanings and prayers to the Great Spint for sudden 
deliverance from theu enemies, or fkom Me? And how can you think of 
conducting to that mehcholy spot your poor sister Dickewamis, (meaning 
myself), who has so lately been a prisoner, who has lost her parents and 
bmthers by the hands of the bloody warriors, and who has felt all the 
horrors of the loss of her freedom, in lonesome captivity? Oh! how can you 
think of making her bleed at the wounds which are now but partially 
healed? The recoliection of her former troubles would depiive us of 
Dickewamis, and she would depart to the fields of the blessed. (9 1-92) I l 9  

With aU this. the mother seerns to think she needs yet more conWicing arguments, and so 

she ends on a note f e  to readers in 1824: "With war we have nothing to do: our 

husbands and brothen are proud to defend us. and theû hearts kat  with ardor to mert our 

proud foes. Oh! stay then my daughter: let our warrion alone perfom on their victirns 

their customs of wu-!" (92). 

Given that women of the Seneca had the ability and the power to decide whether 

captives Iived or died, it seerns somewhat suspicious t h  a Seneca woman would deter her 

daughter ffom attending an execution based on a very European-American version of the 

'19 Susan Walsh reads this passage as straight from Jemûon's lips. suggesthg that 
it was "the familiar scene of a mother's instruction" and attributhg it to the lack of 
"absolute consensus arnong the Senecas about the appropriate measures of retaliation 
against enemies captured to replace, or be killed in recompense for. lost tribal members" 
(58), but given the words surroundhg it and Jemison's own feelings. this daim seerns 
tenuous, particularly since women regularly participated in and attended such tortures and 
executions. 
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idea of separate spheres, particularly given that Jemison seem to have seriously considered 

attending. As weii, given that the tomire of a captive was a test of honor. and not a 

gratuitous practice of cruelty, the idea that wornen should not see the captives suffer also 

seerns sornewhat suspicious. Furthemore, Jemison's own desire to attend gives lie to the 

idea that the horror of the event would kill her. Perhaps most Uiterestingly, these words 

and the resistance to attending the execution corne not fiom Jemison but fiom her Indian 

mother. And when the text says that they had "their desired effect" (92). there is no 

evidence that the desire not to go rested with Jemison. This section reads very much like a 

heroic atternpt on the part of the transcnir to somehow so fien the effect of Jemison's 

near decision to attend the torture of two English captives-captives she "should" have 

k e n  fÙUy in sympathy with. Whatever the case. the resentations lemison's Indian mother 

has conceming her attendance of this event appear to be personai, rather than racial (or 

even cultural). and what is perhaps most interesthg about this passage is the influence of 

Seaver's voice and his tendency toward a highly iiterar): style reminiscent of James 

Fenimore Cooper. Frequently. as with this passage. the tension between Seaver's and 

Jemison's aylrs and the conflict between their world views combine to highlight the t ug- 

of-war in the text over the narrative itseifand the purpose of its publication. 

II. Resistiag Re-Interpretation 

WÎth the complex collaborative authonhip of this narrative. how is it possible for 

Mary Jemison to assert her oun sense of self while taking. essentialle out of someone 
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else's mouth? Scheckel observes that the nanative "includes within a single text material 

that could not easily originate h m  a single perspective" and aithough she concludes, 

somewhat controversially, that the result is a "logicaiiy consistent story line," she also 

notes that by "representing Mary Jemison comfortably 'at home' between two worlds-and 

by embodying within the text itself a narrative space where dEerent world visions and 

narrative perspectives meet-this unusual text offcrs the white culture that appropriates it a 

way to stabilize and s~mboiicaiiy enter into the fiontier realm that Jemison inhabits" 

(Schecke196-97). According to Scheckel, then. the fiontier between cultures becomes, as 

Jemison inhabits it, an inhabitable space. 

To Ieave the role of the text here, however. is to stop before the function of the 

text is fully explored. Scheckel's rhetoric ktrays an ideological outlook that imposes 

crucial limitations on the interpretation of Jemison's story. It suggests that Jrmison's work 

fuially serves colonialist ends by taming the fiontier. somehow paving the way for a 

western expansionism thnt in the end defmes in ternis of both geography and citizenshipE0 

the boundaries within which Jemison must live-boundaries much more c o n f i g  than the 

ones she finds in Seneca culture."l But Jemison's nmative resists king **between 

"' The restrictions regardhg Jemison's citizenship where the U.S. govemment was 
concemed are made clear in the negotiations surrounding her land claim. Mer a s d  
skirmish in council, she is awarded her land. but ody "under the same restrictions and 
regdations that other Indian lands are subject to" (1 2 1, emphasis added). The govemment 
clearly identined her as wholiy Indian and, in a strange irony, Jemison had to be 
''naturalized" as an American citizen in order to keep title to her land. 

"' Although as Namias remarks, "Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Nonh 
Arnerican sources O flen depicted Indian women as infierior dnidges who dragged around 
heavy Ioads and did most ofthe work whiie Indian men lolled about and had a good tirne'- 
(Namias 1 997: 1 9), the reality was much different. Women of the Seneca had extensive 
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worlds," and identiSing differences between Euro-Americam and the Seneca in racial 

t e m .  Instead, Jemison's understanding of identity as cultural rather than racial, rnaking 

integration a fAr more naturd process, renden her presence and ro le in the narrative 

disturbiig, rather than bbcomfortable," for Seaver. However much Seaver wishes to 

contend that Jemison looks back to and recoilects something "she once was," in the end 

her resisting voice insûts upon presenting herseifas she is, rejecting the idea that her 

position is a conflicted one. The tension in the narrative, then is not so much between 

Native and Euro-Amencans, but rather between the two voices vying for fmal authority in 

the narrative. 

The story Jemison told was. through the very method of its recording, altered by 

the bias of her s c n î .  Seaver's project, as Namias and others have descnkd, was a classic 

subversion-containment manoeuver, and consisted essentidy in writing/reading her as a 

captive white wornan in a savage culture. In his ".4uthor's Preface." Sesver *-fondly 

ho pr [s] t hat the lessons of distress t hat are portrayed, may have a d uect tendency to 

increase our love of liberty; to enlarge our views of the blessings t h t  are derived from our 

liberal institutions; and to excite in our breasts sentiments of devotion and gratitude to the 

great Author and finisher of our happiness" (Seaver. Author's Preface: 52). As we& as 

Scheckel observes, Seaver places Jemison's story amongst a very particular kind of 

social. poiiticaI, and economic power. They s h e d  knowledge of heahg powers with 
men, chose m l e  war council rnembers, and could remove them They took an active role 
in the leadership of t n i  spirituality and lïved in a society that was entireIy matrilinad 
(T\(ramias 1992: 20-21). As Colin Calloway reports, "[m]any women appear to have found 
Me in an Indian community more rewarding than the isolation and hard work that was the 
common lot of a wife on the colonial fkontier" (Calioway 72). 
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captivity narrative, suggesting that it is one of "the stories of Indian cruelties which were 

common in the new setttements." However, Scheckel also notes that "Jernison's narrative, 

with its sympathetic account of Indian LXe and her willing accommodation to it, is hardly 

what Seaver's introduction woufd lead the reader to expect" (Scheckel93). 

Perhaps one of the most visible locations where the conflict between Seaver's 

ideology and Jemison's resistance meets the conflict between their styles of narration 

occun when Seaver descnis  captivity itselfàs a concept: 

The bare loss of liberty is but a mere trifle when cornpared with the 
circumstances that necessanly attend, and are inseparably comected with 
it. It is the recouection of what we once were, of the fiiends. the home, and 
the pleasures we have left or 10s; the anticipation of rnisery, the 
appeanuice of wretchedness, the anxiety for fkedom, the hope of release, 
the devising of means of escaping, and the vigilance with which we watch 
Our keepers, that constitute the nauseous dregs of the bitter cup of slavery. 
I am sensible, however, that no one cm p a s  f?om a state of fkeedom to 
that of slavery, and in the last situation rea perfectly contented; but as 
every one knows that great exertions of the muid tend directly to debilitate 
the body. it will appear obvious that we ought, when c o h e d ,  to exert all 
our faculties to promote Our present cornfort, and let future days provide 
their own sacrifices. In regard to ourselves. just as we feel. we are. . . . 1 
have never once been sick tili within a year or two, only as 1 have related. 
( 157-58) 

As Scheckel notes, this passage, 'ivith its conventionai sentiments and phrasing, is hardly 

remarkable" for a romantic literary text. But the schism between the narrator's voice and 

the scriptor's goes deeper than mere style here, and is made mon visible, arangely, by the 

most d ~ c u l t  sentiment to attn'bute with any certainty. "In regard to ourselves," says the 

text, "just as we feel, we are." For Seaver. Living out Jemison's capture and He with the 

Seneca vicariously as she narrates it to him, the idea that a white woman wouid not have 

felt the sentiments he descriis would have been unimaginable. These sentiments, 
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according to this passage, are what define an individual, and for Seaver, defining Jemison 

as whoUy white (and therefore still a captive) is of primary importance. This suggests an 

understanding of identity-at le& white ferninine identity-as king based on race, an 

understanding that Jemison's story, and her relation of ber feelings, consistently resists. 

The diction of this particular passage is so clearly a part of literary discourse-its 

flowery style unlike that of native oral storytehg-that it is difficult to believe it 

consistentiy and accurateiy represents Jemison's own thoughts. Scepticism on this point is 

justified by the fact that, as Scheckel observes, "Mary Jemison, far fiom anxiously seeking 

to escape her captors, actually praises her Mie among the Indians and repeatedly refuses to 

retum to the white society, even when encouraged to do so by memben of her adopted 

tribe" (Scheckel96). In addition, rather rhan "nauseous dregs fiom a bitter cup," 

Jemison's mernories of her birth M y  seem wann and rerniniscenr. Anci ai no point doès 

she ever refer to her We with the Indians as '~siavery." The fact that Seaver makes these 

assumptions about Jemison's interpretat ion of her Life and rat her roughly superimposes 

them onto the narratio especidy in light of Jemison's description of Indian life. suggests 

not that she has felt confined, but that Seaver tèels she ought to have-which t e k  us far 

more about Seaver's understanding of Jemison's identity than about Jemison's sense of 

herself. 

Part of the reason for Seaver's obvious dicornfort with Jemison's lack of 

discornfort cornes fkom the way in which Euro-Amencan culture d8ered in its perceptions 

of how white women and men could negotiate thei identities in the world of the Arnerican 

~ontier. Western New York itseifwas what Richard White temu a "middle ground." a 
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place where acculturation is replaced by cultural accommodation. Unlike acculturation 

which White descn is  as "a process in which one group becomes more like another by 

bor~owhg discrete cultural traits," cultural accommodation, which certainly involves 

cultural change, is closely M e d  to the fàct that it takes place not in conditions where "a 

dominant group is Largely able to dictate correct behavior to a subordinate group" but 

rather in the middle ground, "the place in between: in between cultures, peoples, and in 

between empires and the nonstate world of villages . . . . It is the area between the 

historical foregound of European invasion and occupation and the background of Indian 

defeat and retreat" (White x). 

This rniddle position leads to a strangely mked culture that seems quite natural to 

those living within it, where 

diverse peoples adjust their daerences through what amounts to a process 
of creative. and ofien espedient. rnisundentandings. People t i y  to persuade 
others who are different fiom themselves by appealing to what they 
perceive to be the values and practices of those O thers. They often 
rnisinterpret and diston both the values and the practices of t hose t hey deal 
with. but fiom these misunderstandings xise new meanings and through 
them new practices-the s h e d  meanings and practices of the rniddle 
ground. (White .u) 
C 

The extent to which these niininderstandings influence both Euro-Am+ricans' perception 

of dEerence and Seaver's perception of Jemison impact strongly on the recording of 

Jemison's story, and illustrate the extent to which the middle ground tended to be reserved 

for the masculine gender. 

Sumival on the part of settlers to some extent depended on abilities that were not 

m"civilized" but "Indian." This leads to the fiontier of€en king described as a lirninal space 

where the worMs of the Indian and the white meet and clash. However. particularly as the 
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Eighteenth-century progressed into the nineteenth, the myth of the American Eont iersrnan 

enshrined in Cooper's Leather-Stocking Tales and epitomized in characten such as Natty 

Bumppo began to suggest that the racial boundaries were Iess impermeable than they had 

k e n  purported to be. Rather than suggesting a devolution to a primitive state, "out- 

Indianing the Indians" paradoxicaiiy seerns to confirzn both the masculinity and the 

whiteness of the male character, although it does largely remove him f?om the realm of the 

dramatic romance interest (Ned, for example, by Duncan The Lasr of the iCïohicuns). 

Instead, Bumppo epitomizes the tme "Romantic" hero in that he becomes a son of 

nature-even a "son" of Chingachgook-in the tradition of Wait Whitman rather than 

Walter Scott. 

With wornen, by contrast, the diErences bet ween Indian and Euro- Americans 

were fa more iikeiy to k c?xpressd in racial ternis. Evcn Cooper's alreody-rxifiy- 

impure Cora in The Last of the Mohicans is not, in the end. permitted to many Uncas: 

miscegenation is far too present a threat. The vanous literary renderings of Hannah 

Dustan's narrative illustrate the elTent to which ideas about white ferninine identity 

remained incompatible with the Ereedom granted to men as Ieather-stockhg heroes. In 

Dustan's original account, recorded by Cotton Mather in "Dux Foemina ~acti."'" 

Dustan's use of a quintessentidy Indian weapon, the tomahawk. to slay her captors goes 

almost unremarked, and the slaughter itself(and the scalping she. and performs) is lauded 

as Dustan is hailed as a new laël. However. by the tirne her story is interpreted by 

Hawthorne in "The Dustin F a d y "  (in Sketches and Essays ( 1836). and Thoreau in .4 

- -- 

'" See p.29 n.7 
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Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers (1 849) any sympathy for the heroine is 

transformed into a profound distaste for her actions. Hawthorne's attitude toward Dustan 

is appreciative only until she picks up a tomahawk. Then, in an abrupt change in tone, he 

suggests that the island where she killed and scalped her capton "should be held accursed, 

for her sake." He proceeds to c d  her a "bloody old h a g  and wishes she had k e n  

drowned in the river or starved to death, "and nothing ever seen of her again, save her 

skeleton, with the ten scalps twisted round it for a girdle." Nowhere does Mather mention 

that Dustan wore the scalps she too k around her waist, and to suggest that she did, 

particularly since Hawthorne mentions no other clothing in conjunction with her 

"skeleton," implies that Dustan. as far as he is concemed, has "gone native." Indians. it 

was believed, wore scalps, not whites, and Dustan's actions here seem to actually change 

the racial status of that "awful wornan" and "raging tigress" in Hawthorne's eyes. 

Thoreau's account of the same story is more subt le. but sends rnuch the same 

message. He suggests that the Little group, consisting of Dustan her nurse. and a young 

boy who is also a captive, coiiected the scalps oniy to prove the events of their captivity 

and escape, but he ako goes on to suggest that their (and particularly Dustan's as the 

~gleader )  racial identities have actudy aitered as a result of their actions. As they escape 

d o m  the river, the "stolen birch" canoe they use 'Yorgets its master and does them good 

senice," intirnating that they are v i r t d y  indistinguishable fkom the Indians whom they 

killed and fkom whom the canoe cornes. Even more damning is Thoreau3 assertion that 

"[tlhey do not stop to cook their meals upon the bankg* the absence of cooking hinting at 

degeneration to an ahost animalistic state. 
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In contrast to Hawthorne's and Thoreau's accounts, Jemison's text indicates that 

she considers the kinds of "racial" dEerences they describe to be cultural and that N e  the 

geographical territory she inhabits, her identity rests in a middle ground that becomes. for 

her, quite naturai. As has already been pointed out, it is difncult to tell where Jemison's 

voice stops and Seaver's begins. Nevertheless, the two voices need to be considered as 

dEerent, if not entirely separate, ifonly because together they produce the most 

astonishing tensions: 

1 have seen, in a number of instances, the effects of education upon some 
of o u  Indians, who were taken when Young, fiom their f ' i e s .  and 
placed at school before they had an opportunity to contract Indian habits, 
and there kept tiii they arrived to manhood, but 1 have never seen one of 
those but what was an Indian in every respect after he retumed. Indians 
m u t  and will be Indians, in spite of ail the means that can be used for their 
cuitivation in the sciences and arts. (Jemison 85) 

Here the text indicates ver-  clearIy that an Indian simply cannot become white. which 

seems to be an attempt to clearly dEerentiate between the two cultures. On the other 

hand. no matter how clearly she speaks the English language, given Jemison's aatus. her 

education. her way oflife. and her gender. it rnight be permissible to doubt that she would 

fonulate a sentence like %dians must and will be Indians, in spite of al1 the means that 

can be used for their cultivation in the sciences and arts." Rather, this sounds very much 

L e  the voice of a Euro-American scribe whose faith in the idea of separate races must 

have k e n  gravefy shaken by the obvia* ease with which this srnail woman had integrated 

hiIy with an indian culture."' Women it seems, were not generally allowed to Wear 

123 y 
i amias suggens that lemison is sirnply mourning the attempt at acculturation 

and its effects. which is also plausible, given Seaver's general tendency to render her 
statements more florid- 
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leather stockings. 

III. CnticaI Legaeies 

The changing ro les of women and the decreasing fear of miscegenat ion due to the 

crushing subjection of Native Arnericans at the beginning of the twentieth centuiy have. in 

the end, simultaneously revived Jemison's farne and undermined her achievement. 

Ironically, the statue of Jemison that William Pnor Letchworth and H. K. Bush-Brown 

erected in 19 10 celebrates the absolute opposite of the collective values Jemison's close 

association with and obvious familial feelings for the Seneca suggest. 

Jemison's use of " o u i '  fiequent ly throughout the narrative. although it has the 

curious effect of including both her tramcriber and her reader in her world. has roots in 

the nature of her Seneca society. Kinships were extremely important and people üved in 

groups in which individuais deprnded iipon the wholt. for survi~al."~ Although she 

&equently speaks of -Our Indians." which aimost gives a sense of proprietorship and 

cenûuily marks the dEerence between "Indians" and orhers (presumably white). perhaps 

one of the more poignant moments in the narrative cornes when Jemison explains about 

the discovery of a grave site after a mudsiide: "When 1 fint came to Genishau the bank of 

Faü Brook had just slid off and exposed a large number of human bones. which the Indians 

said were buried there long before their fathen ever saw the place; and that they did not 

"' This is a marked depanure Eom ber early We, in which the nearest neighboe 
might be a mile or more away. 
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h o  w what kind of people they were. I t however was and is believed by our people, that 

they were not Indians" ( 122). This is the fùst tirne that Jemison refers to the Indians as her 

own people, and to herseif as a full rnember of their culture. 

In contrast, the statue of Jemison, as Namias notes, is fiuidamentally and 

monumentdy white despite the Indian clothing on it (''the final statue looks like a Nordic 

woman dressed Indian-style"), and depicts Jemison alone with a cradle board. suggesting 

that she made the six hundred mile joumey she recounts fkom Ohio to New York by 

herself. In fact, her Indian brothen accompanied and cared for her on the way. Namias 

observes: "Letchworth and Bush-Brown celebrated the white and Euro-American values 

they saw Jemison representing: individuality, perseverance, the need to go it alone" 

(Namias 1993: 163). In a sense, the statue invests her wïth the same kind of leather 

stockings Natty Bumppo wears. 

On the other hand, the very existence of this statue counters the words of Leslie 

Fiedler, who clairns tliat *'[s]uch a figure as Mary Jemison remins mythologicaliy Uien 

precisely because she married Red. wed not one but two Indians. and produced several 

children who became leaders in their tribe" (95-96). However, he seems to claim this in 

the face of extraordinas, evidence to the contrary. He even exclaims that "[h]istory may 

record, but legend does not choose to remember. that she finaily went native enough 

nearly to forget her own Engkh tongue. and to look on cooly as the entrails of a white 

captive were drawn out through a smaii hole in his beUy . . . . She remains as irrelevant as 

those eccentric males who resented rather than rejoiced in their c a p t ~ t y "  (Fiedler 96). 

Fiedler was. of course, writing in 1968, but even so. the rnyth of Mary kmison had 
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remained dive and weil. and even at the tirne was anything but stagnant, with the 

publication in 1 94 1 of Lenski's children's namitive, and in 1966 of Gardner's. 

Although Fiedler lumps together "Mary Jemison and Mary Rowlandson and Mary 

Johnson and Mary Kinnm, and Elizabeth Hanson and Mercy Horbison and Hannah 

Swarton and Hannah Dunon" and daims that "[w] hat r edy  counts is the composite 

image created W y  in any rnind which tries to evoke one by one the succession of Marys 

and Mercys and Elizabeths and Hannahs . . . .Together they constitute the tme anti- 

Pocahontas: . . . . the Great WASP Mother of Us Ail, who, far fkom achieving a 

reconciliation between White men and Red. t u m  the weapon of the Indian against him in 

a finai act of vengeance" (Fiedler 99, such sweeping statements reaily have tittle accuracy 

or relevance, and tell us much more about the discodort of the critic than the function of 

the narratives under investigation. Such statements also do the work of erasing the 

individuality of each woman, and of rendering each of them disposable as individuals. 

subsumed by a strange mythological figure whose role seems relevant only to some frw of 

them if any. Jemison's greatest achievement in recording her life is exactly the 

recording-even in the process of encoding it in trxt+fa single reconciIiation of a Me that 

has not k e n  purely white or red, but has k e n  deeply and profoundly Lived. 

The erasure typified by Fiedler's staternents began, in fact. even with the 

publication of krnison's work. We know. for e m p l e .  that fkom the beginning Seaver 

claimed the nory as his own. Although the typeface in which his name is set on the title 

page of the &st edition is not as bold or as ornate as that which inscribes Jemison's, he 
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clearly marks the texi as behg "By James E. Seaver,"'" and proclairns his status in the 

titles of the "Author's Preface" and the "Author's Introduction." Of course, this clairn is 

one the illiterate Jemûon could not have disputed. On the other hand, the need for 

lemison's physical presence and for her voice in order for thk story to be told disputes. in 

and of itself, Seaver's bold c l a h  Her choice to stay with her capton and eventually to 

marry into the tnbe is not particularly unusual in the history of American "Indian 

Captivities." but it is by definition in terrns of captivity narratives. Jemison's wiil to teil her 

story in a format that would cross cultural boundaries seems exceptional, at least for a 

woman narrator.''6 

Certainly the story found a market. Between 1824 and 193 1 there were twenty- 

seven printings and twenty-three editions "ranghg f?om 32 to 483 pages." The story is 

retold over and over, even as a chiidren's narrative."' In fact. even as 1 write another 

children' s version strangely and uonically tit led The Diury of Mary Jemison (In 6Iy Oim 

'" Namias notes that the title page has Seaver claiming that the story is '-taken 
fiom her own words." and that the emphasis should reaUy be on "iaken fkom." But she 
also notes that Seaver's brother. who took owr the project at Seaver's death afier the £irst 
d i t  ion, further comipted Jemison's text, emphaskhg her whiteness and the dinerences 
between herselfand her captors. In three added chapters al1 purported to be Jemison's 
own narrative in her own voice, there is an O bvious effort to tum the narrative into a 
defense of the invasion of Iroquois territory (Namias 1992: 38-39). 

'" AS NamiaS notes' "[bleginning with a substantial c h b  up the steep canyon 
f?om her house dong the river. eighty-year-old Jemison wdked four miles to sce Seaver. . 
. . Clearly she would not have traveled that distance at her age Xshe did not want to tell 
her story" (Namias 1993: 187). 

"' Seaver, in his "Author's Preface," Iays the groundwork for the use of this text 
as a children's story by commenting that "books of this kind are sou@ and read with 
aviditv, especiaiiy by children. and are well calculated to excite their attention inform their 
understanding, and irnprove them in the art of reading" (50-5 1). 
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Words) is leaving the press and being prepared for sale. "' In addition, the mmanticized 

versions of capture by Indians in pop* pulp fiction guise turn up at airports and 

drugstores everywhere. In the midst of this creation and recreation, the exact nature of 

Jemison's achievement may be overlooked. The three days that she spent relating the 

events of her üfe to James Seaver triggered Jemison's transformation into an almost 

legendq figure. Perhaps unwitt ing ly , she gained the kind of immortality Margaret 

Cavendish dreamed of ail her Life. in that her expenences were vaiidated not just by her 

fint audience (Seaver) but by thousands of others, over what has now become nearly two 

centuries. 

But as Namias notes, "Mary Jemison is not just a figure of history. dead, buried. 

and reburied, with a statue over her. iroquois people stili know her . . . . She has a great 

many living descendants, especiaily in western New York and in southern Canada. To 

these descendants and to Iroquois people. she is a very real figure affimiing the possibility 

t h t  whites and Indiaw might have lived together peacehiiy." Although this assertion is 

dangerously broad. it does shed light on a marked cultural dafierence which esplains to 

some extent the fact that leather-stocking heroes maintained their white identity in spite of 

their "Native" abilities. Although the notion of a collective or family identity was 

supeneded. particularly in fiontier Amenca by the image of the individual. independent 

almost to the point of isolation it rernained an important feature of Native Life. As Paula 

Gunn M e n  notes, "[tlhe white Anglo-saxon Protestant ethos holds that isolate, self- 

'" The Dias. ofiIfary Jemison (In My Lhn W'ods) by Connie and Peter Roop. 
Benchmark Books. 2000. 
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reliant, and self-motivated individuals formulate and render experience persunal, profiting 

thereby . . . . it is the difference in perception of the significance of a people's collective 

experience that dist inguishes Arnerican Indian short stories fiom non-Indian American 

oaes" (Men 5). She adds that the bbconcentration on the negative effect of inditiddit)' 

f o m  a major theme in the oral Literatures of al1 tnks" (Ailen 5). "Singularity," she says, 

% antithetical to community," and for Indians, "relationships are based on cornmonalities 

of consciousness . . . . individualism (as distinct fiom autonomy or self-responsibility) 

becomes a negatively valued trait" (Men 9). In contrast, white characters such as 

Bumppo are emphaticaiiy not tribal but independent loners. Seaver, and later Letchworth 

and Bush-Brown, attempt to duplicate this independent individuaikm in Jemison by trying 

to impose racial differences between herser and her adopted family4ifferences her own 

words consistently resist and redehe. 

Part of the cornrnonality of consciousness Allen mentions cornes £kom a exclusiveiy 

oral tradition of storytelling-a tradition that Seaver could not comprehend-wherein al1 

history and religious knowledge requires a face-to-face audience to survive. as opposed to 

the individuai and ofien isolated or distant readers assumed by written tem. Oakes notes 

that "Using E uropean Amencan litermy apparatus of preface, introduction, and 

appendices. [Seaver] calls into question the truth-value of Jemison's oral hinory by 

Vnpugnhg her rnemory on two occasions before the story even begins . . . . His 

assurnption of a memory diminished by age is especidy problernatic regarding a Seneca 

woman whose cultural d e  it was to preserve tradition through oral transmission" (Oakes 

49). Even today western academics tend to have trouble acknowledging the authority of 
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oral discourse. The tradition of assuming Jemison's voice to be somehow faulty continues, 

and does a disservice to Jemison's narrative and to other Native autobiographies written in 

the as-told-to format. Geiies comments that "[tlhree narrators speak in this [the Namias] 

edition; two of them are strongly authentic" ( 1  05). These two. Geles claims, are Namias 

herself, who sets the taie up in her introduction, and James Seaver, whom Geiies cals "an 

authentic nineteenth-century ethnographie observer" (1 05). Of Jernison herseK Gelles 

claims, "Flers is a powerfil story, painful for many reasons. But it is not authentic." She 

qualifies and explains this rather abrupt judgement by stating that "[blecause it is 'as told 

to'. the language. even the siant is frequently that of Seaver. The stuff of a nineteenth- 

century sentimental novel. Seaver's graceful narration, but moreover his bias. is evident" 

( 105). 

To speak of lemison's narrative voice as "inauthentic" is to rob it of its authority 

(and Jemison of her authorship). Even though Seaver claims the creative ro le. it is clear 

that the Life and the story attached to it. however much we rnay nred to reûd betwecn thc 

iines to corne up with it. belong to Jemison. who must be accepted as the authority on 

herself. That she used the only means possible to have her story frved in print should no t 

be reason to suspect her voice of inauthenticity. In fact, paraphrashg AUen, Oakes notes 

that 'Native Americans do not value purity as do Westerners. and their art and their lives 

(again artifcidy separated) reflect an interwoven noncategorical perspective'' (Oakes 

45). And although as Arnold Kmpat States, coilaborative autobiographies were often 

produced as "an acknowledgrnent of Indian defeat, in the ideo Iogical senice of 

progressive expansionism (qtd. in Walsh 67) as Susan Wakh rernarks. '-the)* nevertheless 
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helped to challenge that expansionism 'by admitt ing an Indian to the ranks of the seK 

represented"' (Walsh 67). Thus we must attempt, as Walsh also suggests, to find the 

piaces where "perspectives and agendas . . . are in clearest conflict," or we will risk 

dismisshg Yhe very idea of an Indian subject position" and ignoring "the possibility of 

voices, perspectives, and narrative traditions in opposition to the progressivist ideo logy O f 

weU-intentioned white editors" (Walsh 5 1). 

Certainiy Jemison has entered the realrn of the ~e~represented, and has even 

reached the realrn of folklore; at the t h e  of her recounting of her narrative to James 

Seaver, she was already referred to as "'the White Woman of the Genesee." But Namias 

asks. at the end of a thorough and fmcinating paper, "Was Jemison the White woman. the 

white Woman, or the Indian Noman?" (1993: 201). In the end, she reads the story itself 

"Like a triangular crystal prisrn Each side offers a way of looking through the object. In 

the case of the prisrn each side is identical: in Jemison's case. eac h side gives a d8erent 

perspective" ( 1 993: 20 1 ) and it is this combination, this mult iplicity of simultmeous 

perspectives that gives this narrative and its speaker their strength. Often caiIed a 'hrroic 

figure', "Mary Jemison not only violates racial boundaries but even praises her Indian 

husbands. This aspect of her story add to her interest for readers as an outlaw figure 

who ventures into forbidden temtory and enjoys personal fieedorns beyond those 

generally available or permissible according to mainstrearn social convent ions" (Sc hec kel 

99).'" Like Natty Burnppo, Jemison's position in a middle ground gives her "an unusual 

'Y Scheckel also notes tkat "[ilf Jemison were seen as locating her loyalties and 
identity entirely in the Indian world, she would be considered either an outlaw, whose 
~ansferertce of racial allegiance would make ber opposed to white values. or an outsider. 
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power to negotiate between Indian and white worlds without ever king defined as a 

threat to white culture-either through . . . absolute opposition to it or by bringing into 

white society unacceptable attitudes or experiences produced by . . . close association with 

the Indians and the wiiderness" (Scheckel 100). 

Alt hou& some of the mythology of Jemison is ranged around what Namias refers 

to as  "the banner of white female sensibility" ( 1993: 166), her very re-emergence in the 

late twentieth and twenty-fist centuries (g indeed, she can be said to have ever 

submerged) is testament to the incredible complexity of her position. Her initial mythology 

may have k e n  due to Seaver's sentimentalization, but her lasting power ties in her stature 

as a figure in the rniddle ground-the stuff of legends. Indeed, Namias even refers to her 

narrative as "an epic aory setting a woman at the center of a New World cosrnic dram" 

(Namias 1993: 171). 

Just as classical heroic and legendary figures such as Hercules straddled the worlds 

of Olympus and Eartk and just as Native legendary figures bridge the gap betwern the 

supematural world of animals and animal spirits and that of humans. Jemison's narrative 

and. in the end. her 'self bridge the (much srnalier and more artificial) gap ktween two 

cultures. making hers a subjectivity embedded in a myth which, if not entirely of her o\vn 

making. was surely made in a way she wouid have understood. Namias notes that 

Jemison's transcnid account has now transcended its boundaries and has once again 

whose severance of all ties to the white world would d e  her kelevant to it. On the 
other band. ifshe actually tned to reintegrate into white society, her expenences arnong 
the Indians+specially her violation of racial and semai boundaries-weii might cause some 
ditficulties" ( 10 1 ). 
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become oral: "[a] group of abo ut thirty gathered around the Jemison statue whiie a park 

hûtorian gave his weekly recounting of her story and her place in the Indian Life of the 

region" (Namias 1993: 148). Undoubtedly this re-translation to the oral, and even her 

story itselfmight not have crossed the cultural boundary had Jemison not waked the four 

miles to James Seaver's cabin and spent her three days there. In doing so, she ensured her 

position as  a bridging figure-not uniike the trickster-and becarne a lasting element of the 

folklore of two cultures. 

I have chosen the story of Mary Jemison to conclude this project because her 

situation and her experiences draw together many of the threads already explored here. 

She foliows logically on the heek of Sarah Fielding's fictional heroine because like 

Opheiia she never went back to her former way of iiFe once capunxi and. Er OpMa.  

there is evidencr that after a very short time she reaUy had no inclination to do so. She 

mamed into her captors' society and. at the end of her We. her physical appearance was 

one of the only distinguishing features that set ber apart Born her Indian family. Ho wever. 

hers is a narrative based on actual events, and thus she foilows to sorne eszent in the 

footsteps of Mary Rowlandson. Her position in relation to two cultures echoes the kinds 

of issues dealt with by GraEgny's Zilia, while iike Cavendish's narrative Jemison's works 

to produce a ferninine subjectivity in a space that is aimost mythological, raising it beyond 

question. reproach, or dismissai. "O 

"O However, this is not to suggest that Jemison held anything k e  the sarne class as 
Margaret Cavendish or Française de G d i g n y .  Even kfore her capture. Jemison could 
not even aspire to the 10 wer gentry of Sarah Fielding, and her geographical location on the 
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In her 1993 book chapter on the Jemison narrative, Namias relates the Iroquois 

story ofcreation, in which a wornan f& to earth and begins a whole new world. She is, 

perhaps, the original captive of place, whose role as a mediator between one culture (that 

of heaven) and another (earth) creates for her a position fkom which to speak. It certainly 

enables her creation of the world, and absolutely guarantees her position as a figure of 

mythology. Namias even comments that Jemûon, "[llike the woman who fell ont0 Turtle's 

back, gave birth to new Life, and planted a new world around herself, she found a new 

f d y ,  abundance, and new powers" (1993: 201). Certainly. Jernison's Me is "the story of 

a white captive, a woman who is a survivor, a woman able to mediate between cultures" 

(Namias 1992: 43), and equally surely, "[tlhe Iroquois certainly saw her as one of their 

own and still do" (Namias 1993: 149). But bringing u s  arowid f u U  circle, her 6nai words 

echo those of Mary Rowlandson., aithough the f d y  shr reBrs to ïoulcl shock the rarlier 

Mary to the core: 

If my family di11 live happily. and I can be exernpted fiom trouble while 1 
have to stay. 1 feel as though 1 could Iay down in peace a Me that has been 
checked in ahoa every hour, with troubles of deeper dye. than are 
comrnoniy experienced by mortals. (1 60) 

fkontier. prosperous as the Jemison f m  was, excluded the kind of community placement 
that even Mary Rowlandson had. although Rowlandson's position is closest to Jemison's 
own. Jemison was the daughter of Protestant Irish Immigrant parents, boni on board a 
ship on the way to Arnerica Hers was a farmîng farnily? and rather than living in tightly- 
knit settlements and colonies as Rowlandson and her contemporaries did, her f d y  and 
families iike it Lived spread over the frontier? where the nearest neighbon were oflen a 
good distance o E  
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